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3.3.1 Groundfish survey design 
!cdandic Groundfish SiirveY'(lceGFS) started -In 1985. 'The area of investigation :c(wers'-the Icelandic shelf down to the 
500 m depth contour. 600 stations were considered a reasonable effort to reach an acceptable level of coefficient of 
variation of cod indices. In order to work the 600 stations within a reasonable time limit, 5 commercia!, standardised, stern 
trawlers are leased. 
The allocation of trawling stations is based on the stratified random sampling theory. The stratification scheme is based on 
pre-estimated cod densitypattems derived from commercial as well asresearch vessel catch data, which' were summarised 
by statistical squares.' Th" statistical square basis allows flexibility-in posi-stratifications with respect to different species, 
Based on biological and hydrographical considerations, the survey area was divided into two areas, a northern and a 
southern area for design purposes. 
The allocation of statistical squares to' strata is based on the estiinated density of coo in each square. Information on cod 
density was derived from three different sources: The trawler captains and their advisors graded each square with respect to 
their experience of fishing in March. Commercial fisheries data yielded additional information on cod density, as did resuits 
, from- previous -research surveys', -
, 
Ten strata wereconsttuded from the statistical squares, 4 in the souibem area and 6 in the northern one. Statistical squares 
in each strata are not necessarily adjacent, which allows more possibilities in constructing homogeneous strata' with regard 
to lish denSIty. 
Stations were divided between strata in direct proportion to the product of the area of each stratum and its estimated cod 
density. Finally, the trawl stations ofa stratiImwere allocated to each square within the stratum in direct proportion to the 
. area of the square. 
S'futions '\vithiQ. . each statistical square were divided -equaily between -fishenTl~i1 arid project members from -the 1-vflli"ine 
ReSearch Ins'ti(ut~ (~iRI). Piojecllllei110ers selec't~d random positions for u1eir ·stat'ions. Fishennen were asked to fix t.~eir 
stations in each 'square' 'h-1 actoict3.1'Ce with their ~~'ow1edge and experience -of fishing and fishing grounds. Tra\l/ling is' done 
both day and night, and sampling is distributed uniformly over the 24 hours. 
This sampling method may be classified as "semi-random stratified" since only half of the stations are randomly selected. 
In 1996 u~e Groundfish Sun'ey design was analysed 3.1,d revised with the _ aim to reduce t.'1e total survey cost but keeping 
about the sa."'ne level of accuracy. stations which have only be taken 'Occasional!y during the smvey period since- t.l1e 
beginning of the survey in 1985 and other stations with low or zero catches especially in the southeastern area were .thrown 
out. Recalculation of the survey indices resulted in minor differences to the previolls estimates. Accordingly the number of 
stations was reduced to 540 (instead of the 600 originally) in 1996 and the survey was carried'out using 4 trawlers instead of 
5 which had been used previously. 
3.3.2 Trends in landingS and fisheries 
The fleet fishing for cod at Iceland operates throughout the year. The' fishing vessels are of different sizes but can however 
be grouped into three main categories: 
1. Trawlers; > 300 GRT. 
2. Multi-gear boats; < 300 GRT 
3. Small boats; < 20 GRT 
The trawlers operate throughout the year outside the 12 mile limits. They follow the spawning and feeding migration 
patterns of cod and fish on spawning grounds off the south west and south-coasts during the spawning season but move to 
feeding areas off the. northwest coast during the' summer time. During-Jhe autumn, this fleet is more,spread out. The·multi-
gear boats operate mainly using gillnet during the spawning season in winter and spring along the south-west coasts but in 
recent years this fleet has also used giUnet in late autumn. Part of this fleet uses longlines during autumn and early winter. 
During summer some of these boats trawl along the coast out to the 3 mile limit. Others fish with Danish seines close to the 
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shore. Most of the smaller boats operate with handlines mainly in shallow waters during the summer and autumn period. ,In 
recent year the mesh sizes used by the gillnet fleet have been increasing. 
In the period 1978-1981 landings of cod increased from 320000 t to 469 000 t due to immigration of the strong 1973 year 
class fron1' Greenland waters combined with an increase in fishing effort. Catches then declined rapidly to, only 280 00\l t in 
1983. Although cod catches have been regulated by quotas since 1984, catches increased to 392000t in 1987 due,to the 
recruitment oflhe 1983 and 1984 year classes tothe,fishable stock in those years (Table 3.3.1). 
Since 1988 all year classes entering the fishable stock have been well below average, or even poor, resulting in a continuous 
decline in; the landings. The 1995 catch of only 170000 t is the lowest catch level since 1942. Effort on cod in J994 
decreased compared 10 1993 . This \rend has continued since then and a marked reduction in effort against cod, has taken 
piace.in \he most recent years (Tabie 3.3.2) due to further reduction in quota and a diversion of the effort towards, other 
stocks and areas. As a resuii of these cod catch rates for aii fleet categories have been increasing sharpiy (Figure 3.3,1). 
, , 
Due to an increase of the fishable stockbiomass the quota for the 1996/1997 fishing year was set at 186 000 t. Landings in 
1996 increased accordingly to 182000 t. For 1997/1998 fishing year the quota was set at 218 000 t. Landings in 1997 
amounted to 204000 t. This lead to a slight increase in effort by the tra",ler fleet, bU,t the effort of the gillnetfleet and 
espec,ially t.J..:e !G~gliners continued to decline", 
, 
Trends in fishing mortality by fleet (Figure 3.3.2.) show the same picture fur the musl recent years. There h3$ been ja ~harp 
decline in the fishing mortality of the gillnet and the trawler fleets since 1993. The fishing mortalities of the longliners and 
the handliners have also shown a slight de",ease. The fishing, mortality of the trawlers increased in 1996, which can be 
expliUnedhy increased catch rate for this, fleet especially in 1996. ' , 
3.3.3 Cat!:!! in numbers at age 
The,fleets (or "metiers") are defined by the gear, season and, area combin!llions. The gears are long lines, bO\lomt~awl, 
gillnets, handlines and Danish seine. In the historical data sets each of these classes may contain related gears (baSed .on 
sparseness of data and low catches). Notably handlines are included with long lines and pelagic trawl is included with the 
~ottom tr.awl.. The basic areas. solits are the: "northern" and "southern" areas. In the historical data set. seasons are snlitipto 
, the "spawning'~ seaspn (Janu~-May) and "non~spawn,ing" season (June-December). Historicallv, .ihere have be:n;ome 
~hang~s in fleet definitions and thu;there does npi curre';-tly exis,t a fully consistent'set of catch-~t-age data. on 'a pe~-fl""t 
basis. ' , 
Total.yatch ,at age (aggregated across fleets) was used as VP A input, and seasonal data (a~gregated across gears and 
regions) were used to estimate the proportion of fishing mortality in January-May. 
Thetotal patch,aHige data is given in Table 3.3.3. It should be n~ted that much higherproportions of the older ~ge gr()ups 
are taken during the first part of the year and. this will considerably aff!'Ct the estimation of the spawning stock at spa"Cning 
time. Since the.cat~h-at-age data have historically only been. available for January to May,a~d not by short~r s~asons,)tis 
assumed that 60% of those cat"hes were taken during January to N/arch, i.e., before spawning time (Table 3.3.4). '. . 
In recent years emphasis has been put on improving the sampling scheme in order to obtain the most realistic information on 
catch at age The data for these calculations is based on samples taken from all gears on the main fishing grounds throughout 
the year. In recent years, annually 10 000 -15 000 cod otoliths have been read. The age-length keys have then been used to 
convert about. 100 000-150 000 length measurements also collected throughout th<; year. 
Because of the quota system the question about discarding has been revived. There is however no information a~ailable for 
the time being and discarding is not thought to be a major problem at present. 
33.4 Mean weight at age 
3.3.4.1 Mean weight at age in the landings 







"Theimeari !weights'at-age-are computed for the 'same categories as t. .. e catch numbers at age and a..""e:t.~eri weighted together 
across the fleet categories. The data are given in Table 3.3.5. Mean weights at age are noiavailable on an annual basis for 
catches taken before 1973, and hence the averag~,@l;r~s the years,1973 ~"T991 is used as the constant (in time) mean weight 
, at age for earlier years. 
,3.3.4;2 ,Mean weight at age in 'the stock 
The weights at age in the landings have been used without modification to compute general stock biomasses, with the 
exception of the spawning stock biomass (see below). 
The Icelandic grOundfiSh-survey does' provide better estimates of mean weights-ai-age in the stock, bUt it is not at an dear 
how these shoultlbe combined across areas which have different catchabilities, and in any case these weights are only 
available back to 1985.' 
3.3.4.3 Mean weight at age in the spaWliing stock 
For years up to 1997, data from the period J anuary-May have been used for the estimation of the mean weights at age in the 
spawning stock. It is assumed that the catches in the different gears and areas appropriately reflect the 'stock composition 
with regard to mean weight at age. These weight-at-age data are presented in Table 3.3.6. 
3.3.5 Maturity at age 
Maturity at age is based on samples from the commercial fleets in the months January-May (ICES 19921Assess: 14). It has 
been pointed out that using data coUected throughout the year may bias the proportion mature in various ways (Stef"nsson, 
1992). The approach taken is, therefore,'to compute the proportion ma~ at the time of spawning, by considering only the 
first part of the year (January-May), but aggregating across gears and regions. 
There has been a marked increase in the proportion of mature fish at age during the period 1992-1997 (Figure 3.3.3). The 
maturity at age data are given in Table 3.3.7. 
The maturity-at-age data are not available on an annual basis for the catches taken prior to 1973 and, hence, the average for 
the years 1973-1991 is used as a constant (in time) maturity at age for the years prior to 1973. 
3.3.6 Stock Assessment 
3.3.6.1 Tuning data 
Commercial trawler cPiJE data were analysed as described in Stefansson (1988) to yield GLM indices of abundance 
(numbers) at age. The analysis takes into account catchability changes in the fleet due to vessel renewal and vessels shifting 
between regions, but not changes in the spatial distribution of the resource or changes within vessels in the fleet. For this 
reason the analysis of the logbook data was restricted to the years 1992-1997. 
These indices are based on logbooks from demersal trawl fisheries for two parts of the year (January-May and 
June-December) and two areas i.e. south-western areas, and northern areas (Table 3.3.8). 
The same method' was aPJilied for the gillnet fleet: Logbooks for this 'fleet have been analysed for the years 1992-1997 but 
'aieavailable since 1988.Howeverinfoimation baSed on these logbooks for the years 1988-1990 is scarce as the logo{)oks 
were not mandatory until 199J. The gillnet fleet operates mainly during the spawning season andat the spawning grounds 
off the south and west coasts of the island. This fishery has often lleen referred to as "the spawning fishery" in earlier reports 
of this Working Group. The GLM indices presented here are based on the gillnet fishery in the south and west areas during 
January-May. These indices have been added to the assessment (Table 3.3.9). 
The Icelandic groundfish survey data (Palsson et al., 1989) are used as part of the assessment. The basic data are age-
disaggregated (Paisson and Stefansson, 1991) and abundance indices computed by using the a modified Garnma-Bernoulli 
(O-B) illet.'1od io accommodate spaiiai information in an appropriate manner. The method is described in Working Paper by 
i87 
fL Bji\rnsson;.An~ex I in ICES (19941 Asse~s: 19). Indices are c~\Culated for each of the three areas separately, age gro'lP~' 3 
.to 14andfoHheyears 1985-1997. 
To use the latest information available in the XSA, the 1998 survey abundance indices were moved back in time of 
approximately three months i.e. to December 1997 for the age groups 4-9. The same applies to abundance indices for the 
other survey years. For the age group 3 and age group 2 no shifting in time has taken place. The resulting indices are given 
in Table 3.3.10 by fleet, area and age group. 
3.3.6.2 Assessment methods 
Migrations from Greenland into. the Icelan"ic cod stock .can, have major effects and hence th~ need to. be \aken. into 
.account in,the ~ssments, Time series analysis (TSA) of Oudmundsson ( 1984) and anADAPT-typeofme.thod 
(Stefansson, 1992) which were applied to this stock earlier (ICES 19921Assess:14) can estimate migration for a given year 
and age. As the ADAPT-method uses an average selection pattern in determining the terminai iishing mortality recent 
changes in fishing pattern can not be accounted for. In recent years the Group has used theXSA-method even though the 
XSA has not been developed to account for migration - but there is a way to handle this: 
XSA uses'" cohort-analysis to project the stock (orbackcaicuiati~g): 
N -MN -M/2C a,y = e a~l,y~1 - e a-I,y-l or 
N - MN M/2C a-I,y-J - e a,y + e a-I,)'-I 
wereN is stock size and C is catch in numbers and M natural mortality. If fish of age a and in the year)' is migrating, in 
amount of G, tO'the stock in the beginning of the year, then the cohort equation will be: 
N -MN -M/'C G a,y ,= e a-I,y-l - e a-l.}'~1 + a,Y 
and in back ca\culation the equations will be: 
N,_,:y_, '" eM (N,.)" - G"y)+ eM/2 C,_1.)"_1 
= eM N,.), + eM/' (C,_I,)'_l - eM/2G,.)') 
Tnat is, ifme size of me migratioIi~ G, is apprOXiiTUitdy known it c&. be implemented into the cohort equations by changing 
the :catch-i~-numbers the year before, for the, cohort i.~ question. The results are stock in numbers tal---ing into acc0t!,!1t the 
migration but the fiShing mortality give~ for age a-I and year y'-l will be incorrect and the correct value can be calculated 
by:' , . . '. 
F 
, a,-l.y-I 
For ,the Icdandic cod .the esti,matedimmigration of 6 years old cod in the year 1990 is abQut 30 J;IliJlions ~t· beginning of the 
year, Th~ t01<l1 catch of 5 years old cod 1989.is estimated abo'!t 50 millions. The "corrected"catch of 5 years qldco<!of 
Iceiaftdic:~~g1n in 1989 wiii'then be: " , -,,' "-, - --, 
50 - eO''''30 = 16.8 millions 
which is the number used in the assessment. 
Estimates offishingmortaIity 
Tuning fleets used and the relevant tuning indices are given in Tables 3.3.8.-3.3.10. As there has been a major decline in 
fishing effort for this stock during the most recent period the XSA was shrunk to the mean of the three latest years instead of 
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using a default setting of five years. The retrospective analysis for this XSA withsfuinkage ofs.e.= 0.5 is given in Figure 
3.3.4. The total output of the XSA is given in Table 3.3.11. 
The resulting fishing mortalities from the final XSA are given in Table 3.3.12 and in Figure 3.3.7.A. The fishing mortality 
reached a peak in, 1988 decreasedinl989burthen rose to another peak in 1993. Due to further restriction of the cod quota 
effort has dropped markedly in 1994 and again in 1995. Fishing mortality has decreased correspondingly and has not been 
so low since the late sixties. A slight increase in fishing mortality is noted in 1997 (see Tabie 3.3.15). Present fishing 
mortality is at the Fmed level. 
3.3.6.4 Stock .... d recruitment estimates 
The resulting stock size in numbers and spawning stock biomasses from the final VPA are given in Tables3.3.13-14.,Jn the 
stock in numbers table; the recruitment in themos! recent years (yea! classes 1994-1997 as 3"year·olds in 1997-2000) was 
estimated using RCT3 as described in Section 3.3.8:3. 
The current spawning stock at spawning time and recruitment levels must be considered in' relation: to historical sizes,. The 
migration estimates of 39 and 7 million immigrants of the 1973 year class in 1980 and 1981, respectively are taken from the 
,last 1993 ADAPT'assessment (ICES 1993/Assess:18). With given migration estimates"the recruitment from the, SSB can be 
,recomputed by adding back~calculated migration. The approach taken here is to do these back-calcuiations with narurai 
mortality only, since it would be incorrect to use the sometimes high fishing mortalities at iceiand. Tnis ,back caiculaj.ion 
revises the 1973 and 1984 year class estimates to 433 and 334 millions, respectively. The resulting SSB and recruitment 
estimates are given in Table 3.3.15 along with average fishing mortalities. A better estimate might be obtained by back 
calculating using the fishing mortality at Greenland also, but this is unlikely to have major effects on the issue at hand which 
is t..'1e stock-recmitment diagram. 
3.3.7 Biulogical and technical interactions 
. ,Several important biological interactions in the ecosystem around Iceland are connected to the cod stock. The single most 
important interaction'is,the cod.capelin connection (POlsson, 1981) and this has, been studied in somedetalI (Magnusson and 
'~~!sson, ,1989 and 1991~, and' Stdnarsson arid Ste-fansson. 199i). f._Tlother import~!lt interaction is between cod ~ind ~tlfimp~ 
. This has, (>e-f-n studieci by Mainusson :~md paJsson.c i 991 h) and Stefans~(m et a~. (1994). The c<.>d~cape:lin interaction "is' ,used 
in the short-term prediction in Section 3.3.8.5 based on the results inSteinarsson and Steransson (1996).· ' 
Variousfactors affect. the n~t.ufal mortality of cod and several of these factors will change in magnitUde in the future. 
The cod is a cannibal and the mortality tbrough cannibalism has been estimated in Bjiirnsson (WD 26,1998):Table 
3.3.16 shows that the cannibalism occur mainly on prerecruits and immature fish. Further, the minke whale, the harbour 
seal and the grey seal are apex predators, all of which consume cod to varying degrees. Most of these M values will 
affect cod at an early age, before recruitment to the fishery. 
It has been illustrated that not only may cetaceans have a considerable impact on'future yields from-cod in Division Va 
(Stefansson et aI., 1995), but seals may have an even greater impact (Stefansson et aI., 1997). These results imply that 
predictions which do not take into account the possible effects of marine mammals may be too optimistic in terms of 
long-term yields. It is therefore desirable to include marine mammals as a part of future naturai mortaiity for the cod 
stock. 
A number of fleets' operate in Division Va .. The primary gears are described in Section 3.3.3. Earlier work by !his group 
included the separation of catches into finer seasonal and areal splits, but this has not been taken further at this meeting. 
A numerical-description_ of interactions, between :fisheries and, species requires· data on :iandings as _ weH as catches :in 
numbers at age ,of each species ,by gear _type; region_and season. Such data for -cod -were avaiiabie to me present meeting, 
consisting of catches at age in numbers by metier, i.e. gear, area and season for each of the years 1992-1997. The resulting 
data were used to disaggregate fishing mortality by metier. For each fleet the fishing mortality vector was separated into an 
overall fishing mortality. (Figure 3.3.2.) " 
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3.3.8 Prediction of catch and biomass 
3.3.8.1 Input data to the short-term prediction 
-For short:..term predictions. it is essential' to take into account potential changes in mean weights at age due-, to 
'enYironmental-conditions. 
Table 3.3.17 gives the size of the estimated capelin stock each year. For both sets of weight data, the mean weight at age 
for most of the important ages is found to be significantly correlated with the weight of the same year class the year 
before and the capelin biomass at the beginning of the year. This holds for ages 4-8 in the catches and ,ages ~-8 in ;the 
spawning stock at spawning time.- Thus; th~se regressions -an~ used to predict the mean weights at age for- these ~ge 
groups for the years 1998-2000. The preiiminary estimate of i998 capeiin biomass is about the 1997 leveL For J999 
onwards, the average capelin biomass is used. For ages 3 and 9-14 in both data sets and age 4 in the SSB, the average 
over the years 1995-1997,is used. 
In the most recent period maturity at age has been at high levels compared to the years prior to 1992 (Figure'3.3.3.). 
Oiily in 1996 d'id'maturitY'"at age decline. For the short-term predictions the average forthe years 1992~19Y1i1as been 
used for the years 19Y8'2000. 
The exploi,tation pattern used for the short-term predictions 'was taken as the average of the years 1995':"1997 from the 
VPA. ' .,
3.3.8.2 Input data to the long-tenn prediction 
For long~term predictions, fluctuating environmental conditions can be ignored, but it is essential to take into acco~nt 
potential changes due to density,dependen! growth. These have been investigated for this stock (Steinarssbn and 
Stef.nss"n, 1991 and ICES 199I1Assess:7)wherenosignificant density-dependent relationships were found concehiing 
growth. 'Howe'ver, the results in Schopka (1994) 'contflin indications of some density dependence of growth and this'-",;ill 
affec( (he iong-term res~hs at io~ fis'hing:'mortalities: This' is not taken into account in typicai yieid~per-rec~uil 
, ' , 
caicuiatiuns. 
Naturally, any stock-recruitment relationship will "fJectyield-potential calculations and this is not taken into.'account in 
the yield,per-recruit calculations. 
" , : i ,I 
Mean weight and maturity at age have been predicted as the av~rage over the years 1976-1997. 
The average exploitation p,attern over 1985-1990 has been used as input. 
3.3;8.3 ' . Recruitment' 
The modified Delta-Gamma (D-E) method (ICES 1994/Assess: 19) used for the analysis of the Icelandic GrOlindfish 
Survey and as tuning data for this stock was also used for recruitment prediction. The resulting indices used for 
recruitniehtpredictionare given in Table 3'.3:18. As an input to the RCT3 programilge groups 1-4 from the survey,were 
chosen-. 
The size bftheyear classes 1994-1997 has been estimated llsingRCT3,with the 'output as given in Tabie 3.3.19'. The 
revised recruitment estlmates- are then"discounted with natural and fishing mortalities for use in the predictions. 
3:3.8.4 Short term prediction results 
Input to the projections is given in Table 3.3.20. Results from projections up to the year 2000 with different fishing 
mortalities are given in Tabie 3.3.21. 
Landings in 1998 are expected to he 230 000 t due an increase in the quota established. This will however mean a 




Continuing fishing in 1999 at the 1997 level of fishing mortality (F=0.48) will lead to an further increase in SSB in the 
short term. 
The average size of the incoming year classes (1988-1995) is 137 million individuals. The yield-per-recruit 
computations-- in~icate that the maximum obtaittable yield per recrult'is just under 1.8 kg. These tWo numbers indicate 
that the average yield from these year classes cannot be expected to exceed 246 000 t. 
3.3.8.5 Long-term prediction results and biological reference' points 
The yield-per-recruit curve based on the 1985-1990 exploitation pattern along with biological reference points is given 
in Figure 3.3.5 (Tables 3.3.22-23). 
The biological reference-values- for Fma:t and Fo.! are -037 and 020 respective1y. -Yield per recruit-at the F"'lLC level is 
around 1.8 kg. 
A plot of the.spawningstock biomass and recruHment is given in Figure 3.3.6. When using the period 1955:-1994, the 
reference points F!!l~ an~ :P!oJg!l are about 0.48 and ;0.77, respectively. 
The inclusion of the stock recruitment relationship has 11 major effect.'on long-term predictions. From:Figure;3.3.6 it is 
seen that below-median recruitment occurs more frequently when theBSB is below-median than when the SSB is above 
the median. The increased probability of poor recruitment at low SSB levels is of major concern and the possibility of a 
stock-recruitment relationship cannot be fully ignored. The estimated Bp. for this stock is 300 0001. The time series 
shows that the five poorest year classes ever have been generated in years when the spawning stock was, lower than 
300 000 t.C()rr~sponding fishing mortality Fp.=OA. The expected fishing mortality in 1998 is F=0.42. The lowest 
observed spaWning; stock size of200ooo t has been set as a B1Un• 
3.3.9 Management considerations 
In the most recent period, there has been a substantial reduction in fishing effort directed on cod (Table 3.3.2) and hence 
in fishing mortality (Figure 3.3.5). Fishing mortality was at the level of F=0.80-0.90 in 1992-1993 but dropped 
considerably to F=0.44 in 1996. In 1997 it increased to F=0.48 which is at the Fm'" level. 
In spite of poor recruitment in recent years the spawning stock has shown the flrst signs of recovery from the historical 
low levels in most recent years. This is a result of the recent catch restrictions combined with an increase in maturity at 
age. 
Medium·term predictions have been carried out during previous meetings (Anon. 1995/Assess:19 Anon. 
1997iAssess:i3). The model used incorporated the cod, capelin and shrimp stocks to account for interactions between 
these stocks. Based on similar calculations, Iceland introduced a catch rule in 1995 which has been enforced since then. 
According to this management scheme catches are limited to 25% of the fishable (4+) stock biomass calculated from the 
average stock at I" of January of the previous year and the coming fishing year. According to this management strategy 
for the 199811999 fishing year the catch will be 250000 t which corresponds to F=0.44. 
Since there is an adopted strategy for harvesting the cod stock off Iceland, and this strategy appears susiainabie, there 
was no reason to repeat the medium-term predictions at this meeting. 
3.3.10 Comments on the assessment 
There has been a considerable decline in fishing mortality on u'1is stock in the most recent period. Tnis is verified in the 
sharp drop of effort for all fleets engaged in the cod fisheries (Table 3.3.2). 
All short-term results on the size of SSB depend heavily on the assumed development in maturity at age, which is 
difficult to estimate or predict accurately. Variations in this biological parameter are indicated by the trends apparent in 
Figure 3.3.3. 
It is clear that the stock has been heavily overfished for a long time but now show the first signs of recovery which is 
expected to continue under the newly adopted management scheme. 
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Table 3.3.1 Nominal catch (tonnes) of Cod in Division Va, by countries, 1984· 
1997 as officially reported to ICES. 
I 
'" (;oHntry 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 
Belgium 254 207 226 597 365 309 260 
Faroe Islands 2,041 2,203 2,554 1,848 1,966 2,012 1,782 
Iceland 281,481 322,810 365,852, 389,808 375,741 353,985 333,348 
Norway 90 46 1 4 4 3 
• lJK(E)1gl. and 2 I 
Wales) 
Total 283,868 325,267 368,633 392,257 3n,O)6 356,309 335,390 
WG estil1Jate 
Country 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1 
Belgium 548 222 145 136 
Farae Islands 1;323 883 664 754 739 599 
Iceland 306,697 266,662 '251,170' 177,919 168,685 181,052 200,600' 
N0rn'ay 4 7 
UK (Engl. and + 
Wales) 
Total"' 308,568 7£'7,767 '251,979 178,809 169.428 181.656 200,600 
WG estimate 203;546 2 
1) Provisional. 





Table 3.3.2. Cod at Icelancl, I)ivision Va, Yu;lqings (tonnes), effort, cpue and 
percentage changes in effort and cpue in the period 1991 ~ 1997 (with 1991 as 100%). 
Data are based on logbooks which have been mandatory in the fisheries since 1991. 
Bottom trawl 
effort cpue 
Year Catch effort % cpue % changes 
• changes I I 
19!!1 175142 234946 I 100 I 745 100 I 
1992 131504 228196 97 576 77 
1993 114587 182882 78 627 84 
1994 613186 83975 36 788 106 
1995 60580' 71202 30 851 114 
1996 66867 67057 29 997 134 
1997 81202 74159 32 1095 147 
Gillnet 
.... u ....... I i 
C'IIVIl I ~~~,angesl V,o..". ,-. .......... 1.0. -effort DJ cpue ' .... gl _a~,,",11 /Q I chang?$ 
1991 58948 1060 100 56 100 
1992 59712 984 93 61 I 109 
1993 56701 1008 95 56' 101 
-innA ~;"'-4n:" ~.n M 55 1;;;;1'0'"1' V""I,,,G. f 10 ,,00 
oInn~ nnnn .... 437 41 I,,;::r~ >Jl:::.JU::1 
Long line 
effort cpue 
Year Catch effort -cpue % changes 
1991 44711 2006 22 .100 
1992 42301 2016 21 94 
1993 47263 2224 111 21 95 
1994 36426 1652 82 22 99 
1995 44588 1724 86 26 116 
1996 39770 1478 74 27 121 
1997 31276 824 41 38 170 
... 
_ O:\Acfm\Wgreps\Nwwg\Reports\l998\T332.Doc 193. 
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Tabie 3.3.3. Cod at Iceland. Division 'Ta. Catch in numbers (millions) 
Marine Research Institute Sat M~y 2 12:26:37 199B 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 3.3.5. Cod at Iceland~ Division Va. Mean weight at age in the landings (g). 
Marine Research Institute Sat May 2 12:26:36 1998 
Virtual population ~,alysis , weight at. age in the catches, in grams 
Final-VPA 
Age 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 
3 1289 1408 1392 1180 1006 1095 1288 
4 1833 1956 1862 1651 1550 1599 1725 
5 2929 2642 2733 2260 . 2246 2275 2596 
6 3955 3999 3768 3293 3104 3021 3581 
" 5726 5548 5259 4483 4258 ir096 4371 , 
8 6806 6754 6981 5821 5386 5481 5798 
9 9041 8299 8037 7739 6682 7049 7456 
10 10865 9312 10731 9422 9141 8128 9851 
11 13068 13130 12301 11374 11963 11009 11052 
12 11982 13418 17281 12784 14226 13972 14338 
13 19062 1:i 540 14893 12514 17287 15882 15273 
14 21284 20072 19069 19069 16590 18498 16660 
Age 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
3 1407 li459 1316 1438 1186 1290 1309 
4 1971 1961 1956 1805 1813 1704 1899 
5 2576 2844 2686 2576 2590 2383 2475 
6 3650 3593 1894 3519 3915 3034 3159 
7 4976 ·4635 4716 4930 5210 4624 3792 
8 6372 6155 6257 6001 ·6892 6521 5680 
9 8207 7503 7368 7144 8035 BBBB 7242 
10 10320 9084 9243 8822 9831 10592 9804 
11 12197 10356 10697 9977 11986 10993 9754 
12 14683 15283 10622 11732 10003 14570 14344 
13 16175 14540 15894 14156 12611 15732 14172 
14 19050 15'017 12592 '13-042 16045 1 "1''''-''1''1 .-,,,,,,,,/\ .J..'.L.~V ~v.t:.uv 
Age 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 
3 1289 1392 1443 134B 1457 1484 1430 
4 1768 1887 2063 1959 1930 1877 1967 
5 2469 2772 2562 2920 3132 2878 2766 
6 3292 3762 3659 3625 4141 4028 3910 
7 4394 4930 5117 5176 4922 5402 5354 
8 5582 6054 6262 ~JI' r:: f':"n" 6386 6602 u ... ..LV UVV;1 
9 6830 7450 7719 7916 7406 7344 7555 
10 8127 8641 8896 .10273 9772 8537 9527 
11 12679 10901 10847 11022 10539 10797 10786 
12 13410 12517 12874 11407 13503 11533 12148 
13 15715 14742 14742 13098 13689 10428 12405 
14 11267 16874 17470 15182 16194 12788 14751 
. O:\AcfrioWI 51 .. 'ps~iwwg\Repuits\1993\1334-5.Doc 195 
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Table 3.3.5. Cod at Iceland. Division Va. Mean weight at age in the landings (g). 
Marine- Research Institute Sat May 2 12:26:36 1998 
Virt.ual Population Analysis "T_~ ~l-..j... ". age in the catches, in gra...T'!l.S .¥'C .... ~_u ... ~" Final-VPA 
Age 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 
3 1289 1408 1392 1180 1006 1095 1288 
4 1833 1.956 1862 1651 1550 1599 . 1725 
5 2929 2642 2733 2260 2246 2275 2596 
6 3955 3999 3768 3293 3104 3021 3581 
7 5726 5548 [0- .... .,.,.., 4483 4258 4096 4371 J~.J::I 
8 6806 6754 6981 5821 5386 5481 5798 
9 9041 8299 8037 7739 6682 7049 7456 
10 10865 9312 10731 9422 9141 8128 9851 
11 13068 13130 12301 11374 11963 11009 11052 
12 11982 13418 17281 12784 14226 13972 14338 
13 19062 13540 14893 12514 17287 15882 15273 
14 21284 20072 19069 19069 16590 1849B 16660 
Age 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
3 1407 1459 1316 1438 1186 1290 1309 
4 1971 1961 1956 1805 1B13 1704 1899 
5 2576 2844 2686 2576 2590 2383 2475 
6 3650 3593 3894 3519 3915 3034 3159 
7 4976 4635 4716 4930 5210 4624 3792 
8 6372 6155 6257 6001 6892 6521 5680 
9 8207 7503 7368 7144 8035 none 7242 0000 
10 10320 9084 9243 88n 9831 10592 9804 
11 12197 10356 10697 9977 '11986 10993 9754 
12 14683 15283 10622 11732 ,10003 14570 14344 
13 16175 14540 15894 14156 ,12611 15732 14172 
,. 19050 15017 12592 13042 16045 17290 .20200 .~ 
Age 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 
3 1289 1392 .1443 1348 1457 14B4 1430 
4 1768 1887 2063 1959 1930 1877 1967 
5 2469 2772 ,2562 2.920 3132 2878 2766 
6 3292 3762 3659 3,625 4141 4028 3910 
7 4394 4930 5117 5176 4922 5402 5354 
8 5582 cne1l vV-''':t 6262 6'416 6009 6386 6602 
9 6830 7450 7719 7916 7406 7344 7555 
10 8127 8641 8'896 10273 9772 8537 9527 
11 12679 10901 10,847 11022 10539 10797 10786 
12 13410 12517 12874 11407 13503 11533 '12148 
13 15715 14742 14742 13098 13689 . 10428 12405 
14 11267 '16874 17470 15182 16194 12788 14751 
196 O:\Acfm\Wgrcps\..".,J"wwg\Reports\1998\T334-5.Doc 
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Marine Research Institute Sat May- 2 12,26,36 1998 
Virtual Population Analysis , Weight" at age in the SSB, in grams 
Final-VPA 
1l.ge 1978 . 1979 1980 '1981 1982 1983 1984 
3 10'31 1141 1333 967 996 891 10'0'2 
4 1671 1647 1680' 1513 '1626 1472 1479 
5 2863 2532 270'8 210'1 2095 2139 2257 
6 3920' 40'27 3875 3225 30'0'6 2918 3476 
7 5976 5664 5446 4520' 4339 4130' 4480' 
8 6946 6951 710'6 5851 5571 5553 5887 
9 9204 8234 8120 7661 6801 7007 7660 
10 10B33 "9500 10737 9084 92'59 7770 9920 
11 12920' 12921 12628 10'833 11550' 10'817 110'35 
12 12863 130'28 " 17528 1240'1 13445 13176 14531 
13 1910'4 1330'8 ' 15939 11724 17138 14175 15378 
14 21183 '18930' ' 25212 14326 16554 18543 16394 
Age 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990' 1991 
3 1131 1182 1289 1218 10'12 813 1122 
4 1597 1762 "1 n"1"1 "1,en" ., C""<") 1330 1776 .LO..l...1. ..I. ... v~ ..1.-''2.':' 
5 2285 2681 2735 2499 2423 2132 2233 
6 3524 3562 420'2 3566 3743 3187 30'44 
7 50'10' 4824 5110' 5161 5298 4691 3891 
8 6195 6457 6497 6238 6910' 6627 5897 
9 780'0' 7843 780'2 730'2 7725 8915 7657 
I~ 9225 9419 10'220' 8647 9397 10'362 10'573 
11 11336 10'674 11197 10'184 11953 12093 11230' 
12 13277 13660 10620 11504 9529 15453 14340 
13 15325 '13812 15893 14159 12195 15337 14172 
14 18932 18479 ' 16514 10'952 14270' 17257 20'20'0' 
Age 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 
3 876 1037 1193 10'66 1264 1221 1184 
4 1389 1570' 1748 1826 1627 1613 1689 
5 2174 2518 2382 2735 260'0' 2595 2524 
6 3185 3"611 3684 3497 3829 3807 3809 
7 44B1 4B72 5175 4741 4605 5"434 5215 
8 5587 6150' 6210' 6126 5792 6440' 6720' 
9 6775 7538 7676 7582 7550' 7629 7587 
IQ 8225 8840' 8814 9887 9433 860'6 930'9 
11 1170'2 110'88 10'842 10'829 11293 10'486 10'869 
12 13474 120'0'2 ' 12595 1130'7 12984 11774 120'22 
13 15436 1440'2 1440'2 130'98 13821 10'943 12621 
14 11267 18383 17470 15182 16194 15225 15534 
, 197 
Table 3.3.7. Cod at Iceland. Division Va. SexuaLInaturityat age. 
Marine Research Institute Sat ~ay, 2 12:26:36 1998 


































































































.0 .. 543 
0.762 
. , 0.891 
0.981 























































































































































































































Table 3.3:8, Cod at Iceland. Division Va. Bottom trawl CPUE (GLM) indices 1992-
1997 used in XSA tuning.'''''' ,. , 
TR A \All _ 11 If\.Lru:f"' .... 1 
• •• ,.-,. .............. .. - .... '-...... ~I .. 
V .......... /A ......... A ~ ~ 7 8 I "'ClII,",~'O" .. 
" 
0 
1992 867 1058 461 353 139 
1993 1343 620 473 185 82 
1994 2703 1466 302 139 36 
1995 946 i883 1492 205 127 
i996 i868 1231 1386 646 112 
1997 3663 2134 454 447 272 
TRAWL·JAN:MAY-N 
Year/Age 4 5 6 7 8 
1992 579 1219 813 465 203 
1993 1602 993 815 128 54 
1994 1334 1705 623 426 63 
1995 47 2339 1637 327 187 
1996 2357 871 1589 854 154 
1997 1631 1977 804 716 561 
TRAWL-JAN-MAY-S 
Year/Age 6 7 8 9 
1992 470 530 693 113 
1993 375 62 106 97 
1994 507 192 37 16 
1995 1126 463 72 0 
1996 718 596 in<: '>A • vv , .. 
1997 
""" 
A7A '>in "n V~V .. , .. v.v vv 
Table 3.3.9. Cod at Iceland. Division Va. Gillnet CPUE (GL1vi) indices i992-1997 
used in XSA tuning. 
GILLNET-JAN-MAY-S 
Year/Age 6 7 8 9 
1992 145 366 683 216 
1993 188 165 211 290 
1994 245 296 135 64 
1995 418 422 214 64 
1996 483 509 232 116 
1997 399 968 708 171 
.-, O:\..I\cfm\Wgreps\.l\fwwg\Re;ort.s\1998\T3-38-9.Doc 199 
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.Table 3.3. lOa., Cod at Icelall,d. Division Va. Icelandic Gr01,mdfish survey indices 
used in XSA tuning. 
IceGFS, N, 
.. nOli .. nn"7 
I ;::JIO"'t I '-I;;} 1 
.... n nn 1 























































48059 13027 6211 1990 868 
18404 17203 4864 1388 375 
15257 7551 7364 1453 345 
49378 5573 2906 2306 265 
46566 18693 1665 545 311 
15722 18464 6501 456 137 
8102 8772 9355 1242 107 
9542 2499 2303 1347 144 
9441 5124 1100 672 318 
13369 2675 1550 263 168 
11353 7088 1330 417 53 
6083 6923 6599 i 160 227 
23365 5898 5422 ,3004 171 





Table 3.3.11. Cod Btlceland .. Division Va. XSA diagnostic oUlput 
Lowestoft VPA Version 3.1 
2J{)5/1998 14:54 
Extended SurvivOIs Analysis 
'!CEL .... _"IDIC COD (Di'!. Ya); dam from 1970.97(4198)" 
CPUE data from file codvates.dat 
Catcbdatafor 14 years. 1984 to 1997. Ages 3to 14. 
Fleet First 
,,~ 
IceGFS. N. 1984 
lceGFS. a3 011 a3. N 1985 
h;eGFS. ii2 vu .. 3. N. 1986 
lceGFS. SE 1984 
lceGFS.SW. 1984 





·Hme series weights: 
Tapered time weighting applied 
Power '" 3 over 20 years 
Carchability iUlalysis: 











Minimum of 5 points used for regression 
First 











Survivor estimates shrunk to the po~ulation mean for ages < 5 
Carehability independent of age for ages >= 11 
Survivor estimate.'! shrunk towards the mean F 
of the fioa1 3 years or the 4 oldest ages. 
S.B. of the mean to whicb the estimates are shrunk '" .500 
Minimum standard error for population 
e5!!.'!H!tes derivoo from e~rh f!~1 = 300 
Prior weighdng nOl; IIppiied 




Ago 1988 1989 
3 0.045 0.035 
4 0.218 0.264 
5 O.50S O.Be 
, 0.838 0.' 
7 O.9!i5 u.126 
8 I.' 0.878 
9 1.119 0.819 
10 0.983 0.547 
11 1.035 0.655 
12 0.899 0.98 
13 2.335 0.564 
14 1.33 0.693 









































0.954 0.976 0.99 0.997 
1992 1993 1994 1995 199' 1997 
0.077 0.147 0.089 0.074 0.029 0.022 
0.373 0.308 0.259 0.184 0.139 0.115 
0.63,3 
"4' 0.304 0.289 0.222 0.237 
0.894 0.776 0.437 0.34 0.356 0.324 ' 
1.ii V.W" lI.O't" u.~ O.44t 0.376 
1.023 1.161 0.76 0.511 0.541 0.559 
0.618 1.235 0.858 0.425 0.556 0.628 
0.529 0.953 0.818 0.713 0.562 0.767 
0.398 0.909 0.629 0.645 0.744 0.817 
0.71 0.582 0.678 0.76 0.617 0.688 
0.264 0.569 0.715 1.21 0.782 0.901 
0.479 0.763 0.715 0.837 0.684 O.80S 
O:\acf!1l\wgrepS\nw.wg~w,iU\l998\T3311.x1s 
AGE 
YEAR , 4 , , 
1988 1.708+05 2.2213.+05 1.56E+05 3.638+04 
1989 8.39E+04- 1.33E-+05 1.46E+OS 1.10E+04 
1990 1.34E+05 6,64E+04 8.39E+04 1.04E+05 
1991 lA}3E+05 l.0413+O5 4.3Zl!;.04 4Am+04 
'99' 1.82E+OS 7.70E+04- 6.256...04- 2.13E+04 
'99' 1.66E+05 1.38E+05 4.34E+04 2.72E+D4 
'99' 8.0IE+04 1.I7E+<lS 8.30E+04 2.1BE+04 
'99' 1.67E+OS 6.00E+04 7.40E+04 S.OlEiM 
'99' 2.1OE+05 1.278+05 4J)9E+04 4.S4E+04 
'99' 8.59E+04 1.67E-+05 9.06E+04 2.68E+04 
Estimated population abundance at 1st Jan 1998 
O.OO&tOO 5.6iE+04 L40E-HJ5 6.12E+i):j. 
Taper weighted geometric mean Dfthe VPA populations: 
L45E+05 1.19E+05 7.39E+04 3.99E+04 
Standard error of the weigllled Log{VPA populalions) : 
0.432 0.4263 0.4293 0.4915 
AGE 
YE,"Y~ 13 14 
1988 l.39E+<I2 3.76E+OI 
1989 9.74E+OL l.lLE+OI 
'990 4.67E+OI 4.54E+Ol 
'99' 4.05E+<I1 2.47E+01 
'99' 4.28E+<H 2.32E+OI 
'99' 2.80E+<I1 2.69E+Ol 
'994 3.89E+OI 1.30E+OI 
'99' 4.57E+OI 1.56E+OI 
i996 i.i2E...QZ i.12E+Oi 
'997 6.89E+OI 4.20E+OI 
Estima!ed popu1ation abundance at ISI Jan 1998 
2.56E+OI 2.29E+01 
Taper weighted geometric mean of the VP A popuiations: 
6.97E+OI 2.91E+01 
Standard error of the weighted Log(VPA popuiations): 
0.6779 0.7949 
Log catchability residuals. 
Fleet: iceGFS. N. 
A,o 1984 1985 1986 LO'!7 
0.91 -0.02 0.38 0.72 
4 0.59 0.23 -<1.06 0.37 
• .4 •. , 0.27 
-<1.' , 0.51 0.16- 0.32 0.27 , 
•. 44 0.18 0.33 •. 62 
0.75 0.16 0.38 0.28 
9" No- data for this tleet at this age 
A,o 1988 1989 '990 '99' , 0.79 -0.49 0.05 -0.14 
4 0.38 -0.15 -0.15 -0.36 
, 0.26 -0.06 0116 _0.47 
, 
-<1.4 -0.02 • .07 -0.33 
0.05 -0.47 -0.4 ..ij.4l 
0.67 .. , -0.45 -1.11 
, No data for this fleet at thii age 
Mean IDg catchabUity and standard error of ages with catchability 




, , , 
-1.6782 -1.6535 -1.9463 -2.4051 
0.3341 0.3421 0.3795 0.5]03 
, , ,. LI 12 
1.15E+04 8.62E-+03 2.2IE+03 8.04E+02 S.23E+02 2.92E+02 
1.29E+04 3.62E+03 1.74E+03 5.90£+(12 2.46E-tQ2 1.52E+02 
3.46E+04 5.09E-K» 1.23E+03 6.28E+02 2.79E-tm 1.0SE+02 
4.52E+G4 L29E.;.{l4 U4E+03 4.58E...oZ 2.23Effi2 1.22E+02 
1.66E+04 1.43E+04 4.81E+03 ti.91E+02 1.5513.+01 6.96E+Ol 
7.15E+03 4.48E+01 4.22E+03 2.12£+{I) 3..33£+00. 8.51E+OI 
l.02E+04 2.61E+01 U:'iE-uH 1,OOE-!{I3 6,70E.+OO- IJOE...o2 
USE+04 4.41E+Ol 9.99E+02 3.99E+02 3.63E+02 2.9JE+02 
2.92E+04 S.71EtOJ 2.17E+03 S.3SE+02 UlOE+02. 1.56~2 
2.60E+04 l.S4E<t04 2.72£+03 1.02E+o3 2.49E-t02 6.22E-«H 
1.54E+04 i.47E+U4 7.25E+03 i.i7E+OJ 3.86&tO:I. 8.99&tOi 
1.82E+04 6.87E+03 2.28E+03 8.43E+o2 3.42E+o2 I.51E+02 
0.561 0.5847 0.5528 •. S469 0.59 0.6638 
'99' '99' '994 '99' '99' ,m 
0.12 -0.27 -1.05 -0.3 0.35 0 
• -<1.' -0.35 -<138 0.17 0.61 0-01 -0.42. -0.28 -0.2 O.t!5 0.!.'4 
'(].22 -0.24 -051 (}'16- 0.08 0.62 
u.p4 -035 -6.42 ii.35 0.31 0.29 




Ages with Q dependent on year class strength 
Age StO""'.,e t-\'::!.::e mte=pt . 'RSqim..-e 
3 0.56 2.71 6.16 0:& 
4 0.65 2.63 5.06 0.86 
Ages with q imiependent of ycarclass strength and COlllltant w.r.t. time. 
Ago S~'" t-value Intercept 
0.75 1.451 4.06 
6 0.85 0.80i 3 
0.89 0.586 2.83 
0.93 0.271 2.88 










4 No data for this fleet at this age 
5 No data for this fleet at this age 
6 No data for this fleet at this age 
7 No data for this fleet at this age 
8 No data for this fleet at this age 
9 No data for this fleet at this age 
1988 1989 1990 
3 0.88 0.22 -0.14 
4 No data for this fleet at this age 
5 No data for this fleet at this age 
6 No data for this fleet at this age 
7 No data for thillEleet at this age 
8 No data for this fleet at this age 
, No il .. tiii [or ili15 flret i;t .. 'lis age-










Ne P ... ~ Reg'~.e Mea.'1. Leg q 
14 0.23 -1.59 
14 0.1& -1.53 
No PtS Regs.e MeanQ 
14 0.24 -1.68 
i4- 0.0 -1.65 
14 0.'35 -1.95 
14 0.51 -2:41 
1992 1993 199. 1995 
om -0.04 -0.87 "0.46 
Ag. Slope t-value Intercept RSquare No Pts Reg s.e Mean Log q 
0.63 2.029 5.49 0.77 





1984 1985 1986 1987 
.3 99.99 i}9.9i} 0.31 0.78 
4 No data for this fleet at this age 
5 No data for this Elect at this age 
6 No data for this fleet at this age 
7 No data for this fleet at this age 
8 No data fOf this fleet at this age 







4 No data for this fleet at this age 
5 No data for this fleet at this age 
6 No data for this fleet at this age 
7 No dala for thilI fleet at this age 
8 No data for !hi!; fleet al this age 
























Ages with q dependent on year class strength 
Age Slope I-value Intercept RSquare No PIs 



















































H 1.04 0.34 0 
I} No data for this fleet at thill a,ge 
Mean log catchability and standard error of ages with calChability 



















-4.028 -3.3549 -3.0491 -3.0393 
0.5283 0.3636 0.3749 0.5129 










































Age Slope t-value Intercept RSquare No PIs Keg s.e 




























































6 -0.26 0.39 0.71 
7 -0.05 -0.01 0.34 
8 0.7 036 0.49 































































































Mean log cau:h.ability and standard ermrof a,ges with eateh.ability 
independent of year class stren~th and constant w.r.L lime 
6 7 Age 
Mean Logq 
S.E(Logq) 
-2.8736 -2.5105 -2.4582 ·2.7541 
0.3402 0.3544 0.3668 0.4722 
Regression statistics : 
Ages with q dependent on year class strength 
Age Slope !-'1ruue l'!!er<:ep! RSq!l!Lre. 
0.85 0.577 4.96 0.63 
4 l.04 -0.129 2.83 0.59 
Ages with q independent of year class strength and constant w.r.t. lime. 
Ago Stope I-value Intercept 
0.69 2.047 5.42 
, !Hi? 2.864- S.!S 
0.75 1.818 4.3 
0.77 1.226 4.16 
Fleet· IceGFS. a] on:l3. SW 
Age 
Ago 
Regression sllltistics : 
1984 [986 
99.99 -0.83 ·0.06 
4 No data for this fleet at this age 
5 No data for this fleet at this age 
6 No data for this fleet at this age 
7 No data for this fleet at this age 
No data for this fleet al this age 
9 No data for this fleet at this age 
1988 1989 1990 
3 ·0.44 0.14 -0.31 
4 No data for this fleet ai this age 
5 No data for this fleet at this age 
6 No data for this fleet at this age 
7 No data for this fleet al this age 
No data for this fleet at this age 
9 No di:.t:l. for t.'1.i'l fleet ~t t!li~ age 










No PIs Rr.g s." MtlAnl.ngq 
[4 0.35 -3.79 
L4 0.38 ·3.14 
, 
No PIs Reg Sie MeanQ 
, 
L4 0.21 -2.&7 
t1 0.!8 .2.~! 
[4 0.25 -2.46 
[4 0.35 ·2.75 
1992 1993 [994 1995 
-0.49 0.54 0.17 0.37 
A" Slope I-value Intercept RSquare No PIs Reg s.e Mean Log q 
L03 -0.093 4.53 
Fl~' TRAWL-IUN-DEC-N 
Ago 1988 1989 1990 
3 No dara ior tilis fieel III tilis age 
4 99.99 99.99 99.99 
5 99.99 99.99 99.99 
6 99.99 99.99 99.99 
7 99.99 99.99 99.99 
8 99.99 99.99 99.99 
9 No data for this fleet at this age 
Mean log catcbability and standard error of ages with cltchability 
independent of year class strength and constant w.r.!. time 
206 
0.57 L3 0041 ·4.73 
199[ 1992 [993 [994 [995 
99.99 -0.2 -0.39 0.43 -0.01 
99.99 om -0.27 -0.2 0.15 
99.99 0.33 0.02 -0.47 0.22 
99.99 0.46 0.4> ·0.35 -0.18 




























Slope I-value Intercept &square No PIs. Reg s.e Mean Log q 
4 0.87 0.374 4.33 0.69 
Ages with q independent ofyearclass strength and consWlt W.r.L time. 
Age Slope \·vruuc Intercept P.5qlla.""C 
1.07 ..0,212 2.91 0.7 
0.69 1.103 5.4& 0.71 
7 1.22 -0,:568 1.91 0.63 
8 1.22 -0.95 2.12 0.82 
Fleet: TRAWL-JAN-MAY·N 
Ag, 1988 1989 1990 1991 
3 No data for this fleet at this age 
4 99.99 99.99 99.99 ..... 
99." 99.99 99.99 99.99 
99.99 99.99 ".99 99.99 , 99.99 99.99 99.99 99W 
".99 ".99 99.99 ".99 
, No data [or litis tieel at lhis age 
Mean log calchabilily and standard error oC ages with catchability 










Ages wilh q dependent on year class strength 
Ago SI"" t-value 











Ages with q independent of yearclass strength. and constant W.r.l time. 
"'" 
SIo" [-value Inte~pt RSq ..... 
0.96 0.152 3.9 0.82 
6 1.05 -0.222 2.91 0.85 
7 0.94 0.29 3.74 0.84 
1.01 -0.038 3.41 0.72 
Fieet:iMw"L-jAN·MAY-S 
Ag' 1988 1989 1990 1"1 
3 No data for this fleet aI this age 
4 No data for this fleet aI this age 
5 No data for this fleet aI this age 
6 99.99 ".99 ".99 99." 
7 99.99 ".99 ..... 99." 
99.99 99.99 99.99 99.99 
, 
... " 99." 99.99 99." 
, 0.29 -3.84 
No Pt .. R~g ~.C M::'::""lQ 
, 0.24 -3.44 
, 0.23 -3.31 
6 0.47 -3.2.9 
6 0.37 -3.32 
1992 1993 1994 1995 
,0.08 
.5 0.47 -2.2l 
-<I.OS 0." -0.11 .0.31 
0.27 0 -0.14 -O.OJ 
0.!2 -04 04 -O.o:l 
-<1.45 -<1.57 0.02 0.:52 
N,"" Reg s.e Mean Log q 
6 0.24 .4,81 
N,"" Regs.e MeanQ 
, 0.18 -3.63 
6 0.17 -3.24 
6 0.27 -3.34 
6 0.49 -3.48 
1992 1993 1994 I .. '
0.24 -0.26 0.17 0.11 
0.56 -0.82 -0.1 0.63 
0.89 0.21 -0.41 -0.33 














Mean log catchabUity and standard error of ages with catchabiIity 
independent of year class strength and constant W.f.t time 
Age 6 7 8 
MeanLogq -3.7555 -3.6467 -3.5833 
S.E{l..ogq) n.2lGS 0.:;345 0.4779 




Ages with q independent of year class strength and constant w.r.l. time. 
Age Slope I-value Intercept RSquare 
6 1.28 -0.S!4 1.93 0.59 
7 0.8 0.S!7 4.82 0.64 
8 0.71 1.543 5.1 0.88 
9 0.68 1.735 5.07 0.91 
Fleet: GlLLNET~JAN-MA Y-S 
Age 1988 1989 1990 1991 
3 No data for this fleet at this age 
4 No data for this fleet at this age 
, No data for this fleet at this age 
6 99.99 99.99 99.99 99.99 
7 99.99 99.99 99.99 99.99 
8 99.99 99.99 99.99 99.99 
9 99_99 99_99 99_99 99_99 
Mean log catchability and standard error of ages with catchability 
independent of year class strength and conslllnt w.r.!. Lime 
Age 6 7 9 
Meatl logq -4.46!4 -3.394! -2.79M ·2.5%8 
S.E(Logq) 0.2586 0.2844 0.123 0.1938 
Regression sllItistics: 
Ages with q ir.dcpcr.d<:n: of y~o.rcl;;s~ sL-er.g',,'i a;jd ~Ow;ta'-;i ... r.t iim;:;. 
Age Slope I-value Intercept RSquare 
6 1.09 -0.228 3.95 0.64 
7 1.17 -0.572 2.36 0.75 
8 1.04 ·0.421 2.57 0.91 
9 1.01 -0.058 2.55 0.92 
Tenninal year survivor and F summaries : 
Age 3 Catchability dependent on age and year class strength 
Year cl!l5s '" 1994 
Fl'" E lot E" VM 
5 s.e s.e F..atio 
IceGFS.N. 68500 0.542 0 0 
lceGFS. a3 on a3. N 569% t1483 0 0 
iceGFS. a2 on 13. N. 36094 0.513 0 0 
IceGFS. SE 92552 0.864 0 ·0 
IceGFS.SW. 40121 0.414 0 0 
IceGFS_ a3 on 13. SW 61426 0.393 0 0 
TRAWL-JUN-DEC-N I 0 0 0 
1RAWL-IAN-MAY-N 0 0 ' 0 
TRAWl-JAN·MAY-S 0 0 0 
GILLl"ffiT-JM~-MAY-S 0 0 0 
P shrinkage mean 118776 0.43 
F shrinkage mean 23609 0.5 
208 
--------- ---------" 
No '" Reg S.il MeanQ 
6 0.28 -3.76 
6 0.47 -3.65 
6 0.3 -3.58 
, 0.21 -3.76 
1992 1993 1994 199' 1996 1997 
-0.23 -0.24 0.15 -0.17 0.08 OA 
-0.06 -0.1 ' 0.08 0.28 -0.48 0.27 
0.09 0.11 0.1 -0.03 ·0.2 ·0.07 
·0_28 0,31 0 0_02 _0_12 0.06 
No '" Reg s.e MeanQ 
6 0.31 -4.46 
6 0.36 -3.39 
6 0.14 ·2.8 
6 0.22 -2.6 








0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 





Weigh.ted prediclioR : 
Survivors 
at end of year 
56080 
Year class = 1993 
IceGFS. N. 
II!eGFS, a3 on aJ. N 
Ir-eGFS, ~2 on ~3_ 1'1_ 
lceGFS. SE 
iceGFS. SW. 





P shrinkage mean 
F shrink.a,gc mean 
Weighted prediction: 
Survivors 





























































































Age 5 Catchability constant w.r.l. lime and dependent on age 
Year class = 1992 
F1~' 
IceGFS. N. 
IceGFS. a1 on a3_ N 
IceGFS. a2 (In a3. N. 
jo;eGFS, SE 
IceGFS. SW. 










































































0.' 0.07 17 0.712 0.237 
Age 6 Calchability constant W.f.l. time and dependent on age 
Yearclass:= 1991 
IceGFS. N. 
IceGFS. a3 on a3. N 
IceGFS. a2 on a3. N. 
IccGPS. SE 
Ict:GFS.5W. 





F shrinkage mean 
WeighLeti prew..uOII; 
Survivors. 



















































































Age 1 Cak:hability constant w.r.L time and dependent on age 
Year class::= 1990 
1ceGf'S. N. 
IceGFS. a3 on al. N 
IceGFS_ a2 on a3_ N. 
IceGFS_ SE 
lceGFS. SW. 







at end of year 
L4659 
















































































Age 8 Cak:habilily constant w.r.t. time and dependent on age 
Year class = 1989 
IceGFS. N. 
IceGFS. a3 on al. N 
IceGFS. a2 on a3. N. 
lceGFS. SW. 





F !:hrinkage mean 
Wl!ighiOO pn:<iidIDIl : 
Survivofs 
at end of year 
7255 
Year class '" 1988 
Ft,,, 
lecGf'S. N. 
leeGPS. a3 on a3. N 
leeGf'S. a2 on al. N. 
leeGf'S. SE 
keCFS. SW. 





F shrinkage mean 
Weighted prediction: 
Survivors 
al end of year 
1174 











































































loo E:oo:t N Var F 
&.e Ratio .. , 






































































































IceGFS. a3 on al. N 
JceGFS. a2 on a3. N. 
IceGFS. SE 
IceGFS. SW. 

























































































Age 11 Catchability constant w.r.t. time and dependent on age 
Year class = 1986 
F1~' 
lceGFS. N. 
IceGFS. a3 OD 83. N 
!ceGFS. !2 on a3. N. 
IceGFS. SE 
IceGFS.SW. 





F shrinkage mean 
WeighlOO prediction: 
Survivors 
at end of year 
Year clllSS =' 1985 
F1~' 
IceGFS. N. 
IceGFS. a3 on aJ. N 
Icef1FS_ a2 nn a~_ N 
IceGFS. SE 
Io.:eGFS. SW. 





F shrinkage mean 
Weighled prediction: 
SUfVivors 














































6 O.os9 1.06 



































































































0.35 0.01 32 0.073 0.688 
Age 13 CatchabUily constant W.r.L time and age (fIXed at the value for age) L I 
Yearc111SS= 1984 
IceGFS. N. 
IceGFS. a3 on aJ. N 
JceGFS. a2 on aJ. N. 
lceGFS. SE 
lceGFS. SW. 
































































GlLLNET-lAN-MAY·S 29 0.238 0.096 OA 0.048 0.76 
F shrinlcage mean 22 O.S 0.881 0.912 
Weighted predictiOIl : 
lilt Exl N V"il.: F 
at end of year ., .. , Ratio 
23 0.44 0.04 28 0.088 0.901 
Age 14 Catchabillty constant W.r.L time i\Ild age (fixed aL: the value for age) 11 
Year class = 1983 
""", 
, ,,, &, v~ N Scaled Estimated 
S .. , .. , Ratio Weights F 
!ceGFS. N. W 0.247 0.242 0.98 , om L07 
IceGFS. a3 on 13. N 23 0.635 0 0 , 0 0.602 
IceGFS. a2 on al. N. 21 0.753 0 0 , 0 0.646 
IceGFS. SE 14 0.281 0.174 0.62 6 0.009 0.85 
IceOFS. SW. 20 0.241 0.075 0.31 6 a.DLI 0.677 
IceGFS. a3 on al. SW 14 0.516 0 0 0 0.841 
TRAWL·JUN·DEC-N , 0 0 0 0 0 '0 
TRAWL-JAN-MAY-N U 0 0 0 0 .0 
TRAWL-JAN-MAY-S t9 0.422 0 0 0.014 0:683 
GlLLNET-JAN-MAY-S 12 0.307 0 0 0.026 0,969 
F shrinkage mean 
" 
O.S 0.929 ·0.801 
Weighted prediction; 
Survivors ,,, E" N V~ F 






Table 3.3.12. Cod at Iceland. DivisionVa. Fishing mortality. 
Marine Research Institute Sat May 2 12:'26:37 199B 












































t"l.Av 5-10 0.486 














W Av 5-10 0.790 












































































































































































































n ., 01: 








































































Table 3.3.13. Cod at Iceland. Stockinnumbers (millions). 
Marine Research Institute Sat May 2 12:26::'37 1998 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































n ':) 01 








.', ,; . h 
. - Table 3.3.14. Cod at Iceland. Division Va. Spawning stock biomass (tonnes). 
Marine Resear,ch.:;;·Ihs,t;:itute' Sat May ,2 ,12,26,37 1998 
Virtual Population Analysis 5SB in 1000 x tons 
Final-VPA 
Age 1978 1979 1980 '1981 1982.' 1983 19.8'4 
3 10.689 0.000 10.271 0:.000 2.917 0.000 0.000 
4 8.B26 5.033 6.867 -4.674 '8.747 12.670 10.555 
5 75.078 34.391 46.055 20,608 18.924 23.102 28.990 
6 102.240 164.296 82.993 52.345 40.895 34.834 47.189 
7 101. 232 142.177 293.392 65.636 62.440 53.319 43.624 
8 44.333 60.423 97.901 174.044 36.502 41. 484 39.717 
9 18.244 23.793 35.895 44.874 62.993 13.516 24.330 
10 7.402 9.432 15.614 15.691 19.197 19.365 7.881 
11 4.695 4.251 7.633 6.445 8.215 8.439 9.325 
12 0.887 2.946 2.469 3.193 3.271 4.321 4.755 
13 0.365 0.317 2.450 0.582 1.845 1. 773 2.089 
14 1.024 0.152 0.233 1.052 0.277 0.906 0.928 
Total 375.015 447.212 601. 773 389.143 266.223 213.730 219.383 
Age 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
3 4.166 1.877 6.780 7.576 0.000 0.000 O~OOO 
4 9.011 9.747 19.210 6.371 8.842 5.970 10.362 
5 48.125 35.625 40.001 66.522 65.818 45.488 17.084 
6 71.050 100.354 56.146 45.209 124 .. 589 163.251 54.106 
7 54.565 52.823 73.969 26.624 39.710 92.34.0 89.271 
8 34.163 28.873 27.025 22.623 13.735 20.204 44.930 
9 21.231 17.355 11. 319 8.246 7.557 6.764 8.625 
10 13.102 9.834 8.835 3.828 3.993 4.03-2 2.537 
11 4.166 5.759 4.949 ~.965 1. 991 2.369 1.478 
12 5.000 2.165 2.348 1.672 0.771 1. o:io 1.117 
13 2.271 2.463 1. 020 0.595 0.719 0.548 0.431 
14 1. 051 1.115 1.346 0.213 0.103 0.516 0.326 
Total 267.901 267.990 252.950 .192 .444 267.828 342.5i2 230.267 
Age 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 
3 10.759 12.510 8.611 7.210 19.612 8.463 
4 21.195 47.534 51.876 39.492 18.525 76.45.6 
5 61.316 42.823 98.506 '129.781 48.694 105.346 
6 34.515 52.313 52.816 126.820 109.602 64.840 
7 41.176 22.534 34.890 36.175 92.259 101.803 
8 45.925 15.271 10.035 19.381 22.354 67.345 
9 22.261 16.056 5.493 5.808 9.905 14.039 
10 4.145 10.846 4.790 '2.633 3.617 5.307 
11 1.435 2.251 5.008 2.711 1.189 1.660 
12 0.624 0.749 0.945 2.187 , ,n, 0.452 - ..... .J :;>J 
13 0.537 0.285 0.396 0.322 0.998 0.459 
14 0.179 0.290 0.148 0.168 0.129 0.433 






Table 3.3.15. Cod at Iceland. Division Va. Average fishing mortality of age 
groups 5-10, recruitment (at age3, in millions), spawning stock at spawning time 
('000 tonnes). 
"- -~ r:: -= -I" -V ............ I ......... CCC T ~C11 I\')- I V I 'C'ClI \.dao;ll~ uu~ 
1955 0.31 260 .. n"''' , 1'::::01 
1956 . 0.26 307 1199 
1957 0.32 153 1145 
1958 0.32 191 ' 1034 
1959 0.33 143 926 
1960 ' 0.38 163 825 
1961 0.33 ' .292 760 
1962 0.4 255 729 
1963 0.45 273 683 
1964 0.54 328 569 
;965 0.6; ;74 454 
1966 0.54 ' 255 412 
1967 0.49 ;86 476 
1968 0.67 178 594 
1969 0.53 136, 693 
1970 0.56 303 684 
1971 0.62 ;70 6;5 
1972 0.71 265 477 
1973 0.71 432 436 
1974 . 0.76 143 329 
1975 0.81 222 3S9 
1976 0.76 246 283 
1977 0.63 144 319 
1978 0.48 143 375 
1979 0.43 . 134. 447 
1980 0.45 226 602 
1981 0.68 139 389 
1982 0.78 144 266 
1983 0.78 336 214 
1984 0.62 . 277 219 
1985 0.66 168 268 
1986 0.78 82 268 
1987 0.83 131 252 
1988 0.97 100 192 
1989 0.68 180 268 
1990 0.72 168 342 
1991 0.78 79 230 
1992 0.81 125 241 
1993 0.93 195 218 
1994 0.68 90 265 
1995 0.52 157 365 
1996 0.57 110 318 
216 , ,o:\Acfm\Wgreps\,Nwwg\Repo$\1998\T33IS.Doc 
Table·3.3;16 •. '. Cod at Iceland.Division Va. Estimatedrnortality due. to 
cannibalism. 
I Year/Age 10 12 
[ 1982 I 0.10 10.60 I 0.49 I 0.16 10.06 
11983 1006 1047 1039 1009 
1984 0.11 0.42 0.38 0.18 0.11 
1985 0.15 0.52 0.39 0.2 0.08 
1986 0.14 0.68 0.40 0.19 0.08 
1987 0.10 0.74 0.49 0.19 0.09 . 
11988 10.07 I 0.53 I 0.53 1 0.22 I 0.10 
11989 1006 1047 1042 1026 1011 
1990 0.08 0.38 0.43 0.24 0.14 
1991 0.06 0.41 0.29 0.20 0.11 . 
1992 0.06 0.33 0.28 0.13 0.07 
1993 0.06 0.33 0.27 0.12 0.07 
1 1994 1 0.06 1 0.33 1 0.26 I 0.14 I 0.07 
1 1995 1 0.06 I 0.35 1 0.30 I 0.16 1 0.08 
1996 0.08 0.39 0.32 0.18 0.08 
1997 0.07 0.47 0.4 0.22 0.09 




















Table 3.3.17. Cod atIceland. Division Va; Capelin biomass ('000 tonnes) at' 
1. August used for prediction of cod mean weights. . .; " 
-Year iotai 





















Table 3.3.18. Cod at Iceland. Division Va. Input file for the RCT3 program. 
Yearclass VPA age3 'Surv4' 'Surv3 1 'surv2' 'Survl' 
1975 222 -11 -11 -11 -11 
1976 245 -11 -11 -11 -11 
1977 144 -ll -11 -11 -11 
1918 143 -11 -11 -11 -1.1. 
.. "'.,'" 134 =11 =11 =11 -11 ""' ... , ... 
1980 226 -11 -11 -11 -11 
1981 139 55261 -11 -11 -11 
1982 144 22540 31297 -11 -11 
1983 336 77227 84656 39301 -11 
1984 276 "' ..... "'1\ ,,"''''1''10'' ~ ... ft .. ~ 15492 ......... u ............. ~ ........... 
1985 169 60113 68-604 25874 13903 
1986 83 8272 17511 5820 2605 
1987 132 22262 19408 14921 1711 
1988 102 13601 15633 11786 2048 
1989 181 31684 30540 14473 3509 
1990 165 18211 26030 16407 1712 
1991 80 4301 5556 2237 223 
1992 166 19228 17477 10539 1312 
1993 210 48173 37466 28480 8920 
1994 -11 13959 11969 3869 487 
1995 -11 -11 28949 18566 2454 
1996 -11 -11 -11 3570 530 
1997 -11 -11 -11 -11 5299 
218 O:\Acfm\ Wgreps.\N .. ~.";..;.g\Report.s\ 1998\ T3317 - ! 8.Doc 
Table 3.3.19. Cod at Iceland. Division. Va. Output from RCT3. 
Analysis by RCT3 ver3.1 of data from file: 
Recnwwg.dat 
Iceland Cod: VPA and groundfish survey data 
Data for 4 surveys over 23 years: 1975 - 1997 
Regression type = C 
T'apered time weighting applied 
power = 3 over 20 years 
Survey weighting not applied 
Final estimates shrunk towards mean 
Minimum S.E. for any survey taken as .20 
Minimum of 3 points used for regression 
Forecast/Hindcast variance correction used. 
Yearclass = 1992 
I-----------Regression----------I I-----------Prediction---------I 
Survey/ Slope Inter- Std Rsquare No. Index Predicted St.d WAP 
Series cept Error Pts Value Value Error Weights 
Surv4 .52 -.21 .24 .792 11 9.86 4.88 .286 .280 
Surv3 .59 -1.01 .25 .800 10 9.77 4.73 .298 .257 
SUr"v'"2 .56 - .37 .25 .810 9 9 .26 1.81 .307 .243 
Survl .42 1.65 .40 .565 8 7.lS 4.64 .500 .091 
VPA Mean ~ 5.03 .422 .129 
Yearclass = 1993 
I-----------Regression----------I I----~------Prediction---~-----I 
Survey/ Slope Inter- Std Rsquare No. Index Predicted Std \'lAP 
Series cept Error Pts Value Value Error Weights 
Surv4 .52 -.23 .24 .775 12 10.78 5.38 .289 .295 
Surv3 .60 -1.09 .27 .744 11 10.53 5.22 .322 .237 
Surv2 .57 -.40 .26 .779 10 10.26 5.44 .318 .243 
Surv1 .45 1.46 .44 .484 9 9.10 5.54 .563 .078 
VPA :Mean ~ o 00 .00 ,.0 "".1,.1'" ."'V\J • ..L';L\J 
Yearclass = 1994 
I-----------Regression----------I I-----------Prediction---------I 
Survey/ Slope Inter- Std Rsquare No. Index Predicted Std WAP 
Series cept Error Pts Value Value Error Weights 
Surv4 .51 -.16 .22 .794 13 9.54 4.74 .262 .327 
Surv3 .61 -1.20 .27 .741 12 9.39 4.55 .323 .216 
Surv2 .56 -.29 .24 .790 11 6.26 4.31 .311 .233 
Surv1 .42 1. 64 .39 .534 10 6.19 4.26 .50B .OS7 
VPA Mean = 5.04 .404 .138 
YearclasS' 1995 
I-----------Regression----------I I-----------Prediction---------I 
Survey/ Slope Inter- Std Rsquare No. Index Predicted Std WAP 
Series cept Error Pts Value Value Error Weights 
Surv4 
Surv3 .61 -1.17 .27 .739 12 10.27 5.09 .312 .309 
Surv2 .55 -.24 .24 .787 11 9.&3 5.19 .285 .370 
Sllrvl .42 1.66 .39 .535 10 7.81 4.96 ~468 ~138 
VPA Mean = 5.03 .407 .182 
219 
--------------------------------~-"--.~-~--".- .. -. ------------ ----
220 
Table 3.3.19 (Cont'd) 






























































Slope Inter- Std Rsquare No. Index Predicted Std WAP 
cept Error Pts Value Value Error Weights 
.42 1. 73 .39 I .540 10 8.58 5.30 .486 .414 
VPA Mean = 5.01 .408 .586 
weighted Log Int Ext Var VPA Log 
Average WA~ Std Std Ratio VPA 
Prediction Error Error 
125 4.83 .15 .05· .13 167 5.12 
203 5.32 .16 .08 024 211 5,35 
99 4.60 .15 .13 .70 
163 5.10 .17 .05 ,.07 
91 4.52 .23 .24 1.09 
169 5.13 .31 .14 .20 
O:\Acfm~Wgreps\Nwwg\Reports\l998\T3319-Doc 
Table 3.3.20 
The SAS System 12:30 Friday, May' B, 1998 
Cod in th~~ i~eland Grounds (Fishing Area Va) 





Stock Natural Maturity 
Age size mortality ogive 
3 165000.0.0 0.2000 0.0740 
- - - --
... . 
- - - -
. 
- ---
• ;1 tjUU~;'::. UUU I u,ZUUUI U .Zb!:lU I 5 l'17::!5.0n o./:nnn [1-1')570 
6 158241:0001 O.ZOO()I ():768()I 
7 l~T'U. UD,U U.:WUU U.68&0 
9 14524.000 0.2000 0.9390 
9 7126.00:0 0.2000 0.9570 
10 1174.00.0 0.2000 0.9500 
11 381. 00'0 0.2000 0.9970 
12 89.000 0.2000 0.9620 
13 2S.00QI o.ZOOOI 0.994°1 
14-!- ?~ _ no'n 11 ?nnn 1 nnnn 
I 
---0001 ··---·1 -000001 

























- - - -U.Z!:lUUI 






















0.250°,15534.00° 1 I Grams I 
. ... Year: 1999 . 
1 Recruit-I Natural 1 MaturitylProp.of FIProp.of MI wei-ght I 
Age I ment Imortalityl ogive Ibef.spaw.Ibef.spaw.I ,in stockl 
3 190000.0001 0.20001 0.07401 0.09501 0.25001 1194.0001 
4 0.2000 0.2650 0.1900 0.2500 1699.000 
5 0.2000 0.5570 0.2480 0.2500 2447.000 
6 0.2000 0.7690 0.2960 0.25003615.000 
7 0.2000 0.8860 0.3920 0.2500 5096.000 
8 0.2000 0.9380 0.4370 0.25006462.000 
9 0.2000 0.9570 0.4770 0.2500 7597.000 
10 0.20001 0.95001 0.47701 0.25001 9309.0001 







































0.9940 0.4770 0.2500 12621.000 
1. 0000 0.4770 0.2500 15534.000 
-
- - Grams 
Year: 2000 
Maturity!prop of FIProp of MI weiqht 






u. :::r.Jou I 
o 9570 


































I Unit I Thousands I' Grams 
Notes: Run name MANSAS02 





























I Grams I 
Exploit. I weight 
















































The SAS System 12:30 Friday, May 8, 1998 
Cod in the Iceland Grounds (Fishing Area Va) 
Prediction ,with management option table 
Year: 199B 
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Figure 3.3~ 1. Cod at Iceland Division Ve. Pe!rcentage changes in :CPU~ for the main gears since 1991. 
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Figure 3.3.6. Cod at Iceland. Division Va. 88B and recruitment. Historic data along with fitted 
stock-recruitment curve Ricker curve, accounting for cannibalism by immatures) and 
replacement lines corresponding to Fmed and Fhigh. 
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4' THE COD STOCK COMPLEX·INGREENLAND (NAFO SUB-AREAl AND. ICES SUB-AREA . 
XIV) AND ICELANDIC W ATERS'(DIVISION Va) 
4.1 Inler-relat;onshipBetween th~ CodStocksin the Greenland-Iceland Area 
Tagging experiments carried out at Greenland and Iceland show that mature cod at West Greenland migrate to East 
Greenland. Tagging experiments at East Greenland also show that mature cod from that area migrate to Iceland (Tanillg, 
1937; Hausen, 1949; and Anon. 1971). On the other hand, immature cod seem not to emigrate from East Greenland to 
Iceland, but in some years immature cod migrate.from East Greenland to the West Greenland stock (Anon. 1971). 
Tagging experiments at Iceland show· that migration of cod from Iceland to Greenland waters occurs very seldom and 
can be ignored in stock assessments (Jonsson 1965, 1986). Migrations from Greenland waters to Iceland can, therefore, 
be regarded as a one-way migration. 
In egg and larval surveys cod eggs have been found in an almost continuos belt from Iceland to East Greenland, along 
the East Greenland coast; tound CapeFarewell and over the banks at West Greenland (Tiining 1937, Anon. 1963). From 
O-group survey§ carried out in the Ea'st Greenland-Iceland area since 1970, it becomes quite evident that the drift of 0-
group cod from the Iceland spawning; grounds to the different nnrsery areas at Iceland varies from year to year.' The 
sa.me applies to·:tt1e drift of O-group cod with the currents from Iceland to East Greenland (Table 4.1.1), In some years: it 
seems that no larvai drift has taken place to the Grccnla.."'id area, while in other years some, and in some years like -1973 
and 1984, considerable numbers drifted to East Greenl~.,d waters (Vflhjalmsson and Fridgeirsson 1976, Vflhjalmsson 
and Magmissoril984, Sveinbjomsson and J6nssori·1997). There were no O-group surveys in 1995 and 1996 but the 
survey series was continued in 1997 with the area coverage reduced to the Icelandic EEZ. The most recent Icelandic 
survey indicated a low number of O-group cod being present in the Dohrn-Bank area between Iceland and Greenland. 
However, the estimate of the 1997 year class is exceptional high. 90 % of the O-group cod were distributed in northern 
areas off Iceland (Tab. 4: 1.1). 
The 1973 and 1984 year classes have been very important to the fisheries off both West and East Greenland. Tagging 
results have shown that when these two year classes became mature, they had migrated in large numbers from Wdstto 
East Greenland and, to some extent, to the spawning area off the' southwest coast off Iceland: This migration of IlIature 
cod from Greenland to Iceland influences the assessment ofthes. stocks (Schopka, 1993) and it cannot therefore be 
ignored in the assessments. 
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Table 4;1.1' Abundance indices of O'groupcod from international and Icelandic O-group surveys in the East 
GreenlandlIceland area. 1971-97 (except 1972:and 1995-96). 
Year class Dohrn SE Iceland SW WIceland N Iceland E Iceland Total; 
Bank East Iceland 
Greenland 
1971 + 60 214 283 
1973 135 10 107 96 757 86. 1191 
1974 2 22 30 + 54 
1975 + 2 50 73 5 130 
1976 5 9 30 :102 2015 584 2743 
i977 7 2 + 26 3U5 94 435 
1978 2 + 169 335 47 552 
i979 2. + 1 22 345 + 370 
1980 1 2 + 38 507 10 557 
1981 19 41 19 78 
1982 + + 7 4 .11 
1983· + + 85 66 2 153 
1984 372 5 + :200 826 369 1772 
1985 32 + + 581 197 2 812 
1986 + 1 2· 15 32 + 50 
;1987 .7 I 2 61 10 81 
' "r 
1988. 0 .1 7 12 + 20 . 
1989 1 3 7 30 + 41 
1990 3 + 2 30 2 37 
1991 + + 5 + 6 
1992 0 + i5 .2i 5 42 '199~ 1 + 36 116 2 155 
1994 0 0 1 71 2 74 
1997 4.' . + + 97 1007 46 1152 
1\ '0 ........ '" ..... .f1",.-.t ... n .............. Un ... l ......... "'''' ", ... 1~ • ...1 .. ", t ..... _~..1 •• "",~ ~ •• ~''''., ............... I'" ~6 ... u' .. ~"'I.n ...... ~., .lJVUlll ..... Ql1 .... aJ. .... " VlllJ' uu .... l.V I .... UU ........ U..,U,I v .... ) cu. .... a. 
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'5 C{)nSTOCKS IN THE GREENLAND AREA (NAFOAREA 1 AND ICESSUBDIVISIONXIVB) 
5.1 Cod off Greenland (offsbore component) 
Prior to 1996, the cod stocks off Greenland have been divided into West and East Greenland or treated as one stock unit 
for assessment purposes'to avoid Inigrationeffects. Fiord populations'(inshore) have always beeninclildetl. In 1996, tbe 
'offshdrecomportentOrf'Westand Bdst Greenland, tht so c8Jl~d' Bank Cm!'; was assessed s';panitely'as one stock unit and 
distinguished from'tbe inshore populations for the first time. The completion of a re-evaluoltibnofavailable German 
'samplingaata fortbe offshore catthes' back to 1955 enabled such an analysis given in the 1996 NorthcWesternWorking 
Group n'l'ort(ICES '1996/Assess: \5). Due to the severely depleted status' of tbe offshore stock component, the direCted 
cod fisberywas'givenup in 1992, tbe final year in tbe VPA. Since tben,no adequate data were available to update'tbe 
assessment. Thereiore, the present report includes the sunmulry table and:figures of the 1996 assessment oniy 'appended 
by long term management considerations and updated survey resuits and catch information. 
5.1.1 Results of'theGennan groundfisb survey 
Annual abundance and biornass indices have been, derived using stratified random groundfish surveys covering shelf 
areas'and-the contii'.-enrnl'siope offWes[ and EastGreeniarid~ Survey-s commenced in i982 cand were primariiy designed 
fur the ia~sessment 'u(cod (Gddus morhua L.). A-·dbtaiied description of'i.he -su'rvey design and deterrnin·atiun uf these 
e'stimates was 'given- in- the re'port of tt1e 1993'Noith-\Vestem Working-Group (ICES 1993/Assess:18) and \VorkingDoc. 
11. Figure 5.1.1 and Table 5.1.1 indicated names Drthe 14 strata, their geographic boundaries, depth ranges and areas in 
nautical square miles (run'), All strata were liInited at the 3 mile line offshore except for some inshore regions in Strata 
6: 1 and 6.2' off Easl'Greenland where· there isa lack of adequate bathymetric measurements, Table 5.1.2 'and 5,1.3 list 
the trawrparameters'ofthesurvey and tbe survey effort by year and ,stratum. In' 1984, 1992, and 1994 the survey. 
coverage Was incomplete 'off East Greenland partly due to technical problems, 
5.1.1;1 Stock abundance indices 
Tables 5.1.4 and 5.1.5 listed abundance and biomass indices by stratum, at West and East Greenland, respectively and 
then combined for the years 1982-97. Indices varied significantly between strata' and years. Trends of tbe abundance and 
biomass estimates for West and East Greenland are shown in Figures 5.1.2 and 5,1.3, respectively. These Figures 
illustrate the pronourtced increase in stock abundance and biomass indices from 23 million individuals and 45 000 tons 
in 1984 to 828 Inillion individuals and 690000 tons in 1987. This trend was the result of the recruitment of the 
predoIninating year classes 1984 and 1985, which were mainly distributed in tbe.nortbernand tbeshallowstrata 1.1, 2,1 
and 3,1 off West Greenland during 1987-89. Such high indices were never observed in strata off East Greenland, 
aitbough tbeir abunda!1?eand biomass estimates increased during tb~ period 1989-91 suggesting .an eas\Ward Inigration. 
During the period i987-89, which were years with hig~ abund,~nce, ,the prec~i~n :01. survey indices was, extre~ly, low 
due to enouuous variation in catch per tow data. Since 1988, stock abundance and biomass indices decreased 
dramatically by 99 % to.,orJy ,5, milli~n fish and, 6 000 tons in _1993. The 1997 ,~urvey res~lts confirmed tt'ie severely 
depleted status Qf the stock. The depleted stock was again found to be mainly distrihuted off East Greenland. 1997 
survey results indicated that 93 % of the stock abundance and 98 % of the biomass was fourid off East Greenland. 
., --- -, - "', 
5.1.1.2 Age cmnposition 
.A .. ge disaggregated abundance indices for \11 est, ,East Greer"Ja.~d and L1.e total are listed in Tables 5.1.6-8, respectively. 
'In 1997, the stock strudture off West Greenland was fo"nd to be composed almost exclusively of the 'pre-recruiting age 
group.4 years (83%). The age composition off East Greenland ,was found to be more diverse and comprised mainly 
_~ature cod at ages 4~? y~ars~ _~~wev,er~ the rec~iting year classes were poor,_ so;' th,ere is, no indication of recovery. 1 ' 
5.1.1.3 Mean weight at age 
Mean weight of the age groups 1-10 years for West, East Greenland and, weighted by abundance to. tbe total are listed in 
Tables 5.1.9-11, respectively. Weigbt (g) at age calculations are based on tbe regression f(x)=0,00895x3.OO5B9, x=lengtb 
(cm), which has been deterInined on tbe basis of 3 482 individual measurements'. The trends of these values are 
illustrated in Figure 5.1,4 for the period 1982-97. They revealed pronounced area and year effects. Age groups 2-10 
:years off East Greenland were found, to be bigger than those off West Greenland. Driv~n, by -the ;high ab!Jodance of cod 
off West Qreenland, weighted ,mean lengtb andweight for tbe age groups 1-5 displayed a,d~cre~se during 1986-87 and 
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rem~ined a/lowlevels until 199L Since then; the weight at age,at ages 3 to 8 years increased significantly"and remained 
at that high level in 1997. 
5.1.2 Trends in landings and fisheries 
OfficiallY,reported catches ru;e given in Tables 5.1.12 and 5,1. q for West and East Greenland including inshore catches, 
respectively. Landings as used by the working ,group are listed in ,Table p.1.I4 by inshore and offshore areas and ,gear 
for,both \\'resland East GreenJandcoml)ine!l,I~eir ttendsbeingiUustrated in Fig. 5.1.5. Until 1975, offshore c~tcltes 
have,dorrunatedthe total figures by more than 90 %. Thereafter, the proportions taken offshoredec1inedto 40-50 % and 
themClst,recentyields have been dorrunated byinshoreIandings since 1993. Otter trawl board catche~ (OTB) are"m"st 
irnP<1!11ant thro)lgho)lt the time series (or ,offshore fisheries. Miscellaneous gears,' mainly long lines an<fgill n~ts, 
contributed. ;?O-40.% unti11977 but·have.;~isappeared sinc.e:thcn.. 
Annual landings taken offshore averaged about 300 000 t during the period 1955-60. Until 1968, figures increased to a 
higher level between 330000 t and of 440 000 t in 1962. Lardings decreased sharply by 90% to 46000 t in 1973. 
Subsequently, the landings dropped below 40000 t in 1977 and were very variable. The level of 40 000 t was only 
exceeded ,during the periqds 1980-83, and 1988-1990. Since 1970, there have been large changes, in effort 'fhich 
incft!aseu,during:exploitation.of th~ strong year: classes bornjn 11973 and 19.84. The offshore fishery was closed in .-1.986 
~nd,'for th~ ,fi:r;-s~ 1'0 months in 1987_ During 19,_90-92; ,the landiJ;lg~ decreased from 100 000 t by 90 % tQ, ~ 1 000 ~.' Since 
then, ~Imo<t no directed cod fishery has taken. place offshore. The reported catches declined from 828 t to 187 t in .1993-
96, respectively. A total offshore catch amounting to 338 t was reported for 1997. 
I 
It is important to note that catch figures •. especially since .\ 992, are believed to be incomplete due to unreported by-
catches in the' shrimp fishery which has recently expanded to. all traditional areas of the groundfish fisheries. Discard. of 
finfish by-catches were difficult to record.due to the processing or the shrimp catch on board. A first assessment of the 
catch taken by the shrimp fishery amounted to 32 t or lID 000 individuals of cod in 1994. This estimate was added to 
the catch figures used by the Working Group for the 1992-95 period. More recent information on finfishby-catch in lhe 
shrimp fishery off East Greenland was presented for 1997. 
5.1.3 Biological sampling of commercial catches 
No commercial sampling data were available to assess recent catch.in numbers, weight and maturity at age. ' 
5.1.4 Reslilts from the 1996 assessment 
The historical stockstatus was'assessedbased'on the lern:ilnal Fs derived from an XSA tuning run applying 1992 is the 
finilyear. The summary of the assessmentis given in Table 5.U5, " . 
Trends inyieldimd fishing mortality are shown in Figure 5.1.6. An increasing trend inFbar from 0:1 10 0.4was 
detern:ilned dw;ing the period 1955-68. 'During the same period,' the yield increased from a level of 280 oob t to 380' 000 
t butdecreas~d drastically to lOO 000 t in the early 70s. Thereafter. the fishing mortality was highly variable and s~~med 
to be dependent on the changes in effort directed to the exploitation of individual strong year classes. Periods when Fbar 
for ages 5-8 years exceeded 0.5 were 1974-1977, 1980-1984 and 1988-1992. 
Trendsin~p;'wningst6ck biomass and recruitment are shown in Figure 5.1.7. During 1955 to 19n,the~~"VfRing 
bioll\,[ssdecreased almost continuously from 1.8 rrullion t to 110000 t: a decrease 0(94%. Thereafter, the spa"",ing 
stock bi~mass ~veraged 50000 t. During the period 1955-73 before the spawning stock decreas~dbelow 100 ockn, the 
recruitment' at age 3 varied eilormousljibetween 4 rrullionand 700 million and averaged 220 million: Since 1974', the 
spawning stock varied around L1e mean of 50 000 t and pioduced an aveTage iecruitment of 41 million ,repiest:mting a 
mean reduction by 95 % and 80 %, respectively. The long tenn mean recrJ.it .... nent was'"not exceede'd"for· 8 of 19 ye~s 
from 1955 to 1973, while it has been below that value for 17 of 19 years since then. During the last 29 years, only 2 year 
classes have reached the long term mean recruitment level atage3, namely those produced in' 1973 andJ984! " 
5:1;5 Estimation of target and limit reference points 
Input para..T.eters for the estimation of long term yield and spa\l/ning stockbiOlT'..aS'S per recruit:are listed in ·Table .~.1.16 
for age groups 3"-12. Maturity and weight atiige vectorswerecalculated'as long-term means covering the period 1955-
92. The natural mortality M was increased to 0.3 for age groups 5 and older to account for an errugration to Iceland. The 
exploitation pattern was derived as Fbar from the three most recent years from the final VPA. Detern:ilned F-factors for 
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Fo,! and Fm" were scaled according to the mean reference F over the age groups 5-8. The resulting estimates of yield and 
spawning stock biomass per recruit are illustrated in Figure 5.1.8. The values of FO.l and Fm", are indicated by arrows 
and amounted to 0.3 and 0.72, respectively. The lack of a well definite .peak,in ,the yield .,per recruit curve is due to 
increased natural mortality. 
Recruitment at age 3 is plotted >against the spawning stock biom.ss in Figure. 5.1.9; Fm'" amounted to 0.09. The 
corresponding spawninll"tockbiomassper recruit was as highas45,kg .. Fhigh amounted to 0.59. with the accompanied 
spawning stock biomassof 1.0.kg. F~ .. and·thecorresponding. spawning stock biomass per recruit represent corrected 
values. 
However, neither the determined Beverton & Halt nor the Ricker model fitted the observed recruitment-spawning stock 
biomass points well. The Beverton and Halt curve quickiy reached the long term mean recruitment.ievel affected by the 
strong:-i973 ,and, 1984 year ciasses related to iow bjomass- values and exrremely poor year classes 1969-72 produced by 
spawning stock sizes exceeding 250000 L The Ricker curve did nOl reach a maximum over the available range of 
observed spawning stock sizes. This suggested that, during the period of investigation, the recruitment appeared at all 
times to be adversely affected by reductions in spawning stock biomass. 
Given suitable environmental conditions, cod in t.'1e offshore areas of Greenland are considered to be self-sustaining. At, 
exa..'Tople of restricted recruitment was identified for tlle period 1969=72 when a continued cold event off \Vest Greenla..."1d 
and art almost complete recruitment failure was observed. Fig. 5.1.9 indicates that tile reduced recruitment was observed 
at a SSB ofless than I 000 000 t. Following the instructions given by the SGPAFM this value could be taken as the limit 
reference point B1im• Given the depleted stock status, no limit and precautionary reference points for fishing mortality 
and biomass were proposed. 
5.1.6 By-catch and discard of cod in the shrimp fishery 
Reliable information about the amount of by-catch and discard of cod in the shrimp fishery off East and West Greenland 
was not available. A recruitment model which explained 51 % ofthe variation in 3 years old recruits (Ratz et al., 1998) 
based on VPA-results and the yield per recruit input data (Table 5.1.16) was used to perform long term simulations in 
order to estimate the adverse effect of fishing mortality of pre-recruits at ages 0-2 years. Tbe recruitment model (Fig. 
5.1.10) is formulated as a multiple linear regression based on significant SSB and water temperature effects (top of 
Fyllas Bank off West Greenland) as independent variables. 
Allowing the recruitment estimate of the model to vary between ±124 % (standard error of the model) simulations for 
the stock development over 100 years were calculated using a high fishing mortality to rapidly collapse the SSB to 5 % 
of its initial weight. Subsequently to the stock collapse, no further fishing mortality was affective. The results of 100 
iterations are shown in Figure S.LI L Tne mean stock projection indicaled a very slowiy recovery from me depieled 
status. The probability of the siock io recover io i/3 of ils initiai size afler the stock coHapse increased from 0 after 20 
yeiU--S and fuTlounted 40 % after 90 years. The simulations were reiterated witli a 10 % reduction of the generated recruits 
caused by the by-catches in the shrimp fishery. It is shown in Figure 5.1.12 that this low pre-recruitment mortality has a 
significant adverse effect on the potential recovery. The mean of 100 stock projections showed a reduced slope and the 
probability of the SSB to recover to 1/3 of the initial value increased from 0 after 30 years. After 90 years, the 
probability of the stock recovery amounted to 10 % only. The working group considered the simulations hardly 
representative for stock recovery but interpreted its reduced probability due to the reduced recruitment to be 
representative of the adverse by-catch effect. The sensitivity of the potential stock recovery to slightly increased pre-
recruitment mortality is demonstrated by the second run of simulations which resulted in a 80 % probability reduction. 
5.1.7 Management considerations 
The assessment of the offshore component of the cod stocks off Greenland revealed that overfishing was a major cause 
for the collapse of this unit in the beginning of the 70s. Since that time, the spawning stock has remained below 100 000 
t and has not been able to produce adequate recruitment. Only two strong year classes have been observed in 1976 and 
1987 as 3 year aids. An increase in effort directed towards the 1973 and 1984 year classes resulted in high fishing 
mortalities. Both year classes contributed only negligible amounts to tbe severely declined spawning stock. The most 
recent trend in the fishery and German survey data which were not included in this assessment, are consistent with this 
picture. Further, no indication of stock recovery was derivabie based on the iack of strong pre-recruiting year ciasses. In 
the present situation, catches of young cod- in the s.h.rimp fishery should be kepi to a minimum in order to increase the 
probability of stock recovery. No fishing should take place until a substantial increase in recruitment and biomass is 
evident. 
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5.1.8 'Comments on the 1996 assessment 
This assessment of the offshore component of the cod stocks off Greenland was affected by several uncertainties in data 
as weir ~ ecological factors. The effect of emigration was only,directly covered for the 1973 and 1984 year,dasses, arid 
had'beentakeninto account by an increase of the natural mortality to 0.3 for age groups 5 and older. The sampling of 
cOrnDletcial 'catches was historically rather inconsistent and did hot cover the 30 % taken by miscellaneous gears, mainly 
longlines and gill nets up to 1977. Since 1991, catch at age and weight at age data had to be calculated using survey 
data. Maturity data were poorly reported implying uncertainties in spawning stock estimates. 
No'XSAtuningcould be 'applied for the most recenlperiod '1993-97 when low levels in, landings, effortandcstock 
'abUndance were observed.IThe age disaggregated survey indices had to be adjusted to account 'for incompiere coverage 






"ITable 5.1,1 Specifieati~n of s!rata for the German,groundfish survey off Greenland. 
S!ratum ,geographic boundaries 
south ~nrirlh east 
1.1 64o l.s'N " ' 67°oo'N 50ooo'W 
1.2 64ois'N ,67°oo'N 50ooo'W 
2.1 '62°30'N '64°15'N 50ooo'W 
2.2 '62°30'N 64°15'N 50Ooo'W 
3.1 600 45'N 62°30'N 48°00'W 
3.2 60"45'N 62"30'N ' 48"00'W 
4.1 59'oo'N ,60'45'N 44'oo'W 
4.2 59°00'N 600 4S'N 44°00'W 
5.1 59'OO'N 63'OO'N 40ooo'W 
5.2 59°oo'N 63°oo'N 400 00'W 
6.1 63°oo'N, 66°oo'N 35°00'W 
6.2 63 ii90'N f.f.oOO'N 35°00'W ~ .... - ..... y.~. 
7.1 64'o45'N ' ' 67°oo'N 29°00'W 
7.2 64°45'N 67°oo'N 29°00'W 
i,. , 
Sum 
Table -5. L2i Traw 1 :p~raJileters of the survey. 
Gear' 
Horizontal net opening 
Standard trawling speed 
Towing tirn\!, I 






















Table 5.1.3,Numbers of valid hauls by stratlim,,~d total, 1982-97. 
,,, - I - ,,", '-; , 
Year 1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3,2 4_1 4~2 5~ 1 5,9 tU 6.? 
1982 20 11 16 7 9 6 13 2 1 10 ,3 12 
1983 26 11 25 11 17 5 18 4 3 19 10 36 
1984 25 13 26 a 18 ,6 21 4 .5, 4:: 2' 8 
1985 10 8 26 10 17 5 21 4 5 21 14 50 
1986 27 9 21 9 16 ' 7 18 3 3 15 14 37 
1987 25 11 21 4 18 3 21 3 19 16 ' 13 40 
1988 34 21 28 5 18 5 18 2 21 8 13 39 
1989 26 14 30 9 8 3 25 3 17 18 12 29 
1990 19 7 23 8 16 3 21 6 18 19 6 15 
;99; 19 11 23 7 12 6 14 5 8 11 10 28, 
1992 6 6 6 5 6 6 7 5 0 0 0 0 
1993 9 6 9 6 10 8 7 0 9 6 6 18 
1994 16 13 13 8 10 6 7 5 0 0 0 0 
1995 0 0 3 0 10 7 10 5 8 6 6 17, 
1996 5 5 8 5 12 5 10 5 7 9 5 13 






















































Table 5.1.4 Cod off Greenland (offshorecomponent).;A.bundance indices (1000) for West, East Greenland and t6tl11,by 
stratum, 1982-97. Confidence intervals (Cl) are given in per cent of the statified mean at 95% level of significance. 0 
incorrect due to incomplete sampling. 
198' 
'" 
467 16013 5170 14981 2326 10916 2228 1274 2276 2213 50204 7991 58195 25 
198' m 179 4714 171 5201 6'9 5353 4063 i750 790 10664 (6OOS) (2.3266) 32 
1985 19630 2428 13222 4395 10531 1638 7499 3564 '13 3978 3348 1141 59343 12404 71747 
'" 1986 32438 1236 50908 229 37446 132~ 22104 780, 6950 6676 828 145682 15234 160S1S 
" 1987 330944 1651 248002 154681 51114 18317 9832 6527 6081 87' 786392 41635 828026 5' 
1989 92024 2423 338740 84'" 47336 8S-.. 809'6 7965 80B5 2060 4375 108' 626493' 23588 650080 ' 48 
1989 2497 920 27930 813 261502 65203 30908 38407 11600 
'''' 
1436 358725 ' 91732 450459 59 
1990 965 513 4155 
''''' 
6014 10303 12213 4956 ' 2524- 4533 9041 4200 34525 25254 . 59777 4' 
1991 2'" 205 180 152 1027 6-1~-_ 1839 523 2343 ,1786 779 1958 3541 4805 10407 15213. 29 
1992 552 622 117 137 121 74 151 269 658 2043 (656) (2700)'i 50 
199' 566 457 176 127 80 31 0 1252 BB 922 502 527 i437 3301 4736 ' 36 
199' 206 103 
" '" 
72 23 82 22 801 574 (801) (137~) 38 
1995 138 87 58 ,. 265 78 2933 3654 257 278 7187 74631. 93 
1996 152 126 76 38 121 0 298 0 290 0 260 362 515 811 1447 2257. ,38 
1997 0 47 35 0 120 ~5 108 0 74 0 624 '456 315 4153 4469' 7. 
Table 5.1.5 Cod off Greenland (offshore, component). Biomass. indices (tons) for West, East Greenlandahd total by 
stratum, 1982-97. Confidence intervals (Cl) are given in percent of the statified mean at 95% level of sign'ificance., 0 




205 20215 7827 22806 9594 21374 6147 3512 11344 13154 82374 34157 116531 25 
1984 624 234 7508 234 7218 1055 8493 10397 4110 5237 25566 (19744) (45309) '4 
1985 2528 251 12869 2351 10731 990 5952 7073 1356 9955 9437 5744 35672 33565 69236 39 
1988 10"'..,41 484- 2809B BO 2B510 1423 19483 2645 18631 1654-3 3386 86719 41185 127902 26 
1987 283591 545 200632 116610 37210 10315 9054 9291 17616 5316 636588 51592 690161 6' 
;988 94i75 ;367 333848 77967 44593 93 55945 8750 16204 6162 162$8 3572- 507gSB 52948 8SC93S : 48 : 
, .. , 727 228 25829 441 2312:39 75386 40614 127865 34957 31324 4786 333850 239546 573395 46 
1990 224 114 '552 190 5776 13185 11:388 9229 6813 12954 24408 12560 34431 65964 100595 34 
1991 91 72 73 45 1208 589 2621 451 4236 . 5779 1263 7467 14006 5150 32751 37901 36 
1992 
'" 
195 23 36 21 14 81 102 1216 607 (1216) (1823) 69 
199' 
'" 
88 49 33 4. 10 0 862 60 1742 1076 1860 35. 5600 ' 5959: 41 
1994 27 
'" 
8 23 23 11 4 13 2792 140 (2792) (2930) 68 
1995 26 13 11 7 93 185 '1115 13750 382 57 1'5525 ,15581 1,55 ' 
1996 23 64 23 20 51 0 192 0 167 0 755 1004 1673 
'" 
3599 3973, 56 
;997 0 40 24 0 107 • iiO 0 57 0 i193 i2473 284- 13722 
14007' 90 
Table 5.1.6 Cod off West Greenland (offsbore component). Age disaggregate abundance indices (1000),1982-1997: *) 
calculated proportionally using age compositions reported by the' ICES Working Group on Cod Stocks off East 
Greenland (Anon., 1984). 
Yt:;AH u , 
" • 
.. 5 • 
, 
• • ~o ~ i+ TOTAL 1982 0 178 BB4 33472 11368 32504 9525 2610 .74 928 91 124 92256 
*1983 0 0 1469 i 2815 26619 4'60 10989 1882 "992 317 168 13 50204 
1984 186 • " 
2094 1541 9648 050 1983 • 0 201 , 2 • 0 16665 
1985 890 392n 1531 '98 5958 2616 71a4 37' 600 18 19 0 59366 
1986 0 10575 114823 4374 103' 7837 2250 4167 107 449 23 35 145673 
1987 0 317 45474 692566 24230 5929 11813 1637 .006 0 '66 '0 786368 
1988 434 254 3290'; 101820 511473 5435 616 1134 862 1310 34 ,. 626501 
1989 12 204 2583'· 761B 170469 -' 174532 2868 0 259 40 141 5 358731 
1990 158 47 1014 2900 1272 22120 69 .. 47 0 0 0 5 34527 
1991 0 245 208 435 1260 160 2102 356 6 0 0 0 4772 
1992 0 189 1473 ' 227 48 89 0 28 0 0 0 0 2054 
1993 0 10 8.32 546 20 28 B 0 0 0 0 0 1442 
1994 0 286 45, 19. 
" 
5 0 5 0 0 0 0 578 
1995 0 0 241 16 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 279 
1996 0 147 11 838 10 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 816 
1997 0 12 27 15 263 " 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 317 
236 O:VLCFM'.WGP.EPS\.NWWG\FiFP'ORTS\1998'--R.EPOR1\REP.DOC 
Table 5.1.7 Cod off East Greenland (offshore component). Age disaggregate abmldance indices (lOOO), 1982-1997. *) 
calculated proportionally using age compositions reported by the, I~S Working Group on Cod Stocks off East 












































































































































































































Table 5.1.8 Cod off Greenland (offshore component). Age disaggregate abundance indices (1000), 1982-1997. *) 
calculated proportionally using age compositions reported by the ICES Working Group on Cod Stocks off 'East 












































































































































































































































Table 5.1.9 Cod off West Greenland (offshore component). Weighted mean weight (g., by stratum abundance) at age 1-
10 years, 1982. 1984-1997.,. 
YEAR 1 2 3 4 5 
1982 45 191 570 921 1770 
1963 
1984 68 137 384 799 1359 
1985 97 168 571 987 1481 
1986 74 332 504 1130 1669 
c..s 925 ii95 
1988 38 218 457 1021 1148 
1989 36 170 454 699 1248 
1990 40 115 340 598 906 
1991 52 142 354 659 954 
1992 80 235 371 632 935 
1993 41 133 406 501 921 
1994 45 129 459 S09 1111 
1995 186 329 482 
ilr..a 42 i04 512 753 
















































Table 5.1.10 Cod off East Greenland (offshore component). Weighted mean weight (g., by stratum abundance) at age 
















351 801 1799 
438 1045 1772 
375 916 1717 
283 652 916 
278 741 1797 
255 530 1124 
424 517 1150 
195 411 1203 
416 683 1706 
353 732 1363 
1111 2271 
250 44S 1521 
744 1944 
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Table 5.1.11 Cod off Greenland (offshore component). Weighted mean weight (g .• by stratum abundance) at age t-1O 
years, 1982, 1984-1997.0 Incomplete sampling. 
1983 
1984 96 277 547 1099 1'466 2531 3358 4724 4545 5791 
'985 97 240 626 1219 22'7 2300 3974 44'3 5594 6811 
19 .. 75 333 6'9 '334 '907 2963 '3195 4762 5510 6304 
1987 36 237 69' 923 127' 235' 2.741 3616 5988 ,8504 
1998 118 22' '75 1037 '672 297' 3947 3470 4714 :6560 
1989 37 '76 459 738 1596 2480 3958 4880 5436 6132 
1990 <'16 138 369 146 1043 '2284- 3479 5707 6735 
1991 62 '7' 381 653 1407 1975 3216 4124 5186 10198 
1992 12 244 443 1224 1781 3028 'son SM:;S 
1993 '7 '44 65' 1319 2232 2819 ·3809 4739 6159 
'994 44 129 542 2060 2988 4791 4748 5743 
'995 
" 
244 443 '463 2949 4179 5249 5923 9646 . :7442 
'996 42 '0' 6'5 '699 2462 3594 5148 5847 
'997 
" 
180 '000 1761 345' 4062 4562 4685 
Table 5.1.12'Nominal cateh (tonnes) of Cod in NAFOSub-area l, 1984-1997 as officially reported to NAFO. 
Cmmtry 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 
Faroe Islands 51 
Germany 8.941 2.170 41 55 6.574 12.892 7.515 
Greenland 24.457 12.65.1 6.549 1.2.284 52.135 92.152 58.816 
Japan 13 54 11 33 10 .. 
NOlWay 5 1 2 1 7 2 948 
UK 927 3780 i.i=!3i 
Total 33.416 14.876 6.603 12.373 59.653 108.826 68.961 
WG estimate 62.653' llL567" 98,474 ' 
Country 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 I 
Faroe, Islands 1 
Germany 96 




Total 20.335 5.723 1.924 2.115 1.710 948 1.186 
WG estimate 
') Provisional data reported by Greenland authorities 
2) Includes 3,000 t reported to be caught in ICES Sub-area XIV 
3) lrlcludes 2,741 t reported to be caught in ICES Sub-area xiv 
') Includes 29,513 t caught inshore 
238 OMCFM\WGREPSINWWG\REfO\{TSIl998\REPOR1\REP.DOC 
TilbleS:l.13Ndminai catch (tonnes) of cod iri'ICES'Sub-area XIV, '19S4!-1997as officially reported to ICES. 
Count~ 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 
Faroe Islands 86 12 40 
.• : 26:419 Gennany 7.035 2.006 4.063 5.358 12.049 10.613: 
Greenland 1.051 105 605 1.550 ":iAt: ., 7i~~ 4.442 ~ i"'" '."'.-: 
Iceland 1 ,. 9 -"-
Norway 794 17 
Russia 
UK (Engl. and 1.158 2.365 
Wales) 
UK (Scotland) 135 93 
United Kingdom 
Tot~J K880 2~112 4~755 6.909 12A15 15.661 33.336 
WG estimate 8.914 ' 9.457 ' 14.669 " 33.513 ' 
Country 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 . 1997 6 
Farae Islands 1 
Gennany 8.434 5.893 164 24 22 5 39 
Greenland 6.677 1.283 241 73 29 5 
Iceland 22 1 
Norway 828 1.032 122 43 + 15 
Russia 126 
UK (Engl. and 5.333 2.532 163 
Wales) 
UK (Scotland) 528 463 46 
United Kingdom 296 232 181 284 
Total 21.800 11.351 736 437 284 192 338 
WG estimate 2i .8i8 ~ 
')In~iudes estimates of dis~~ds and c~tches reported in Sub-area XII 
2) Excluding 3,000 t assumed to be from NAFO Division IF and including 42 ttaken by Japan 
') Excluding 2,741 t assumed to be from NAFO Division IF and including 1;500 t reported from other areas: assumed to 
be from Sub-area XIV and including 94 t by Japan and 155 t by Greenland (Horsted, 1994) 
') Includes 129 t by Japan and 48 t additional catches by Greenland (Horsted, 1994) 
,,, 
-} mciudes 18 t by japan 
6~ T"L ____ ~_, ____ • -'_L_ 
} rrUV1SlUIUll Ui:1U1 
O:\AGFM\WGREPSINWWGIREPORTS\l99SIREPORnREP.DOC 
Table S.1;14QoQ off Greenland (offshore component). Calche$ (I) as used by Ihe Working Group, inshore and.off~ltPfe 
by gear (Horsled, 1994) . 
. 
Year inshore offshore offshore offshore total 
miscellaneus OBT . total 
1955 19787 117238 136028 253266 273053 
1956 21063 121816 193593 315469 336532 
1957 24790 104632 151666 256298 281088 
1958 26664 121636 182516 304152 330836 
1959 28184 97457 128777 226234 254418 
1960 28708 115273 122859 238132 266840 
1961 35164 140110 192007 332117 367281 
1962 36283 168092 273598 441690 471973 
1963 24173 138451 289143 427594 451767 
1964 23106 118495 243714 362209 3853;5 
1965 25209 133855 225150 359005 384214 
1966 29956 149234 200086 349320 379276 
1967 28271 132415 293519 425934 . 454211 
1968 21215 64286 323800 388086 409301 
1969 22119 36276 174031 210307 232426 
1970 16114 16101 102196 118297 134411 
1971 14039 25450 113207 138657 152696 
1972 14753 29765 94730 124495 139248 
1973 9813 16740 46141 62881 72694 
1974 8706 18086 27695 45781 54487 
1975 6719 13363 33692 47055 53834 
1976 5446 8710 32157 40867 46313 
1977 14964 10081 21726 31807 46771 
1978 20295 .4 26059 26063 46358 
1979 36785 36 20056 20092 56877 
1980 40122 0 57584 57584 97706 
1981 40021 0 40266 40266 80287 
1982 26934 2020 49827 51847 78781 
;983 26689 3339 40991 44330. 71019 
1984 19967 5 22358 22363' 42330 
1985 8488 1 '8499 8500 16988 
1986 5320 2 6036 6038 11358 
1987 8445 1 10836 10837 19282. 
1988 22814 7 49089 49096 71910 
1989 38788 2 85946 85948 124736 
1990 29513 948 99535 ;00483 129996 
1991 18950 0 22966 22966 41916 
1992 5723 0 11381 11381 17104 
1993 1924 0 828 828 2752 
1994 2115 0 469 469 2584 
1995 1710 0 264 264 1974 
1996 953 0 187 187 1140 
1997 1186 0 338 338 1524 
.'240 O:IACFM\WGREPSINWWGIREPORTSI19981REPORTlREP.DOC 
Table 5.1.15 Cod off Greenland (offshore component). Summary table of the 1996 assessment. 
Run title , Greenland cod - (offshore component) 
At 6/05/1996 14:24 
T~lll!l 17 8~~_, ~with SOP eor~etia!l) 
"ab. 5.1.17 c'?Dt'd 
Run title , Greenland cod - (of£:-shore component) 
At 6/0S/199614,24~ 
Table 16 SwmDary (without SOP correction) 
0 RECRUITS TOTALBIO TOTSPBIO LANDINGS YIELD/SSB FBARfi-R 
0 
1955 153802 2882233 1817484 253266 .1393 .1088 
1956 51:1983 2770848 1519495 315469 .2076 .1493 
1957 104904 2143557 1331280 256298 .1925 .2100 
1958 134529 2221787 1469227 304152 .2070 .2017 
1959 463649 2157214 1042375 226234 .2170 .1891 
1960 531652 2648678 1228850 _ 238132 .1938 .1944 
1961 226870 2653216 1083431 332117 .3065 .2571 
1962 93567 2432916 1035904, 441690 .4264 .4039 
1963 409559 2414276 i020359 427594 .419,; .3694 
1964 703359 2428299 887216 362209 .4083 .. 3873 
1965 286689 2247323 716209 359005 .5013 .4115 
1966 329962 2311440 715515 349320 .4882 .4025 
1967 105573 2069749 828645 425934 .5140 .4139 
1968 37493 1462524 775887· 388086 ·.5002 4396 
1969 39073 893209 572007 210307 .3677 .3790 
1970 22749 654431 466971 118297 .2533 .2190 
1911 . 87980 ' J:::i:::Q~f"I7 378343 138657 ~.I!'oI!'r ~n-:poI:' ............. , .... . ... vu ... ..... O'IU 
1972 4193 379199 248141 124495 .5017 .4732 
1973 9181 228055 109533 62881 .5741 .4311 
1974 6196 143004 88940 45781 .5147 .6703 
1975 24604 104875 54787 47055 .8589 .9065 
1976 154622 221732 30131 40867 1.3563 .8210 
1977 16618 204073 20604 31807 1.5437 .7643 
~n"7" 20081 200477 37794 26063 .6896 .2672 I~'O 
1979 26788 225420 78818 20092 .2549 ~2936 
1980 71104 178154 94123 57584 .6118 .5017 
1981 14247 172700 71075 40266 .5665 .4135 
1982 56541 159912 57228 51847 .9060 .7513 
1983 7705 123786 46589 44330 .9515 .9125 
1984 13774 93449 35644 22363 .6274 .6862 
i985 i990 594i4 29874 8500 .2845 .2405 
1986 10878 61114 32906 6038 .1835 .1590 
1987 265710 249641 36166 10837 .2996 .0989 
1988 85126 333759 56409 49096 .8704 .7919 
1989 1408 329006 83625 85948 1.0278 .8285 
1990 1621 167685 41003 100483 2.4506 1.3283 
1991 635 54388 30227 22966 .7598 .6994 
1992 248 25292 20732 11381 .5490 .8148 
Arith. 
Mean 132544 1017498 478778 159407 .5813 .4734 
OUnits flhousands! !Tonnes} r-onnes} (fonnesl 
Table 5.1.16 Cod off Greenland (offshore component). Input parameters in for calculations of yield and spawning stock 
biomass per recruit. 
An. WF!~HT llcn\ MATUR!TY F'vnlnit ~tklrn M NUMBER 
. "e- Y-e' -'-...-'--~- r-- ... 
3 0.815 0.001 0.154 0.2 1 
4 1.255 0.004 0.425 0.2 
5 1.863 0.15 0.543 0.3 
6 2.549 0.449 0.931 0.3 
7 3.295 0.795 1.07 0.3 
8 4.157 0.946 1.145 0.3 
9 ..t nl!'"7 nnn 1_267 n n "?~u, v.~w V.V 
10 5.836 1.027 0.3 
11 6.447 1.027 0.3 
12 7.09 1.027 0.3 
. O:\ACFM\WGREPS\..NWWG\.REPOR~S\!998\FEPORT\.REP_DOC 241 
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Figure 5.1.1 Cod off Greenland (offshore component). Survey area, stratification and position Of hauls carried,9ut in 
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Figure 5.1.2. Cod ofr,-Greenhmu (offshore 'component). Aggregated survey ; abundance , indices for West and East 
Greenland and spawning stock size, 1982-97. *) incomplete survey coverage. 
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Figure 5.1.3 Cod off Greenland (offshore component). Aggregated survey biomass indices for West and East Greenland 
and spawning stock bi6mass, 1982-97. *) incomplete survey coverage. 
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Figure 5.1.4 Cod off Greenland (offshore component). Weighted mean weight at age 1-10 years for West, East 
Greenland and total, 1982-97. 
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Figure 5.1.5 Cod off Greenland. Catches 1955-95 as used by the Working Group, inshore and offshore by gear 
(Horsted,1994). 
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Figure 5.1.6 Greenland cod (offshore componenl). Trends in yield and fishing_ mortaliiY; 
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Figure 5,1.7 Greenland cod (offshore component). Trends in spawning stock biomass (SSB) and recruitment. 
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Figure 5.1.8 Greenland cod (offshore component). Long term yield and spa\\'ning stock bio!!l.2ss. FO.l reference ag'e 5-
8=0,297; Fm~ reference age 5-8=0,722. 
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Figure 5.1.9 Greenland cod (offshore component). Spawning stock-recruitment plot for year ciasses.1955 .. &9. and fitted 
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Figt.!re 5,1~10 Greenland cod (offshore component), Recruit..'11ent model based OD SSB and temperature (T) effects (Ratz 
et al., 1998).f(xJ.=-99A85+87.24*T>lU85*SSB, ,n=35, ,2=051, 
4500:h -Mean 'I 191000 ~ 4000 n L-_"'.'-.J:p"r"n .. b ...... o .. f.JR"e"c .. o ..v" .. ""rv...,fo ..... 3 .. 3 ... ·",,· .. O .. f-'Vl<JilLr .. p... in ..... s.. t"o"'C"'k.......... ! j :~~~l~ j~~ i I~h .~ ~:E I 
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Figure 5.1.11 Greenland cod (offshore component). Recovery simulations (lOO oiterations) with,no,fishing mortality 
after stqck ,coiiapse. 
i :~~~fl -:-::bn pf Recpvervto 33%pf Virpin mock H~O 
::J 3000 n fIO if 
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Figure 5.1.12 Greenla~d cod (offshore component). Recovery sim\llations (lOO it~rations) with no fishing mortality for 
age groups 3+ but 10 % reduced recruitment due to by-catches in the shritnp fishery after stock collapse. 
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5_2 Inshore cod stock off Greenlll!ld 
In the last decade, the inshore cod fishery at West Greenland has contained cod from two different spawning:areas. 
Icelandic cod spawned off South~western Icelarid which in some years are carried by the Irminger current ,to :seme off 
South Greenland, and local, possibly self-sustained, fjord populations. Spawning cod are found in several fjords of 
West Greenland, especially in NAFO Division IB, IC and ID. ' ' 
5.2.1 Trends in Catch and Effort 
Historically, the inshore catches have been of limited importance as the inshore fisheries have accounted for only 5-
10% of the total internatiomd catch~ Annual catches of 15~OOO~20:000 t have been taken inshore during the p~riod 
1955-1973. Since Lhen the-catches' have heen varying, consistent with the recruitment of strong year classes to the 
offshore fishery. High catch:es of about 5.0;000 t in 1986 and 1989' have been followed by- periods. of ,very low catches. 
In 1993-1995 the catches amounted toonly 2,000 t yearly, and in 1996 the catch has decreased further·to the record 
low. The inshore fishery takes place from small vessels «40 GRT). found nets, gillnets and handIines are used to take 
about 95% of the inshore catch. 
A cOffi_mercial pound net CPUE series is available since 1992 (Table 5.2.1). The mean catch pr pound·net,setting has 
decreased from 804 tin 1992 to 408 tin 1997. 
5.2.2 West Greenlll!ld young cod survey 
- .: ' 
A survey using gangs of gill-nets with:dlfferent mesh-sizes (16.5,18,24,28, and 33mm) has been developed,and::used 
since 19850 The objective of the'program is to asses the abundance and distribution of pre recruit eod_'rill ~nsh.,?re -'areas 
of Greenland. The survey has usually heen carried out in three inshore areas off West Greenland: Qaqortoq (NAFO 
Div. IF), Nuuk (Div. ID) and Sisimiut (Div. IB). The Greenland inshore cod stock is not distributed in the Qaqf>rtoq 
area, but occasional inflow of pre recruited cod from East to West Greenland shows up here. The Qaq0!1:oq area. has, 
however, not been covered since 1995 due to'financial considerations. ' ,,_,'1 
Analysis of the selectivity of the fleet·of gill-nets have shown, that sdection is best towards age 2 cod (Hovgaard, i 992) 
whereas only the larger individuals of the age I cod are adequately selected. In the 1997-sufvey a total of 129 net 
settings were made. Nets were sat at hottom and it WaS attempted to sel the fleets at constanl depths and to divide the 
survey effort evenly on the depth zones of 0-5m, 5-IOm, ID-ISm, and 15-20m. 
Anindex ofrdcruitrnent is' calculated as the mean catch of2'year old cod per lOO hours net setting taken byail·five 
mesh sizes. The recruitment index is shown in Figure 5.2.1 and reveals a strong 1985, 1986 and 1987year-blass.After 
a moderate 1990 year-class the recruitment has been falling and ever since been below the 1985-1990 values. 
5.2.3 Assessment 
The available data for the Greenland inshore cod is not adequate to allow for a detailed analytical aSSessment of the 
stock, hut the results of a lentative general production model are presented. 
A Schaefer general production model was fitted to the Greenland inshore cod landing data using the commercial.pound 
net CPUE results for 1993 to 1997 as 'an index of stock biomass. 
In order to predict the time~series o'f l)io'massand abundance .index, it is necessary to have esthnates o'f the ~nnual 
catches and of the intrinsic growth rate (r), th"average unexl\loited .. equilibrium biomass (K), and the biomass prior to 
the frrst recorded catch (B!). To convert estimates o'f biomass 10 predictidns of a relative abundance index, it is necessary 
to have an estimate of the constant of proj:iortiotialitybetween them (q). . 
The model was fitted using Excel Solver to minimize the sum of squared residuals between the observed CPUE and. the 
pn,dictedCPUE where the predicted CPUE is given by: . . .. 
CPUEpredl = Bl • q 
And the biomass is: 
Bl+l = Bl + (r'B"(l~BJk))~Cl 
Where C is the catch 
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The mittinlization \vas"'done for 1994, to 199'7:'with the -initial ;biomass :estimated 'fer,-1993. In 'order to ohtain- 'stable 
results it was necessary to constrain the virgin biomass (K) to be higher than the assumed initial biomass. rwas 
constrained to be betw~enzero and one, whil,O/(wafc.onstrainedto Htihigher than 0.001. 
Parameter values achieved _.from, the_ general_ pr:oduction modc:=-l ar~ .sf).own -in Table 52.2' ~OQserved and pred~cted 
CPUE-values are shown in figure $.2£ •... 
The model implies an FMSY of .about 0.15, buLth~. results should b~ used with caution as they are based on very limited 
data. In additionthemodel doesnot a<;cOlmtfor the present recruitment failure of the stock. 
5.2.4 Management Considerations 
The inshore fishery exploiting possible self-sustained local fjord populations off West Greenland has historically been 
small. The data presented indicate that the stock is continuously declining. All year-classes since 1991 are estimated to 
be very poor in the juvenile survey. Restrictive catch regulations forthe.:fisheries should therefore be kept to enhance 
the recruitment prospects of the inshore stock. 
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.. T;oble 5.2.1 Qreenland cod (inshore component) Landings, observe and. predicted. CPUE based on .data frqm. inshore 
pound net fishery. 




Year Predicted Predicted Observed Ln(CPUEIB) Observed 
.. ' B.iomass CPUE, 
• 
CPUE I Catch 
1993 7,427 835 730 -2.32 1924 
1994 6,358 714 768 -2.11 2215 
,1995 ,5,045 567. 600 -2.13 . 1710 
1996 4,217 474 534 .' • -2.07 948 
1997 4,094 460 410 -2.30 1207 
1998 3,701 * 
'predlcted 
Table 5.2,2 Parameter values obtained form general production model. 
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Figure 5,2.2 Greenland cod (inshore componenet) Observed and 
model-predicted CPUE rates 
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6 GREENLAND HALIBUT IN SUB-AREAS V AND XIV 
6_1 Landings, Fisheries and Fleet 
Tables 6,1.1-6,1.6 
Landings 
Total annual catches in Divisions Va, Vb and Sub-area XIV are presented for the years 1981-1997 in Tables 6,1.1-
6,1.6, During the period 1982-1986, catches were stable at about 31 000-34000 t. In the years 1987-1989 catches 
increased to about 62 000 t, followed by a decrease to about 35 000 t in 1992. The catches increased to 41 OQO t in 
1993l but have thereafter decreased to 30000 t in 1997, Cat-ches not officially reported to ICES have been included in 
the assessment Landings within Icelandic EEZ have traditionally been reported as caught in Division Va, Therefore, 
when referring to DivisionVa (or Icelandic waters) the areacovers both Va and th6 Icelandic EEZ part of XIVb, 
Landings and fishery relates to the Greenland EEZ part of XIVb~aswell as international waters on the Reykjanes Ridge, 
Catches in Icelandic waters have, due to quota regulations, decreased from 37 000 t in 1990 to 16 600 t in 1997, Faroese 
catches in Vb increased from a levelot about I 000 t .in 198.1-)991 to 6,500 t in 1996, whereafter it decreased toabRut 
5000 t in 1997, Catches in division XIVb have increased from below I 000 t in 1987-1991 to 8 500 t in 1997, 
Fisheries and fleet 
Most of the fishery for Greenland halihut in Divisions Va: Vh and XIVb is a directed fisheryl only minor catches in Va 
by Iceland. and in XIVb by Germany and the UK comes partly from a redfish fishery, 
The major fishing grounds in Icelandic waters are located west of Iceland (64"30-66"N. 27"-29"W). where 
approximately 75% of the annual trawl catch in Icelandic waters has been taken in recent years. The Ice~andic trawlers 
moved to deeper waters around 1988. but the average depth of fishing on the western grounds has remained at 
approximately 900 meters since 1990, The longline fishery takes place in somewhat deeper waters (1000-1400 meters) 
west and south of the major trawl fishing grounds. Addition~L fisheries also occurs north of Iceland (67"-68"N. 19"-
24"W, at approximately 500 m), and along the narrow continental slope north-east and east of Iceland (63"30-66"N. 
1l"-16"W, between 400 and 700 meter depth), The main fishingseason in Division Va formerly occurred during the 
spawning season in spring, but in recent years, the fishing season has. expanded and the present fishery is conducted in 
late winter to early summer, with the bulk ofthe catches taken in ApriLthrough June. . . 
The trawlers (single trawlers> I 000 Hp) fishing in DivisionYb operate on relatively shallow parts of the c()rttinental 
slope, mainly in summer. The gillnet fishery in Division Vb started in 1993, and since then the tjshirrggrounds have 
expanded. This fishery is carried out during the whole year with a peak activity in the spring. 
The fishing grounds in Division XIVb are found on the continental slopes (61"N-65"N, 36"-4l"W),Trawling was 
formerly concentrated in a narrow belt of the continental slope at depths of 500-1000 meters in the north,easternmost 
area of XIYb, but has in 1997 moved to a southerly area between 61 "40-62'30N, 40'00-40030W at <!epths of 1000-
1400 meters, where longliners are also fishing. The average depth of-trawling has increased during the last 4 years. The 
main fishing season is from April lO November for both iongiiners and trawlers with the buik of the catches taken in 
July. Both freezer trawlers and fresh fish trawlers operate in the area, 
Sirrce 1996, a longline fishery has developed on new fishing grounds along the western slope of the Reykjanes Ridge 
(600 N-62°N, 27°-2,W), both inside and outside the 200 mile EEZ eXIVb and XII). The total catch in this Mea 
fuuounted-to approximately 800 t in 1996 and 1900 t ip ~997. 
Annual catches in 1997 are separated by gears in Table 6,1.6. 
Bycatch 
Recent report {W UNo. 1.:10), based on t'ebruary 1998 measuremems from a Greenlandic shrimp trawler operating in 
Denmark Strait (XIVb), indicate that Greenland halibut, mainly prerecruits below 40 cm, may constitute a significant 
bycatch. Measurements from February 1998 show that 0.48 kg and 0,81 individuals of Greenland halibut were caught 
per 1 kg shrimp. Applying these values to the reported shrimp catch in this area of 3754 tin 1997, gives an estimate of 3 
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million fish and 1800 t of Greenland halibut caught as bycatch in the Denm3Ik Strait shrimp-fishery. Bycatch in--the 
southern shrimp fisheries in XIVb, based on a similar estimate, is insignificant 
6.2 Trends in ElIort and CPUE 
·-CoID_mercial catch,rates'-'ef Icelandic bottom trawlers'have decrease..d for aJI fishing-groundsisince 1990 but seem to have 
stabilised in the last 3 years. For the ye3Is 1990-1997 CPUE on th_e western fishing grounds have been about two to 
three times higher than for the other fishing grounds, 
Indices of CPUE for the Icelandic trawl fleet for the period 1985-1997 (Table 6.2.1) are estimated from a GUM 
multiplicative model, t:::lklng into account changes in Ll!e Icelandic trawl catch due to vessel, statistical square, montll a..nd 
year effects. All hauls with Greenland halihut exceeding 50% of the total catch were included in the CPUE estimation. 
The. CPUE indices from the Icelandio trawling fl~et in Division Va were ,used to estimate the total effort for each, year 
(y) Cor all the fleets operating 0" Greenland halibut in. area V and XIV according to: 
E y' v &X1V = Yy V&XIV /G:PUE" Vo • . '. . , . • - , lraw( 
where E is totai effort, Yare the total reported landings in region V and XiV. 
The total effort increased up to 1989, decreased somewhat in the next two years, but has been increasing steeply since 
1991 and reached a maximum in 1997. The CPUE was relativelysiablein 1985~1989, bUlhas declined sharply sin'ce 
then to a historic low in the last two years. The CPUE declined by 72% from 1985 to 1997. In the last two years the 
effort has decreased by 17% but the CPt.JE has remained the same. 
':For area XIVb, CPllE from logbooks in'the years-19-9i"":1996 were· standardised using a'muhipiicaEive modei taking inm 
'account locality; fleet, season and'Year. CPUEincreased from 1991 to 1993, thereafter it remains relatively stable. In the 
same period the calculated effort has increased continuously uniil1996, remaining stable in 1997. However, the fishery 
in XIVbis new' and catches ,have, increased from a level ofless than 500 tons annually before 1991 to more' than8DOO 
to'ns in 1997. The'fIshery'was; therefore assumed-to be-ill the procesS 'of learni.~g in Lite beginning-ef the-CPBE-Sedes. 
Hbwever',-:t..he stability in CPUE- in recent years, is ;in -"accordance wiLi:l·observations from the Icehindi'c fleet. 
6.3 Catch in Numbers al Age and Sampling level 
The data s':tcomprising the age-lerigthkey'for 1997 were from 2 different Sources: approximately 120sanfples(1346 
otoliths) from th_e Icelandic trawl fleet a..lld long line fleet operating in Icelandic 'water (Va4::ey). and 19 sfL1!lples -(458 
otoliths) from the Norwegian long line fleet operating in Greenland waters (LLXTV-key). These keys were used to 
obtain catch in number for the length samples for each of the following fleets and areas: 
Res;ion Gear, ':Landin2s Nos., sam(!h!s Nos ,fish measured KeI 
Va west Tmwl tl,341 320 12,800 Va, 
Va IlO.all & east Tcawl i,733 36 i,420 Va 
Va southeast Tmwl 2,079 50 1,993 Va 
Va Longli~e t.476 125 5,012 Va 
Vb Tmwl 2,703 2,879 Va 
Vb 9ilI'net 2,156 t,816 Va 
XIV l'rilwIGER 4,037 94;MIl Va 
XIV TmwlNOR 1,447 ,1,104 Va 
XIV Long line 1,022 .25 4,253 LLXIV 
XlV ReIkjanes Lons,line 1,970 42 1,666 LLXIV 
TOTAL 29.964 598 127,383 
The length-v/eight relationship used was. W = 0.01758 * L2.84387 for all fleets and area, exceprfor the ]ong line fleet in 
XIV, where W=IA5*1O"*L,·458 was used. The total catch in numbers (Table 63.1) were obtained from the sum of the 
above weighted with the catch within each group, 
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6;4 Weight at Age 
Table 6.4.1 
The mean weight at age in 1997 (Table 6.4.1) was derived from the weighted average of the ahove groups. Apart from 
1994,'1996and 1997 only Icelandic data has been available. Weights at.age in the catch are also used as weights at age 
in the stock. 
6.5 Maturity at Age 
Table 6.5.1 
Dat~ 'on' w..aturity at 'age -were' available for the-' years' 1982-1984 -and i 1991-1995, base·d on 'smnples from: th~ Icelahdic 
trawl fishery. Data on maturity at age for ihe'years 1985-1990 were not available. The maturity arage for these years 
was therefore estimated by averaging the data from the years 1982-1984 and 1991 (Table 6.5.1). Due to unreliable data 
for 1994, 1993 data were applied to 1994. The data on maturity for 1996 and 1997 were based on infonnation from the 
Icelandic October groundfish survey and from fhe Norwegian longline fishery in Division XIVb. 
6.6 Stock Assessment 
6 .• 6.1 TUn41g,and estima.tes of fishing mortalities 
Tables 6.6.1.1-6.6,1.4, Figures 6.6.1.1-6.6.1.2 
Age-;dis<;iggiegated CPtJE ,values -fOi age, groups 7-12 over the peiiod 1985-1997,. obtained Jwm the I~eland.ic- trii-wling 
fleet operati!lg in Division Va, were used in the tuning process. The initial tuning was performed ;with the. same 
shrinkage level as used, in the .past two years (s.e. = 1.0). Sinc.ethe retrospective analysis revealed a ,systematic trend 
showing; an overestimation in terminal F.yalues (Figure 6,6.1:1A) a second run was applied with . default shrinkage (s.e. 
=.0.5), Although the retrospe:ctive analysis alslI). showed-a similar systematic tr,end in overestimation of tenninal F-values 
(Figure 6.6, 1.1B~, the latter run (s.e. = 0.5) was acc.epted by the WO. since the overestimation, in the terminalF·values 
were less than in the fanner run (s,e. = 1.0). The diagnostics are presented in Table 6.6.1.1. 
The terminal fishing mortalities from the accepted XSA run were used to run a traditional VP A. Natural mortality was 
assu,me<i to be. 0.15 and the proportions.ofF and.M before spawning were set to O. The results of this run are given in 
:rabl!,s 6,6.1.2A., ~nd Figures 6.6.1.1 A an<i B. . 
6.6.2 Spawning stock and recruitment 
Figure 6.6.1.1 
SDawnin~ stock biomass is shown in Table 6.6.2.1 and Fi~ure 6.6.1.2 D. The sDawnin~ stock was between 70 and 
80000 t between 1978-:1983, and increased to a maximum ~f 123 000 tin 1988. Since th~n it has declined to a low of 
67500 tin 1997. ' 
Estimates ofrecruitrnent at age 5 is shown in'Table 6.6.2.2 and Figure 6.6.1.1B. The long term average for the period 
1975-1995 is 32 million fisi)..The 1980 and 1981 year classes 'are the highest on'record at about 46ll)illion. Since then 
there has been a decline in ,r""ruitrnent, the numbers reaching a:record low of 21 million fish in the 1987 year class. The 
size of the 1988 year class'and onwards are also below average. Estimates of the more recent year classes of 1991 and 
1992 are thought to be urtreliable, since they"are just entering the fisheries where VPA stock numbers are considered 
poorly calculated. ' 
6.7 
6.7.1. , 
Prediction of Catch and Biomass 
Input data. 
Tables 6.7.1.1-6.7.1.2 
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The input data for the short term prediction are given in Table 6.1.1.1. Mean weight at age is average from 1995-91 and 
the exploitation pattern is average fishing mortalities from 1995-1991 rescaled to the level of 1997. Maturity at age is 
the average of 1995-1997. Natural mortality was set to 0.15 and the proportions ofF and M before spawning weresetto 
O. Year classes 1991-1993 were assumed to be equal to the average of the year classes 1986-1990. This is a reflection 
of the recruitmenttieing;betowaverage since 1986year class. 
Since T AC for the'OrtderilandEEZ was not reached in 1997 and since in the Icelandic area the fishing is regulated not to 
exceed to 000 t for the current fishing year, a catch constraint of 23 000 t was applied to 1998. This is based on the 
expectancy that the T AC constraint in Iceland will hold and on the assumption that the catch in other areas remain the 
slurre as in 1997, 
The' Y IRcakulation uses the mean weight and maturity at age averaged for the period 1975-1997. The exploitation 
pattern is ba'edon an'"verageexploitationpaUern ·over the period 1975~1997 rescaledto the level of 1997·(Table 
6.7.1.2): 
6.7.2 Biological reference points 
Froin the st6ck recruitment Dlot ~iven in Fi~ure 6.1.2 F ..... was estimated at 0.37, K.h at 0.59 andFt~w at 0.12. 
, ' - . ,-~, ' ~ -, - ,----- , . ,--.,--- , . -- , 
The following reference points were calculated by the WG: 
Tll!!: F-vallle Type SSB-level 
low;, 0.12 - ,loss 50 







The SGpA.FMsuggestedin their draft' (ICES CM 1998/ACFM: to Ref.D) that Fp' should be setat'Fmid and thatBp. set at 
70 000 t, based on the lowest estimated biomass in recent years. The WG accepts the suggestion of using Fm«i= 0·;37 = 
Fp,. The Bpa value that the SGPAFM proposed was the SSB in 1996 based on the 1997 assessment. Since the revised 
value ofSSB in 1996·; 'being 80000 t based on·the current assessmen!;is considered to be abetter estimator,it'isthe 
recoriunendation! of the WG tO'define' Dpa =-.80000 L 
Tne· working group did' nor' ~eAch a final conci'u'sion 'for the definition of Blim' and' F1im but pro'posed a preiilninary vaiiIe 
for Blim as B,o" = 50 000 t. This is the estimated SSB in the beginning of the 1975-1997 data series. Using this 
preliminary value of B,im, the same value ofBpaas derived above can be obtained by using Bp' = Brn,; eI.645., where a = 
0.3. 
6.'7.3 Projections of catch and biomass 
Table 6.7.3.1 
,At the beginning of 1998" the lotal stockis estiIru).ted to have declined to about 131 000 t, and the spawning stock to 63 
000 t (Taole 6.7.3.1). 'rne catch' prediction or 23 000 t in i998 will result in an estimated fishing mortality qr 0'.37. 
which is approximately 20% iess than F in 1996. Assun-.ing an F jo-19-99 to be the same'as in 1998, results in; tile slock 
remaining in a stable, although low, state in the beginning of 2000, Amini~um of a 50% reduction in F in 1999, 
compared with the estimate of 1998, is needed to increase SSB to any extent above the 1998 leveL This will result in F 
'viuues of less than 0.19 and catches less than 12000 I in 1999. This is equivalent to the reduction in F or yield in 
accordance with how close the estimate of biomass in 1998 is to Bp, and the proposed B,im• 
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6,8 ' Management Considerati.ons 
Figure 6.8:1 i , 
The Greenland halibut stock biomass has been falling rapidly from a peak in 1987. Catches in the last 7 ~ears Ibave 
remained between 30 000-40 000 t, despite increase in F and effort over the period. The fishing mortality has been 
. substantially above Fool since 1986 and is currently above the level of F". The SSB 411997 and 1998 is .also below the 
Bp" 
The stock recruitment relationship is highly negative (Figure 6.7.2), indicating that the highest recruitment is ·10; be 
expected at low SSB. With respect to time, however, the recruitment in the beginning of the period (year classes 1975-
1985) was above average but recruitment in the latter part of the period (year classes 1986-1990) have been. below 
ave,age, i.e. 38 and 23 million,. respectively. The yield-per-recIuit computations indicate that the obtainable yield at Fp, 
is 1.06 kg per recruit. The average yield from the year classes 1975-85 and 1986-95 were or are thus not expecte\! to 
exceed 40 000 t and 24 000 t, respectively. 
An equilibrium analysis (Cook 1997), gave an Fm'" = 0.16, this being based on the most recent year classes in the data 
series (Figure 6.8.1). Th.is analysis supports our suggested F-Ievel boundary in the coming years. The probabiiity th~t .the 
suggested F-Ievels-'wiii exceed Floss'are iess than 1%. However, by fishing at the 1997 ievei (F ~ OA7)'there is a'30% 
probabiiity of exceeding Floss' 
Considerable reduction in catch is needed to rebuild the stock, necessitating strict management regulations. 
No formal agreement on the management at the Greeniand halibut exists among the three coastai states, Greenland, 
Iceiand and the Faroe Isiands. The reguiation schemes of thos~; states have previously resulted in catches well in exc.:e:ss 
of advised TAC's by iCES. Since there is no agreement in sigh,l in the foreseeab16 future, it is expected that u,le catch 
will continue to be above the ICES TAC advise.' 
6.9 Comments on the Assessment 
improved sampiing of catch data is neeueu. infonnation on age composition and maturity from the trawl fisheries in 
xr{ and from boL\ t~e, gm net and trawl, fishertes in V~ are l<;l.i;:lqng _and information on maturity from L1.e fisheries in. Va 
are- stJspe~,t. 
Progress h!JS been made in "an attempttq, quantify ,discrepancies and bias in age readings arnQng Greenlan~ halibu,t, age 
readers in t.lte last years a..'1d the work \vi!! continue (ICES 1997). The, age reading on samples from the, p~iI1e~pal :fi,?et, 
the !ce-landie trawl fleet, have been performed by the same person since 1994, and are internally consistent. Samples 
from XTVh have heen nerfonned bv-_different- aQe readers each Year. but are internallv consistent. 
----:----,-- ~ ---- ,_- - I.,:' , .. _:' .", ,: : _ ';, .. , ',:- .. 
Precision and sta~dardisation in determi~ati!m ofmat,!rityare bf1dlY needed. 
The use of only one conunercial fleet for tuning is a cause of concern since the fleet covers only a part of the total 
fishing areao Fleet data from Division XIVb may hopefully be includeq ,ill future assessm~nts. AlthQugh Iceland and 
Greenland, respectively, have initiated, annual surveys. on the Greenland halibut grounds within Division Va and XIVb, 
it will not become of use in stock assessment in the near future. In the interim period it is recommended th~t available 
log book information from Division Vb be compiled and made available to strengthen the basis of the stock assessment. 
Shortterrnpredictions are based on asSumed recruitment val,:!,,,, Indices of recruitment of Greenland halibut mean 
obvlous pre-req'uisite for sound mariagement a?~ise.' , , 
. AI!~9~gbsom~tagging experimentsa~d st6c~discrimn;ation analysis (IJNA, eleclrophoresis,parasiteburden,riteristic 
studi,,'s) ,I).ve been carried .out in.recentyears, further under!tanding on the basic biology of th~ Greenl'l"0 1)~libut 






Table 6.1.1. GREENLAND HALIBUT. Nominal catches (tonnes) by countries, 
in Sub-areas V, XII and XIV 1981-1997, as officially reported to ICES. 
Count!1 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 
Denmark 6 + 
Faroe Islands 767 1,532 .1.\46 2,502 1,052 853 1,096 1,378 
France 8 27 236 489 845 52 19 25 
Germany 3,007 '. 2,581 1~142 936. 863 858 565 637 
Greenland + 5 IS 81 177 154 37 
Iceland 15,457 28,300 28,360 30,080 29,231 31,044 44,780 49,040 
Norway 2 2 3 + 2 
Russia 
UK (Engl. and Wales) 
UK (Scotland) 
United Kingdoni 
'Total 19;239 32;441 ' 30;891 . . 34,024 32,075 32,984 46,622 51,1l8 
Worltirig GrouE estimate 
Count!l: 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 ' 1997 ' 
Denmark I 
Faroe Islands 2,319 1,803 1,566 2,128 4,405 6,241 3,763 6,148 4,971 
France 3 2 29 
Gennany 493 336 303 382 415 648 811 3,368 3,365 
Greenland 11 40 66 437 288 867 533 \,162 991 
Iceland 58,330 36,557 34,883 31,955 33,987 27,778 27,383 22,055 18,462 
Norway 3 50 34 221 846 1,171 L 1,810 2,157 1,862 
Russia 5 10 424 70 
UK (Engl. and Wales) 27 38 109 81\ 513 1,436 386 
UK (Scotland) 19 26 84 232 25 
United Kingdom 243 
Total 61,156 38,813 36,890 35,259 40,180 37,302 35,918 35,755 29,964 
Working Grou~ estimate 61,396 39,326 37,950 35,423 40,817 36,957 36,288 35,826 2 
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Table 6.1.2. GREENLAND HALIBUT. Nominal catches (tonne.s) by countries, , 
in Division Va 1981-1997. as officially reported to ICES. 
Couo!!): 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 
Fame Islands 325 669 33 46 15 379 
Germany 
Greenl:md 
Iceland 15:455 28.300 28,359 30,078 29,195 31,027 44,644 49,000 
Nmwal: + + 2 
Total 15,780 28,969 28,392 30,124 29,197 31,027 44,659 49,379 
Working Groue estimate 
"~or i 
Count~ 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 
, 1997 ' 
Fame Islands 719 739 273 23 166 910 13 14 26 ' 
Germany 2 4 
Greenland 
Iceland 58,330 36,557 34,883 31,955 33,968 27,696 27,376 22,055 16,603 I; 
Norwal: 
Total 59,049 37,2% 35;156 31,978 34,134 28.608 27,391 22,073 16;629 
Workio2: GroUD estimate 59;272 2 37,308,3 .35.413 4 22,072' , "I' 
t) Provision_'!.1 data 
'2) Includes 2231 catch by-Norway. 
) Inc1u'des i2-' catch ~y Norway. 
4) Includes additional catch of257 t by Iceland. 
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Table 6.1.3. GREENlAND HALmUT. Nominal catches (tonnes) by countries, 
in Division Yb 1981~j991, as officially reported to ICES. 
Coun!!! 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 
Denmark I 6 + 
Farae Islands 442 863 1.112 2,456 1.052 775 907 901 
France 8 27 00< 489 845 52 19 25 .JV 
Germany 114 142 86 118 227 113 109 42 
Greenland 
Norway 2 + 2 2 2 + 2 
UK (Bng!. and Wales) 
UK (Scotland) 
United Kingdom 
ToW 566 1,032 1,436 3,065 2,126 940 1,043 969 
Working Group estimate 
Country 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 
Denmark 
Fame,lsiands 1.513 1;064 1.293 2.105 ·4.058 5.163 3.603 6.004 .4750 
France 6 3 2 29 
Genna..llY 73 43 24 7! 24 8 2! 41 
Greenland 
Norway 3 42 16 25 335 53 142 281 42 
UK (Engl. and Wales) 15 31 122 
UK(Scotiand) 27 12 
Uriited,Kingdom 26 
Total 1589 U49 1,333 2,206 4,434 5,224 3,804 6,469 4.859 
WorkinQ" Grnun el1.timate 1:606 2 !-2R2 3 !-nfi24 7..?ne) 3 ~PO 7 
I) Provisional data 
2).inciudes i i t taken by France 
3) Includes.133 t taken in Division Da (Fatoese_waters), 
4) Includes 317 t'~en ill: Di"jsion Ha (F~se.waters)--f: France 12 t. 
5) Includes 63 t taken in Division Da (Faroese waters). 
6) Quantity unknown 1989~ 1991 and 1993~ 1994. 
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Table 6.! .4. GREENL.A ... N'D H.A.L!BUT. NorroJna! catches (tonnes) by c'ountries, 








UK (Engl. and Wales) 
UK (Scotland) .. 
Uniled Kingdom 
Total 













Working Group estimate 
I) Provisional data 














































3) mdudes 3 i:5 1 catch raken by iapan and i 59 t by uthc::r l:uliljifie~ d:' fepoued tU Greenlii;;;:!. 


















































6) Total reported to Green1andic authorities are used in assessment: 159 t trawl (Norwegian charter), 205 t gillnets (Norwegian charter). 
405t from Norway not included in working group estimate. 
7) Includes 273 t offshore gillnets (Greenland charter) 
8) Working group estimates as in Table 6.1.5. tnciudes n t by Gennany 
9) inside 200 EEZ: 1505 i. Oiiisidc: 200 EEZ: 369 •. 
lO} !m~!de 200 EEZ: ]756!, Outside 200 EEZ: 64t. 
Tab!e 6.1.5. GREENL~A~1\lD HALIBUT. Noroinal catches (tonnes) hy countries 
in Sub·area XII 1996·1997, as officially reported to the ICES. 
Country 1996 1997 
Farae Islands 47 
NClrw~v 2 
- . -- .. , 






























, Table 6.1.6. 1997 Catch statistics for Greenland halibut in V and XIV. Working 
Group best estimates. 
Va Long line Trawl Gill Net Unknown 
Faroe Islands 26 
Germany, Fed. Rep. 
Greenland 
Iceland 1,476 15,098 24 5 
Norway 
Total 1,476 15,098 24 ;31 
0.00 0.55 0.44 
Vb Long line Trawl Gill Net Unknown 
Faroe Islands 20 .2,636 2,095 
France 
nf".rmllnV -Pf>.tl Rf".n_ 
-------,1' ----. --- .... 41 
Norway 42 
UK (England & Wales) 
UK (Scotland) 
United Kingdom 26 
Total 20 2,703 2,137 0 
~ T ~_~ 1~_~ , T_",~ •• l r':1I l\J1L" UnkiJ.ow;:;. All .L..rVUi; LI.llII; .L aA1'1'.L 'J" • .L"'~" 
T.' ___ T_l ~- ,~ rruul; l:SH:UIU:' ~, 
Total 47 0 0 0 
XlV Long-line Trawl Gill Net Unknown 
Denmark 
Faroe Islands 148 
Germany, Fed. Rep. 3,324 
Greenland 991 
Iceland.(outside 200 EEZ) 1,859 
Norway (inside 200EEZ) 1,022 734 
Norway (outside 200 EEZ) 33 31 
Russia 70 
UK· (England & Wales) 
UK (Scotland) 
United Kingdom 217 
Total 2,914 5,484 31 0 
Snmmary of catch by gear Long line Trawl Gill Net Unknown 






































Tabie 6 .. 3.1 Catch numbers at age. Nu~bers*10**-3 : 
YEAR, 1975, 1976, 1977, 
AGE 
5, 120, 43, 0, 
6, BOO, .296, 34, 
7, 1775, 584, 671 r 
8, 1782, 621, 1727-, 
n 1259, ·LLL., 2289, 
" 10, 926, 240, 834, 
11, 464. 121, 420, 
12, 459" B6, 423, 
13, 279, 37, 174, 
14, 193, 32, 120, 
15, 137, 14, 2B, 
+gp, B5, 9, 141, 
0 TOTALNUM, 8279, 2514, 6861~' 
TONSLAND, 23494- 6045, 16578, 
SOPCOF 
" 
126, 100, lOO, 
Catch numbers at age Numbers*10*"'-3 
YEAR, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981, 1982, , 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986 r 1.98"1". "'1 
AGE 
5, 23, 29, 47 26, 8 10, 83, 125, 245', 182, 
6, 91, 197, 502, 158, 300, 240, 277, 441, 612, 3123, . 
7, 347, 1605, 1536, 580, 1140, 1611, 891, 1018, 1033, 4863, 
B, 1037, 2253, 2630, 1160, 2451, 2651, 2139, 2295, 1942'. 2586, 
9, 1214, 3090, 3126, 1430, 2646, 3060, 3568, 3454, 2983, 2ISp, 
10, 848, 1693, 2324, 1764, 2456, 2443, 2800, 2749, 3097, 3476, 
11, 567, 880, 1739, 1299, 1803; 1693, 1825, 1452, 1683, 18,Pi 
12, 312, 394, 849, 664, 963; 978, . 1134, 62 7 , 820', 1829,' -
13, 232, 246, 578, 435, 609; 424, 588, 423, 550, 886, 
14, 218, 189, 306, 252, 331, 174, 363, 137, 202, 243, 
15, 114, 147" 143, 176, 195, 37, 92, 36, ,59, 31, 
+gp, ?n4 175, ,,' , 6" ''1Q 13?~ 47, 20, 46, 14, '1, 
0 TOTALNUM, 5207, 10848, 1'3896-, 8103, 13034, 1-3368, 13780, 12803, 13260, 21221', 
TONSLAND, 14349, 23616, 31252, 19239, 32441, 30888, 340211 , 32075, 32984, 46622, 
SOI?COF %, 100, 101, ' 99, 100, 100; 101, 99, 103, 101", "98, 
Catch numbers at age Numbers*10**-3 
YEAR, 1988, 1-989, : 1-990, 1991, ' 1992, , 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 
AGE 
5, 129, 499, 18B, 289, 17; 45, 78, 503, 178, 85, 
6, 742, 1657, 463, 1225, 421: 401, 672, 1587, 1488, 544, 
7, 2068, 4485, 1513, 1797, 2023~ 1914, 2197, 3030, 2908, 269'6, 
8, 2985, 5961, 3515, 2866, 3262, 5072, 3815, 3286, 3181, 255},_. 
9, 3166, 5763, 4186, 2935, 2646, 4365, 3648, 2607, 2119, 2308, 
10, 2966, 3246, 3143, 2074, 3019, 2887, 2330, 1962, 1755, 1235, 
11, 1B4 B, 1601, 1224, 1130, 19621 1554, 1715, 1548, 1610, 96,p, 
12, 1761, 1458, 959, 1072, 1278 ~ 1425, 990, 1132, 1216, 927, 
13, 1851, 1237, 568, 924, 509, 581, 422, 657, 665, 645,' : 
14, 701, 506, 358, 554, 144, 137, 371, 444, 548, 370, 
15, 216, 362, 137, 342, 36, 136, 168, 240, 238, 279, 
+gp, 246, 145, 61, 82, 56, 14, 177, 232, 503', ,6Si3, 
0 TOTALNUM, 18679, 26920, 16315, 15290, 15373, 18531, 16583, 17228, 16409, 13301, 
TONSLAND, 51118, 61396, 39326, 37950, 35423, 40817, 36957, 36288, 35826, 2996'4, 
SOPCOF 
" 
101, 100, 100, 101, 1001 99, 100, 100, 100, 10~~ i; 
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Table 6.4.1 Catch weights al age (kg) 
YEAR, 1975, 1976, 1977 t 
AGE 
5, .9680, 1.1570, 1.1570, 
6, 1.1990, 1. 5850, 1.0460, 
7, 1.4230, 1. 7680, 1.4290, 
8, 1.8540, 2.1800, 1.7940, 
9, 2.2560, 2.5700, 2.2280, 
, 0 
.., C"1" 3.0180, 2.6870, <v, .:... uv' Vt 
11, 3.0810, 3.7300, 3.0170, 
12, 3.5910, 4.0520, 3.9140, 
13, 4.6040, 4.8150, 4.0400, 
14, 4.6950, 5.3480, 4.7140, 
15, 5.1510, 5.7520. 5.4010, 
+gp, 6.9020, 7.0940, 5.5970, 
0 SOPCOFAC, 1.2550, 1.0024, 1.000B, 
Catch weights at age (kg) 
YE..ll.JI., 197'8, 197 9, . 1980, 1981, 1982, HR1 , QR4, 1985, 1986, 1987, 
AGE 
5, 09680, .9110, 1.1i50, 1.0710, 1.01'00, .9840, .9420, .9950, 1. 0300, 1.030Q, 
6, 1,.1990, .9420, 1.2830, 1.2570, 1.3680, 1.3380, 1.2750, 1. 2300, 1. 2380, 1.2180, 
7, 1.42'30. 1. 2780, 1. 4870, 1.4400, 1.6180, 1.5770, 1.5920, 1. 6300, 1.4990, 1. 5330, 
8, 1,.8.540, 1. !S160, 1. 7560 r 1.6600, 1. 905O, 1.8480, 1.8110, 1. 9510, 1. 9370, 1.8240, 
" 
.:..' •. .:....Juv, 2.0720, ..., ,"'.,,, 1.9670, .:.. • .L.J .... u, 2.1870, 2,1590 r 2.2400, 2.3670, 2, 3~30, 2.1870, 
10, 2 '-60"70, 2.3330, 2.2790, 2.2580, 2.5160, 2.4340, 2.4610, 2.6370, 2.6310, 2.6660, 
11, 3.0BI0, 2.7230, 2.49BO, 2.:'1':>0, 2.7610, 2.6030, 2.8350, 2.8290, 2.8480, 2.9960, 
12, J.5910, 3.2970, 3.0590, 2.9500, 3.1290, 3,0340, 3.2620, 3.3530, 3.335-0, 3,5950, 
13, 4.60'40, 3.9850, 3.7830, 3.-4500, 3.7850, 3.7840, 3.9620, 4.0060, 4.0390, 4.4310, 
14, 4,'6950, 4.66BO, 4.5070, 4.0330, 4.4750, 4.4460, 4.9360, 4.7920, 4.9250, 5,1400, 
15, 5.151,0, 4.79'20, 5.1390, 4.6520, 4.9850, 4.7510, 5.2300, 5.2310, 5.4660, 5.7640, 
+gp, 0.4500, 5.3970, 5.9830, 5.3300, 6.0880, 6.3850, 7.1920, 6.3230, 5.9850, 7.2670, 
0 SOPCOFAC, .9993, 1.0124, .9902, 1.0024, .9997, 1.0110, .9937, 1.0258, 1.0060, .9785, 
1 
Catch weights at age (kg) 
,~, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 
AGE 
5, 1,.1290, .8420, 1.0290, 1. 0010, 1.0160, .9910, 1. 1630, .9500, 1.1010, .9190, 
6, 1. 3040, 1.0470, 1.2100, 1.2470, 1.2560, 1. 2490, 1.2540, 1. 2130, 1.1240, 1.1070, 
7, 1.5410, 1.4250, 1.5720, 1.-4720, 1.4010, 1. 4010, 1. 4_880, 1. 4130, 1.3460, 1.3340, 
8, 1. 7700, 1,7270, 1.1900, 1. 8100, 1. 7180, 1. 6850, 1.7360, 1.7030, 1.6490, 1.6400, 
9, 2,2360, 2._1250, 2.1260, 2.0.880, 2.0490, 1. 9820, 2,1500, 2.02BO, 1. 9250, 1. 8820, 
10, 2.6830, 2.6370, 2.5360, 2.4400, 2.4360, 2.4250, 2.3520, 2.2790, 2.3420, 2.2400, 
11, 3.0820, 3.2200, 3.2140, 2.9350, 2.8680, 2.9520, 2,7360, 2.6430, 2.5950, 2.5310, 
12, ~,6240, 30 7330, 3 ~ 6930, 3 7370 3,'P80, __ ~ .4'- gO, 3.0R20, 2.9920, 3.0130, 2.8450, 
13, 4,.3120, 4'.1350, 4.4480, 4.4010, 4.5100, 4.4790, 3.6070, 3.5680, 3.5150, 3.3790, 
"' , 
:;>. v~o_v, :;> • .:;,ouu, ;J • .L~ IV, ..:r.u.:..:..v, ,.. UO.LV, u.V.,JU, • "CO" . ,..,"'" • .,."r-. 
... ""''''''''v, ... uvuu, ... -J. ....... v, .......... uv, 
15, 5.2130, 6,5690, 5.8910, 5.9910, 6.0100, 5,8320, 5.2930, 5.3020, 4.9960, 4.8230, 
+gp, 5.7640, 6.4970, 6.0490, 6.4120, 5.1280, 2.7560, 6.0870, 5.6140, 5.8450, 5.7790, 
° 
SOE'COFAC, 1. 0063, ,9999, .9998, 1. 0097, 1.0033, ,9916, 1.0001, 1.0013, 1. 0011, 1. 0056, 
Stock weights at age (kg) 
YEAR, 1975, 1'976, 1977, 
AGE 
5, .9680, 1.1570, 1.1570, 
6, 1.1990, 1. 5850, 1.0460, 
, , 1.4230, 1.7680, 1.4290, 
8, 1.8540, 2.1800, 1. 7940, 
9, 2.2560, 2.5700, 2.2280, 
10, 2.6070, 3.0180, 2.6870, 
11, 3.0810, 3.7300, 3.0170, 
12, 3,5910, 4.0520, 3.9140, 
<J, "-. uv"v, 4.8150, ... u .. uu, 
14, 4.6950, 5.3480, 4.7140, 
15, 5.1510, 5.7520, 5.4010, 
+gp. 6.9020, 7.0940, 5.5970, 
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Table 6.5.1 Proportion mature at age . 
YEAR, 1975, 1976, 1977, 
AGE 
5, .0000, .0000, .0000, 
6, .0300, .0300, .0300, 
7, .1000, .1000, .1000, 
8, .3500, .3500, .3500, 
9, '"/'00, .7700, "00, 
10, .9600, .9600, .9600, 
11, 1.0000, 1.0000, 1.0000, 
12, 1.0000, 1. 0000, 1.0000, 
13, 1. 0000, 1.0000, 1.0000, 
14, 1.0000, 1.0000, 1. 0000, 
15, 1.0000, 1. 0000, 1. 0000, 




YEAR, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 
AGE 
5, .0000, .0000, .0000, .0000, .0000, .0400, .0000, .0100, .0100, .0100, 
,6, .0300, .0300, .0,300, .0300, .0500, .0700, .0800, .0600, .0600, .0600, 
7, .1000, .1000, .1000, .1000, .2000, .1500, .1900, .2100, .2100, .2100, 
8, .3500, .3500, .3500, .3500, .3300, .2800, .3200, .3500, .3500, .35QO, 
9, .7700, .7700, .7'700, .7700, .5000, .3800, .4200, .4600, .4600, .4600, 
10, .9600, .9600, .9600, .9600, .-'000, .6000, .6400, .6400, .6400, .6400, 
11, 1. 0000, 1. 0000, 1. 0000, 1. 0000, .85'00, .8500. .7500, .8200, .8200. .8200, 
12; 1.0000, 1.0000, 1. 0000, 1.0000, .9400, .9800, .9300, .9600, .9600, .9600, 
13, ; nnfln 1.0000, 1.0000, 1.0000, 1. 0000, 1.0000, 1.0000, 1.0000, 1. 0000, 1.0000, 
-:'----, 
14, 1. 0000, 1. 0000, 1. 0000, 1.0000, 1.0000, 1. 0000, 1.0000, 1. 0000, 1. 0000, 1.00'00, 
15, 1.0000, 1. 0000, 1.0000, 1. 0000, 1,.000'0, 1.0000, 1.0000, 1.0000, 1. 0000, 1.0000_, 
+gp', 1.0000, L 0000, 1.0000, 1.0000, 1.0000, 1.0000, 1.0000, 1.0000, 1'.0000, 1.0000, 
Proportion mature at age 
.~, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 
AGE 
5, .0100. .0100, .0100, .0100, .0200, .0300, .0300, .1780, .3040, .2240, 
6, .0600, .0600, .0600, .0600, .0400, .1200, .1200, .1810, .3100, .2910, 
7, .2100, .2100, .2100, .2900, .1100, .2700, .2700, .4770, .3930, .36'80, 
8, .3500, .3500, .3500, .4800, .2500, .4000, .4000, .5970, .4640, .438'0, 
9, .4600, .4600, .4:600, .5600, ,.4700, .4500, .4500, .5860, .5260, .495,0, 
10, .640.0, ."6400, .6400, .6200, .6800, .5400, .5400, .7050, .6260, .5880, 
11, .82.00, .8200, .8200, .8500, .8500, .6500, .6500, ,.7860, .6900, .6670, 
12, 09600, 9600, 09600, L 0000, .9'600, .7800, .7800, .7640, "30, .7450, 
13, 1. 0000, 1.0000, 1. 0000, 1.0000, 1. 0000, .8300, .8300, .9610, .8700, .8490, 
J..,'i, J... UUUU, J...vvvu, J...uvuu, J...uuuu, 1.0000, .9700, .9700, 1. 0000, .9530, .9480, 
15, 1. 0000, 1. 0000, 1. 0000, 1.0000, 1. 0000, 1. 0000, 1.0000, 1.0000, .9810, .9720, 
+gp, 1. 0000, 1. 0000, 1. 0000, 1._0000, 1.0000, 1.0000, 1.0000, 1. 0000, 1. 0000, .9860, 
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Table 6.6.1.1 Output from XSA 
Lowestoft VPA Version 3.1 4-May-98 12:04:32 
Extended Survivors Analysis 
G. halibut v·& XIV (run: XSAEHJ04!XD4) 
CPUE data from file iusersifishiifad/ifapw?rk/nwwg!ghl_grniFLEET.X04 
Cat'ch data for 23 years. 1975 to 1997. Ages 5 to 16. 
Fleet, 
FLT06: Va TRW 85-96 " 




Tapered time weighting applied 
Power = 3 over 20 years 







Catchability dependent on sto-ck size for ages < 7 
Regression t:;r'pe = C 
Minimum of 5 points used for regression 
Beta 
1.000 
Survivor estimates shrunk to the population mean for ages < 7 
Catchability independent of age for ages >= 13 
Terminal population estimation 
Survivor estimates shrunk towards the mean F 
of the final 5 years or the 5 oldest ages. 
S.E. of the mean to which the estimates are shrunk 
Hinimwll standard error for population 
estimates derived from each fleet = .300 
Prior weighting not applied 
runing converged after 28 iterations 
Rt::YL-t:::::>:::>.iuu weights 
.751, .820, .877, .921, .954, .976, .990, 
Fishing mortalities 
Age, 1999, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 
5, .004, .015, .006, .012, .001, .002, .004, 
6, .023, .061, .016, .044, .021, .024, .037, 
7, .075, .179, .069, .07S? .091. .118, .170, 
8, .143, .300, .196, .171, .187, .326, .344, 
9, .273, .424, .337, .236, .223, .384, .389, 
10, .407, .469, .408, .262, .383, .380, .343, 
11, .419, .378, .304, .236, .399, .327, .385, 
12, .448, .647, .385, .448, .431, .533, .338, 
13, .942, .618, .531, .747, .373, .335, .278, 
14, .513, .687, .339, 1. 576, .225, .153, .350, 
15, .535, .515, .372, .594, .342, .324, .268, 
.500 



























Table 6.6.1.1 (Cont'd) 
XSA population numbers (Thousands) 















3.53E:"'04, 3.518+04, 3.10E+04, 2.41E+04, 1.43£+04, 9.56E"'03, 5.82E+03, 5.26E+03, 3.27£+03, 1.88£+03, 
3.61E+04, 3.03E+04, 2.95E+04, 2.48E+04, 1.80E+04, 9.35E+03, 5.48E+03, 3.30E+03, 2.89E+03, 1.10E+03, 
3.55E+04, 3.06E>,-04, 2.45E'1-04, 2.._13E1-04, 1.58E+04, 1.01E1-04, 5.04E1-03, 3.23E1-03, 1.498+03, 1.34E1-03, 
2.58E+04, 3. 04E+04, 2.59E+04, 1. 978+04, 1.50E+04, 9.71E+03, 5.79E+03, 3. 20E+03, 1. 89E+03, 7. 53E+02, 
2.10E+04, 2.19E+04, 2.50E+04, 2.07E+04, 1.43E+04, 1.02E+04, 6.43E+03, 3.93E+03, 1.76E+03, 7.7~E+02, 
2.33E+04, 1.81E+04, 1.85E+04, 1.96E+04, 1.47E+04, 9.84E+03, 6.00E+03, 3.72E+03, 2.20E+03, l.04E+03, 
2.13E+04, 2.01E+04, 1.52E+04, 1.41E+04, 1.22E+04, 8.64E+03, 5.79E+03, 3.72E+03, 1.88E+03, 1.35E+03, 
2.35E+04, 1.82E+04, 1.66E+04, 1.-10E+04, 8.638+03, 7.12E'+03, 5.28E+03, 3.39E+03, 2.29E+03, L22E+03. 
2.45E+04, 1.98E+04, 1.42E+04, 1.15E+04, 6.44E+03; 5.01E+03. 4.31E+03, 3.'1'1E+03, 1.878+03, 1.36E+03, 
2. 39E+04. 2. 09E+04, 1. 56E+04. 9."55E+03, 6. 95E+0.3·, 3. 58E+03, 2. 68E+03, 2. 22E+03, 1.558+03, ~ 9-. 92E+02., 
1 
Estimated population abundance at 1st Jan 1998 
.OOE+OO, 2.05E+04, 1.75E+04, 1.09E+04, 5.85E+03, 3.84E+03, 1.94E+03, 1.41E+03, 1.05E+03, 7.32E+02-, 
Taper weighted geometric mean of the VPA populations: 
2.87E+04, 2.53E+04, 2.16E+04, 1.72E+04, 1.25E+04, 8.38E+03, 5.37E+03, 3.38E+03, 1.87E+03, 9.40E+02, 
Standard error of the weighted Log(VPA populations) 






1991 0 ,)'J",-,---r"l,) u.~-''''''v~, 






Estimated population abundance at 1st Jan 1998 
5.11E+02, 
Taper weighted geometric mean of the VPA populations: 
4.25E+02, 
Standard error of the weighted Log(VPA populations) 
.7945, 
Log catchability residuals. 
Fleet FLT06 : Va TRW 85-96 
Age 1985, 1986, 1987 
7 . 02. -.57 . .42 
8 .12, -.47, -.21 
9 .25, .15, -.11 
10 .36, .26, .26 
11 .36, .36, .28 
12 .26, .27, .11 
Age 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997 
7 .05, .23, -.10, -.43, .07, -.10, .31, .06, .05, -.09 
8 -.04, .23, .21, -.17, .00, .21, .21, .00, -.16, -.08 
9 .28, .37, .33, -.17, -.17, .04, -.10, - .25, -.27, -.05 
10 .34, .45, .28, -.23, .06, - .10, -.31, - .43, -.31, -.07 
11 .40, .31, .04, -.18, -.01, -.22, -.27, -.39, -.20, .10 
12 .25, .69, -.01, .51, .02, -.02, -.62, -.63, -.40, .08 
Mean log catchability and standard error of ages with catchability 
independent of year class strength and constant w.r.t. time 
Age , 
























Table 6.6.1.1 (Cont'd) 
Regression statistics 
Ages with q independent of year class strength and constant w.r.t. time. 
n~o <::.1,,'1"\<> , t-Tlalue Tnt-"" ........ "" ..... +- R<::. ..... ,,;:.,...<:> No Pte. Reg S .e, Mean Q 
.''''- , ~~-r'- -"y~~--t"y, ~'~"'1-~-~' 
7, 1.01, -.042, 6.30, .56, 13, .27, -6.35, 
B, .87, ;785, 6.18, .79, 13, 017, -5.64, 
9, .71, 2.546, 6.52, .89, 13, .13, -5.32, 
10, 072, 1.651, 6.29, .79, 13, .20, -5.21, 
11, 084, .639, 5.82, .63, 13, .24, -5.28, 
12, .94, .111, 5.23, .30, 13, .41, -5.06, 
Terminal year survivor and ,F sUmmaries 
Age 5 Catchability dependent on age and year class strength 
Year class = 1992 
Fleet, Estimated, Int, Ext, Var, 
, SU:Lvi VOIS, s.e, 5.e, Ratio, 
FLT06: Va TRW 85-96 1., .000, .000, .00, 
P shrinkage mean 25329., .28", , 
F shrinkage mean 10289., .50", , 
Weighted prediction 
Su.r:-v.i.vo.:cs, Int, Ext, N, Var:, F 
at end of year, 5.e, s.e, Ratio, 
20523., .24, 9.94, 2, 41.123, .004 
Age 6 Catchabili,ty dependent on age and year class strength 
Year class = 1991 
Fleet, Estimated, Int, Ext, Var, 
Survivors, s.e f s.e, Ratio. 
FLT06: Va TRW 85-96 1., .000, .000,. .00, 
P shrinkage mean 21599. , .29", , 




at end of year, s.e, 
Ext, N, Vi'lr, F 
S .e, , Ratio, 
17471., .25~ 9.78, 2, 39.075, .02B 
Age 7 Catchability constant w. r. t. time and dependent on oOI_ge 
Year class = 1990 
Fleet, 
, 
FLT06: Va TRW 85-96 
F shrinkage mean 
Weighted prediction 
Survivors, lnt, 







s .e, ' 
.17, 
lnt, Ext, , Var, 
s.e, s.e, Ratio, 
.300, .000, • DO, 
.50, , " 
N, Var, F 
- 'Ratio, 















1>.ge 8 Catchability constant "'l.r.t. time and dependent en age 





























Table 6.6.1.1 (Conl'd) 
FLT06: Va TRW 85-96 
F shrinkage mean 
Weighted prediction 
Survivors, lnt, 















Age 9 Catchability constant w'.r.t. time and dependent on age 
Year class = 1988 
Fleet, 
, 
FLT06: Va TRW 85-96 
F shrinkage mean 
Weighted prediction 
Survivors, 












lnt, Ext, Var, 
s.e, s.e, Ratio, 
.178, .059, .33; 
.50", , 
N, Var, F 
Ratio, 
4, .488, .443 
1 
1 
Age 10 Catchability constant w.r.t. time and dependent on age 
Year class = 1987 
Fleet, 
FLT06: Va TRW 85-96 
F shrinkage mean 
Weighted predi-ction 
Survivors, lnt, 









lnt, Ext, Var, 
s .e, s.e, Ratio, 
.164, .107, .66, 
.50", , 
N, Var, F 
, Ratio, 
5, .628, .465 
Age 11 Catchability constant w.r.t. time and dependent on age 
Ye~r ~lass = 1986 
Fleet, 
FLT06: Va TRW 85-96 
F shrinkage mean 
weighted prediction 
Survivors, lnt, 









lnt, Ext, Var, 
s.e, s .e, Ratio, 
.153, .098, .64, 
.50,,! ! 
N, Var, F 
, Ratio, 
6, .632, .492 
}l:.ge 12 Catchability constant w,r~t. time .;'Inci dependent on age 
Year class = 1985 
Fleet, Estimated, lnt, Ext, Var, 
Survivors, s.e, s.e, Ratio, 
FLT06: Va TRW 85-96 944. , .152, .090, .59, 
F shrinkage mean 1466. I .50, , r, 
Weighted prediction 
Survivors, lnt, Ext, N, var, F 
at end of year, s,.e, s .e, Ratio, 
1047., ~17, .11, 7" .684, .599 
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2, .779, .345 
.221, .321 
N, Sca-led, Estimated 
, Weights, F 
3, .802, .463 
.198, .367 
N, Scaled, Estimated 
, weights, F 
4, .805, .485 
.195, .389 
N, Scaled, Estimated 
Weights, F 
5, .812, .514 
.188, .403 
N, Scaled, Estimated 
, Weights, F 
6, .764, .648 
.236, .462 
Table 6.6.1.1 (Cont'd)r 
Age 13 Catchability constant w.r.t. time and dependent on age 
Year class = 1984 
Fleet, Estimated, lnt, Ext, Var, N, Scaled, 'Estimated 
Survivors, .... ", s.e, .,~ .... ~'" r.l ..... ~ ,...J,., .... ~ F H .................. ' , .. "' .... ~ .......... , 
FLT06: Va TRW 85-96 553., .147, .079, .54, 6, .682, .734 
F shrinkage mean 1337. , .50, r" .318, .370 
weighted prediction 
Survivors, lnt, Ext, N, Var, F 
at end of year, 5.e, s.e, Ratio, 
" 
1 1...,'" 00" 
r .::u: • • , • J..,=', .1<..1.., 
" 
..I.. J..i!.:J, • ...J;;;), 
1 
Age 14 Catchability constant w.r.t. time and age (fixed at the value for age) 13 
Year class = 1983 
Fleet, Estimated, Int, Ext, Var, N, Scaled, Estimated 
Survivors, s.e~ 5.e, Ratio, Weights, F 
FLT06: Va TRW 85-96 390. , .145, .084, .58, 6, .619, .631 
F shrinkage mean 791. , .50" t, .381, .361 
Weighted prediction 
Survivors, lnt, Ext, N, Var, F 
at end of year, s. e,. s .e, Racio, 
-51L, ~21; .19; 7, .892; .514 
Age 15 Catchability cons-tant w.r.t. time and age (fixed at the v~lue for age) 13 
Year class 1982 
Fleet, Estimated, Int, Ext, Var, N, Scaled, Estimated 
Survivors i s .e, S. eT Ratio, Weights, F 
FLT06: Va TRW 85-96 265. t .1<18, .127, .86, 6, .510, .681 
F shrinkage mean 364. t .50", , .490, .537 
Weighted prediction 
Survivors, Int, Ext, N, Var, F 
at end of year, s.e, s.e, , Ratio, 
310., .26, .12, 7, .479, .607 
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Table 6.6.1.2 Fishing mortality (F) at age .Terminal Fs derived using XSA (With F shrinkage) '1'" 
YEAR, 1975, 1976, 1977, 
AGE 
5, .0053, _0018, .0000, 
6, .0480, .0153, .0017, 
7, .1515, .9426 , .0415, 
e, .2563, .0688, : 1619, 
9, .2989, .0857, : 36~u, 
10, .3559, .0803, .2245, 
H, .2j~l, .Ub-rl, .HlbQ, 
12, .3647, .0597, .3311, 
13, .7896, .0421, .1561, 
14, .6760, .1746, .1767, 
15, .4876, .0849, .2157, 
+gp, _4876, .0849, .2157, 
'""" 
8-12, • 3028, · 0723, _2536, 
Fishing mortality (F) at ago 
YEAR, 19-{8, 19-19, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 
AGE 
5, .0009, .0009, .0012, .0007, .0003, .0004, .0028, _0029, .0058, .0048, 
6, .0044, .0090, .0182, .0049, .0094, .0090, .0118, _0172, ,0169, ,0893, 
7, .0198, _ 0941, .0856, .0250, .0419, .0608, .0397, .0520, .0483, .1717, 
a, .0791, • ~636" .2080, . 0811, .1327, .1230, .101,7, .1293, .1258., .1553, 
9, .1549, .3352, .3376, .1579, .2556, .2304, .2290, .2242, .2337, .1899, 
10, .2095, .3167, .4277 , .3056, _4174, .3746, .3222, .2619, .3036, .4406, 
11, .2217, .3299, .5882, .4255, .5525, .5359, .5015, .2601, .2394, .2821/ 
12, ,1946, _2236, .5763, .4388, .6103, .6251/ .8023, .3010, .2168, .4179/ 
13, .2879, .2191, .5570, .6236, .8843, .5625, .9330, .7622, .4432, .3624, 
14, .282-2, .3794, .4369, .474'2, 1.'4492, .6383, 1. 3907, .5403, 1.00'56, .3372, 
15, .2400, .2949, .5202, .4560, .7885, .5506/ .7958, .4273, .4440, .3697, 
'gp, .2400, .2949, .5202, .4560, .7885, .5506/ .7958, .4273, .4440, .3697/ 
FaAA 8-12, .1719, .2738, .4275, .2819; .3937, .3778, .3914, .2353, .2239, .2972, 
Fishing mortality (F) at ago 
YEAR, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, fEAR 95-97 
AGE 
5, .0039, .0150, .0057, .0122, .0009, .0021, _ 0040, .0234, .0079, .0038, .0117, 
6, .0230, .0609, .0164, .0444, .0209, ,0242, .0368, .0984, .0847, .0285, .0705, 
7, .0746, .1787, .0689, .0776, .0912, .1183, .1696, .2186, .2487, .2058, .'2244, 
e, .1434, .3003, _1962, .1707, .1867, .3260, .3438, .3873, .3_538, .3398, .3603, 
9, .2731, .4244, .3365, .2361, .2227, ,3842, .3888, .3942, .4376, .4429, .4249, 
10, .4069, .4686, .4080, .2617, .3830, .3602, .3433, .3523, .4747, .4648, .4306, 
", .4185, .3782, .3036, .2363, .3987, .3273, .3846, .3800, .5152, .4918, _4623, 
12, .4478, .6470, .3854, .4478, .4310, .5335, .3377, .4458, .5480, .5995, .5311, 
13, _ 9417, .. 6181, .5307, .7475, .3734, .3349, .277,8, .3707, .4836, .5974, .4~~9, 
", .5133, · 6868, .3392, 1.5764, .2247, .1526, . 3499, .4966, . 5707, . 5141, _5271, 
15, • 5347, · 5149, • 3719, .5945, . 3421, ,3237, .2678, .3780, .5116, .6072, .4989, 
+gp, .5347, .5149, .3719, .5945, .3421, .3237, .2678, .3780, .5116, .6072, 
'""" 
8-12, • 3379, · 4437, . 3259, .2705, .3244, . 3903, . 3596, .3919, . 4659, . 4677, 
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Table 6.6.1.3 Stock number at age (start of year) Numbers~10~~·3 
YEAR, 1975, 1976, 1977, 
AGE 
5, 24538, 25829, 26128, 
6, 18408, 21009, 22191, 
7, 13606, 15102. 17808, 
9, 8494, 10064, 12456, 
9, 5252, 5658, 8086, 
ID, 3333, 3352, U7(1 
11, 2360, 2010, 2663, 
12, 1619, 1601, 1617, 
13, 551, 968, 1298, 
14, 423, 215, 798, 
15, 383. 185, 156, 
+gp, 236, 119, 781, 
0 TOTAL, 79203, 86111, 98452, 
Stock number at a,. (start of year) Numberl>"lO·"'-3 
YEAR, 1978, 19'19, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1967, 
AGE 
5, 27507, 34852, 40624, 40137, 33602, 29604, 32534, 45751, 46033, 41007, 
6, 22488, 23654, 29971, 34922, 34522, 28914, 25471, 27925, 39262, 39394, 
7, 1906B, 19271, 20176, 25330, 29911, 29435, 24664, 21666, 23626, 33226, 
8, 14705, 16090, 15098, 15941, 21264, 24687, 23841, 20402, 17704, 19377, 
9, !H19, 11695, 11759, 10555, 12644, 16028, 18789, 18535, 15431, 13436, 
10, 4836, 6723, 7199, 7221, 7758, 8428, 10957, 12861, 12749, 10514, 
11, 307~, 3376, ~215, 1010, 1579, 1399, 4988, 6833, !!519, 8100, 
12, 1902, 2119, 2089, 2015, 2272. 2268, 2216, 2600, 4534, 5771, 
13, 1000, 1348, 1459, 1011, Ill!!. 1062, 1015, 855, 1656, 3142, 
14, 956, 645, 932, 719, 466. 397, 521, 354, 343, 915, 
15, 576, 620, 380, 518, 385. 94, 181, 112, 177, 108, 
+gp, 1027, 525, 306, 465, 258, 119, 39, 142, 102, 17, 
0 TOTAL, 106257, 120919, 134208, 142874, 148780, 145437 , 145243, 158035, 170137, 175007, 
Stock number at a,. (start of year) NUmbers'""10 ... .,-3 
YI:A,.'l" 1<:!S8, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1991, 1995, 1996, 199?, 199B, GMST 75-95 •1I.MST 75-
95 
AGE 
5, 35286, 36118, 35497, 25790, 21014, 23345, 212e~, 23191, 21156, 23936, 0, 30991. 31903, 
6, 35126, 30251, 30624, 30378, 21930, 18071, 20051, 18247, 19752, 20884, 20523, 26465, 27277, 
7, 31009, 29545, 24500, 25929, 25010, 18485, 15162, 16635, 14233, 15620, 17471, 22111, 22616, 
8, 24086, 24771, 21269, 19684, 20650, 19650, 14134, 11029, 11507, 9553, 10943, 17158, 17876, 
9, 14279, 17962, 157 90, 15045, 14283, 14747, 12207, 8626, 6444, 6953, 5854, 12180, 12854, 
10, 9564, 9352, 10113, 9707, 10226, 9839, 6644, 7122, 5006, 3581, 3843, 7817 , 8332, 
11, 5825, 5480, 5038, 5789, 6431, 6001, 5790, 5278, 4310, 2680, 1936, 4675, 4990, 
12, 5258, 3299, 3232, 3201, 3934, 3715, 3723, 3392, 3107, 2216, 1411, 2761, 2970, 
13, 3271, 2392, 1487, 1892, 1761, 2200, 1876, 2286, 1870, 1516, lOA.? , 1172, 1627, 
14, 1882, 1098, 1342, 753, 771, 1043, 1355, 1223, 1358, 992, 732, 716, 817, 
15, 562, 970, ~75, 823, 134, 530, 771, 822, 641, 661, 511, 335, 427, 
+gp, 635, 386, 211, 196, 207, 54, 809, 790, 1344, 1621, 1073, 
TOTAL, 16G7:]3, 162123, 149578, 13n85, 126351, 117680, 105825, 98942, 94027, 902~9, 65344, 
1 
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Table 6.6.1.4 Summary (witboutBOP correction) = 
Terminal F, derived using XSA (With F shrinkage) 
RECRUITS, TOTALBIO, TOTSPBIO, LANDINGS, YIELD/8SB, ,BAR 8-12, 
Age 5 
1975, 24538, 122679, 46782, 23494, .5022, .3028, 
1 q7 fi, 25829, 158183, 53959, 6045, ~ 1120, 00 723, 
1977, 26128, 159844, 65047, 16578, .2549, .2536, 
1978, 27507, 176146, 75966, 14349, .1866, .J.IJ.'::1, 
1979, 34852, 175908, 76649, 23616, .30B1, .2738, 
1980, 40624, 212814, 79100, 31252, .3951, .4275, 
1981, 40137, 214268, 73246, 19239, .2627, .2819, 
1982, 33602, 246802, 80137, 3244.1, .4048, .3937, 
1983, 29604, 240301, 72537, 30888, .4258, .3778, 
1984, 32534, 244059, 84115, 34024, .4045, .3914, 
1985, 45751, 2674.25, 96570, 32075, .3321, .2353, 
1986, 46033, 285076. 105440. 32984, .3128, .2239, 
1987, 41007, 298301, 117015, 46622, .-3984, .2972, 
1988, 35286, 300946, 122517, 51118, .1172 , .3379, 
1989, 36118, 266497', J:12392, 61396, .5463, .4437, 
1990, 35497, 255172, 98254, 39326, .4002, .3259, 
1991, 25790, 239832, 107670, 37950, .3525, .2705, 
1992, 21014, 219131, 87177, 35423, .4063, .3244, 
1993, 23345, 207654, 88662, 40817, .4604, .3903, 
1994, 21284, 192430', 81901, 36957, .'4512, .3596, 
1995, 23491, 166487, 92423, 36288, .3926, .3919, 
1996, 24456, 155161, 82267, 35826, .4355, .4659, 
1997, 23936, 137951, 67498, 29964, .4,439, .4677, 
Arith. 
Hean 31233, 214916, 85537, 32551, • .J r ,<J, • J':'J.J, 
o Units, (Thousands) , (Tonnes) , (Tonnes) , (Tonnes) , 
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: Table 6.7.1.1 Greenland halibut (Fishing Areas V and XIV) 
Prediction with management option table: Input data 
Age~-. 
Stock ~ 1_ Natural 
size rnoL'lal,lty 
, 
5 23000;000 0.1500 
~ . 19721. 000 0.1500 16430.000 0.1500 
8 10943.000 .0.1500 
9 5854.000 I· 0;1500 
0_1500 10 3843,000 
12 
11 .1 1936.0001 I 1I111.UUO'1 
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Notes: Run name: ~EH,J03 

















































Greenland halibut (Fishing ~A..reas V and XIV) 
Table 6.7.1.2 Yield per recruit: Input data 
Recruit-I Natural; I MaturitylProp.of FIProp.of MI Weiqht 1 Exploit. I Weiqht I 
Imort'ali ty I I bef. ~paw; I'bef. spaw·1 stoCk.! I in ,catch I Age . tnent ogive in pattern 
5 1. 000 I 0.15001 0.03901 0.00001 0.00001 1021. 0001 
6 0.1500 0.0820 0.0000 0.0000 1226.000 
7 0.1500 0.2030 0.0000 0.0000 1482.000 
8 0.1500 0.3700 0.0000 0.0000 1795.000 
9 0.1500 0.5650 0.0000 0.0000 2156.000 
10 0.1500 0.7300 0.0000 0.0000 2500.000 
11 0.1500 0.8480 0.0000 0.0000 2883_000 
12 1 ~·~~~~I ~.~~1~1 ~·~~~~I 0.~00~1 3382.0001 13 I u.~!)UUI U.::t I~U I U .'uuuu I u,uuuul 4U-/l.UUUl 14 0_1500 O.9 cno o.ooon :0 ;0000 4764.000 
15 0.1500 0.9980 0.0000 0.0000 5365.000 
Unit Numbers , Grams 
Notes: Run name YLDJB005' 
Date and time: 06~_~Y98:16:33 
Greenland halibut (Fishing Areas V and XIV) 
Table 6.7.2.1. Yield per recruit: Summary table 
1 'January I 
F IReferencel Catch inl Catch inl Stock Stock: so.st~ckl -So stockl 
Facto'r F numbers weight s,ize biomass size biomass, 
0.0000 0.0000 0-.000 0:.000 5.800 12696.1:23 2.594 8010.78'0 
0.05'00 0.0234 I 
0.011 236.860 5.581 11855.007 2.399 1230.58'4. 








0. 609 01 3382.0001 
u. -/tlZl11 
0.8850 











0.15:do 0.0102 0-.195 568'.051 5.212 104'75.'9'14. 2.077 '5964.-917 
2.~28 
2.017 5964.9171 ': 
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YLDJ8005 
06HAY98:16:33 
"',"'''' nnl"l(l 9409:6';21 


































Date and time 
Computation of ref. f 
E'-0.1 factor 
Simple mean, age 8 - 12 
0.4661 
f-max factor 
f-0.1 reference E' 


























0. 822 1 
~:2~~ 1 
































1657. 466 1 
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0. 822 1 
~:,~~~I 
u. I b~ 1 
0.748 
0.732, 
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Table 6.7.3.1. Greenland halihut (Fishing Areas V and XIV) 
Reference 
















Computation ;,of ref. E' Simple mean, age B - 12 
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Figure 6.8.1. Greenland halibut. Output of the Glo" programme. 
A: Stock-recruitment data with expected recruinnent line and G loss 
(vertical shading) and ~ (hor1sontal shading) distributions. 
B: Plot of observed fishing mortality - spawning stock biomass 
with expected equilibruim SSB curve (solid line). 
C: The curimlative distribution of Floss. 
D: Observed fishing mortality - yield with expected equilibruim 





The genus Sebastes is very common and widely distributed in the North Atlantic. It is found off the coast of Britain, 
along Norway in the Barents, Seaand.Spitzberg~n, off the Faroe Islands, Iceland, East,-Greellland,:West - Greenland, 
and along the east coast of North America from BaHin Island South to Cape Cod (Magnusson and Magnusson, 1995). 
All Sebastes species are viviparous. The extrusion of the iarvae takes piace in iale winter - iate spring/early summer ,but 
copuiation occurs in autumn-eariy winter. 
Besides the general requirements, NEAFC and ICES have asked the North Western Working Group to provide infonnation 
and advice on some specific items on redfish which are as follows: 
a) update survey aq:d fishery information on. the stocks of redfish in Sub-areas V~ VI. XIi and Xi'V; 
b) update, infonnation ,on the ,stock composition, distribution and migrl'tion of the redfish stocks in Sub, areas V and 
XIV and comment pn the possible relationship between pelagic, ~'deep sea" Sebasles mentella and the S. m~mella 
fished in demersal fisheries on the continental shelf and slope. 
'c) provide information on the relationship beTWeen peiagic L/.d~ep,sea" Sebustes menteUa and the ~. menrel?il,.fi~he:d in 
demer;sai Qsheries un:the continental she-If an.d.slope; 
d) provide advice· on the medium-term consequences of an adaptive, harvesting· strategy, based on a constant annual 
catch within each 5 year period, set ata level required to. obtain, sustainable yields:.of."Oceanic!' S.menlel/a. and 
"deep sea S. mentella; 
e) describe the depth distribution of the pelagic components of S. mentella by season, area and year and provide 
information on the stock identity of the deep sea type and oceanic type S. mentella; 
'f) advice NEAFConan appropriate scientificrnonitoring scheme for the pelagic fishery for S. mentel/ain the Inninger 
~""" .... "' ... ,,;..-1""..,; ... ..., th"" ..... II .... "" ... t 1,. ... nurl"".-I ... "" ",fth ... ctnrov f'nrnnlF>vit\1 ~nrl r ... cnnnrl nnt,llltprthlln 1 MllV lQQR 
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The working group address these questions in t.1e next chapters. The requested items h), i) and k) are described in: t.lte 
sections 7.1 and 7.2. The term of reference I) are dealt in section 7.3. Items c) and j) are treated in the corresponded 
sections for each species, Some of these request were elaborated and, discussed; during the Study Group on Redfish 
Stocks held in Hamburg in January 1998 (ICES CM 1998/G:3). 
7.1 Descrintion of the'snecies'and stocks in the-,area~ 
- -----..------- -- ---- -.- - -- --
Tn TCES Divisions V, VI,.XII 'and XIV there are alleast 3 speCies ofredfish, S. marinus, S. mentella and S, viviparus. 
The:last 'one has not been of any commercial value.; It· should ;hoWever be 'noted that Iceland has started 'to fish S. 
'viviparus in 2 small areas' South ofIceland at depthsofl50 - 250nL The catches in 199Twere 1,160 t. 
. , 
Figure 7.1.1 shows schematitally some possible relationships between different stocks of red fish in the Irininger Sea and 
along the continental slope of E-Greenland-Iceland-Faroe Islands. The question marks indicate lack of knowledge 
regar4ing relationships between stocks or components :of redfish in -the different areas. Furthermore, it remains unclear 
whether redfish inthelnninger Sea constitute a single stock or whethertwo or more stocks may be involved. Data 
indiCatethal redfish 'in upper ocean layers differ from those in deeper layers in some respects (cf. ICES C.M. 
19971 Assess: 13). Fishennenthus prefer to fish'in deeper layers as this generally yields larger fish with a lower incidence 
of parasites. Acoustic studies (Melnikov et al., WD7 in IebS CM. 1998iO:3) give abundance data separately for depths 
above and beiow 50Om. The resuits indicate that peak abundance in the upper jayer (above 500 m) occurs far to. the 
Southwest from locations of peak abundance in the lower layer (below 500 m). This is in agreement with the horizontal 
and verticaldistribption of catches in the fishery. 
Two hypotheses have been put forward to describe redfish in the. Inninge" Sea: 




2. The two-stock hypothesis. suggesting that there is a distinct deep-sea stock, separate from the oceanic stock proper, -
occupying deeper layers. On this hypothesis, it is an open question whether or ~ot the deep-sea stock in the Inning"r 
Sea is separate from the deep-sea stock on the continental slope. 
These questions and hypotheses and methods for their evaluaticin are discussed in section 7.2 . 
7.1.1 S. marinus 
7.1.1.1 Adult stock 
The status of S. marinus in ICES Divisions V and XIV was evaluated in a report of the joint NAFO/lCES stJdy group 
on biological relationships of the West Greenland and Irminger Sea Redfish stocks, held in 1983 (ICES, 1983). Since 
then, little new knowledge -of the general 'biology of the species has been obtained 'but the stock -size'has -d(,dined 
drastically during the last 10 years (ICES C.M. 1997/ Assess:I3). The bulk of larval extrusion takes place in April -
MaY. Theorilykitown areas of larval extrusion are Southwest'lOd West of Iceland (Magnussonand Magnusson,!19'77; 
Magnusson: '1980) and South of the Faioe'ls]itnds (ICES C.M. 1983/G:3). Larval extrusion has not been ,observed in 
other regions. 
During the fast two or three decades the- most important fishing grounds for S. milrinus have been SW OIi.dWest of 
Iceiand. From the annuai Icelandic groundfish survey in March ,(Pl1lsson et ai. 1989) arid, :a180 from other surveys 
(Magnusson and Magnusson, 1975; Magnusson et al. 1988; Magnusson et al. 1990; Sigurosson et al.,1997), it has been 
shown that the size of S. marinus increases from North to South._ These results indicate a migtation from the nursery 
areas North and East ofIceland towards,the fishing groundsiothe West and Southwest. Another important-fishery is the 
"Rosengarten" area (SE Iceland ~'ld the shelves Faroe Islands (Reinert. 1990). The catches in t.r.ese areas ,have,-however, 
declined drastically in recent years. 
7.1.1.2 Juveniles - nursery areas 
In, ihe 1983 -Redfish Study Group repolt (ICES CM. 1983IG:3) and in Magnussonand-J6hannessen (1997) the 
distribution ofS. : marinus O-group' at East ,Green!and 'was, evaluated, showing,that there are"considerable, ,amounts_ of 51. 
marinus at East Greenland and that it is mjxed with S mentella in vaIiable proportions in different sub-areas and periods 
(Sigurosson, WDl in ICES CM 1998/G:3). 
There' we, only' available data on nursery grounds of S. marinus in :Icelandic and Greenlandic waters -but !no ,nu,rsery 
grounds are known in the Faroe Islands area. 
In Icelandic waters, nursery areas for S. marinus are found mostly West and North of Iceland at depths between 50. and 
approximately 350 m, but also in the South and East (ICES CM. 1983/G:3; Einarsson, 1960; Magnusson and 
M~gl\usson 1975; Palsson et al. 1997} As the length (age) increases, migration of young S.marinus along thel)lorth 
coast to theWesteo.ast takes place towards the mostimportant fishing areas around Iceland. During the period ~ince the 
Icelandic groundfish survey started in 1985 there seel1'l to have been two relatively strong year classes (Stefansson and 
Sigurosson, 1997) growing up North and Northwest of Iceland, most probably the 1985 and 1990. year classes. The 
former has stW,ted to recruit to the. fishery at. the fishing banks ",est and Southwest of Iceland. 
1-: 
l:<utserygrounds of S. marinusoff,East an<;l West Oreenlandare found on the continental shelf are, Olixed,,withS. 
mentel/a. Inrecept years theabundanceofS.- marinus at West and East Greenland has l1een extremely low, arid. there are 
no' indica~ions_,of.recruitment acc.ording-to German investigations (Ra~~t 1997b). Earlier investigations have shown;;R1~ch 
larger quantities of juvenile S. marinus on, t1tc:conlinentaLshelf and slope of Greenland (i.e. ICES; 1961). 
j~1.1.3 'fGianf" rediish 
,','. 
In 1960, Kotthaus (ICES, 1961) hypothesised that there might be a new-stock or even a new species of Sebastes.iNew 
infonnation presented in Johansen et al. (1996) and information later presented in Johansen et al. (l997b) were briefly 
discussed during 1997 NWWG meeting (ICES CM. 1997/Assess:I3). At'that lime; it was concluded,that;,due,tothe 
size, the genetic differenCe and the morphological reSemblance wit.; S. mu;inus, thcse large redfish most likely belong to 
the so. c~l.led _','giant" S. ;narinus .observed-and -described from ,wat~m;, outside Greenla."'1d. and, Ice!and ,(e.,g.t. ALtut,;"lIov and 
Nefyodov 1968, Kotthaus 196o.a,b; Kosswig 1974). Therefore it was concluded that there was "sufficient biological 
evidence to keep these "giants" as a separate management unit not included in the catch statistics or assessment of 
common S. marinus at East-Greenland, Iceland and the Faroe Islands". 
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. . A fisherv on the "giant"reilfish with longliners arid gillnets started on the Reykjanes ridge in 1996 'outside the Icelandic 
200 mil~s EEZ. The highest catch rates ~f redfish w~re at depths between 500 and 800 m ('ICES' CMI998/G:3; WD2). 
According to Faroe·Norwegian investigations (Hareide and Thomsen, 1997) one of the main species in this fishery was 
a Sebastes type morphologically similar to S.marinus, Most of ,these fishes· were,·above 65 cm (length distribution 
between 46 and 89; cm}land· 5 kg. IndependentIcelandicand Norwegian ·otolith readings using the Same method showed 
that the 'age of these fishes were';n. the range of Ijj~jUlyearsold'(ICES CM 1998/0:3; WD 2), . 
Information presented at the Study Group of Redfisb Stocks (Hareide, WD2 in 'ICES CM 199810:3) could indicate that 
the "giants" do mature at much greater lengths than S. marinus (5()"65 cm for females and 46·60 cm for males). 
Nevertheless, samples taken from vadous areas in,ICES Sub-areas Vand ,XIV as. well as in the Arctic. areas have shown 
thatn~ly 100% of , the'S. marinus o£ lengths .greater than 40-45 cm are mature; this applies to both males. and females. 
T'nerefore. these new maturity data support the indications mentioned .. above from genetic and morphological work that 
the "giant" redfish might be a Sepaiate stock. 
The limits of the distribution area of giant redfish is unknown. It is found along the shelves both off Iceland and 
. Greenland. (Jakob . Magnusson .. Pers., comm.). Along the Reykjanes Ridge the species is. dist~ibuted south to, 52 ON 
l]Hareide.8< Thompsoni\997, Langedal& Hareide 1997). "Giant" S. marinus caught b~ t\shermenbacktothe 1930s;n 
!ce!alldic a."':ld Greenland. wat~rs sho;w,that the-geQgraphical disLributipn .J11.ay have;pe.en wideJi in fOfmvf days. "Gi~n.t'· s. 
mnr;mJ.fU1TP. "till o~c5tRifln:ll1v c:;t.IHJht.in demen::al.traw1 in Division V. The vounl!: .. fish and nUfserv'areas . .for these Jarl!:e 
... - .... -.- -- --~-- -,...,---.-..,----.-.,J' .-----""--- --~ -------- ... , , , J" ..... ' "".'.' .1·.·_ 
,redfish have not y~t b~n found .. 
7.1.2 S. mentella 
As· deseribed 'above'there ·are' different views on' the stock structure, of S. mentella in the I ICES Sub-areas V. ,XII.. and 
XIV(Figure 7.1.1). In order to be consistent with these, different views, this overview of S. mentella deals. with the 
following 3 groups: Deep·sea S. mentella on the shelf, oceanic S. mentella and "pelagic deep· sea S. mentella". 
7.1.2.1 Deep.sea S. mentella on the sbelf 
Traditionally, the S. mentella on the shelves and banks around the Faroe Islands. Iceland and at East Greenland are 
treated as one stock unit, with a common area of larval extrusion 10 the SW of Iceland, a drift of the. pelagic fry towards 
the nursery areas on relatively shallow waters at East Greenland, and feeding and copulation areas on the shelves and 
• ban~ar()und FaroeIslflIlds, Iceland .and at East,o:reenland. This implies extensive migrations of th~ mature fish (mainly 
. ,females), betw""nthe feeding .and the. spawning areas andoUhe immature fish between ~ursery.an~ feedi~gar,eas, (see 
i.e. ICES, 19.83). 
This definition of a stock unit has been questioned. In Faroese waters spawning has been observed in some years to the 
south and westlof the islands, implying that there could be,aloca! componentin the area; no nurserY,!lfeas h~,!e, 
however, been .found s.ofar (Reinert, 1990). A reiationshipto otl)er ICES areas(ll and 17V) have al.so been, suggested 
.,(Reinert et aI., 1992; Re.inert and Lastein, 1992). The questio~ ~fa possible relationship. between this component' a!ldthe 
tWO pelagic types.in the Irminger Sea has been raised ~everal tim~s. for example in many reports of the North Western 
Working Group. 
i.L2.2 Oceanic S. menJella 
A.pelagic stock of S. mentella with main distribution of adult fish ill the open Irminger Sea was· defined by the ICES 
Study Group on Redfish Stocks in 1992 and named oceanic S. mentella (ICES CM. 1992/G: 14). The spawning area of 
this redfish is to the west of the Reykjanes Ridge in the 1rminger Sea, geographically partly overlapping the spawning 
"' .. .,."'~ n-f th.,. ... .,..,. .. '-~ .. '" ~ n1D»tol1n 'T'h .. nll.,."""T1.1 -::ro ... ""-::ro ... -::ror"" nnt vn,n,lltn hut th..,. n .. huTir fnl "'rift t,n,U1-::ro.,. ... " nr .. ..,.nl-::ron'" -::ron'" it i ... 
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. believed that nurs~ry areas.are along t..l!e coast.o:(East- a.T!d West Greenland. ~ee.di!1g,a.f!d .copulatioRareas: ar~'bothin 
theintemational parts of the Irminger.Sea as well as in .the national EEZ's of Greenland and Iceland. 
,As stated above the· status of this fish assemblage as a separate stook unit .has been debated for many years.Ceo(ral in 
this debate has been the possible relationships to the other pelagic S. mente!la type in the Irminger Sea and to the·.shelf 
deep-sea S. mentella. In section 7.2 of this report a list of criteria used to separate the oceanic and the deep-sea redfish 
can be found. One of these criteria is .the heavy inf~station rate of the.e,tQparasite Sphyrion lumpii. This parasite is also 
found on the deep·sea $. mentella from the shelves although the infestation rate,;s much smaller; however, from many 
sources it can be found that this in,f~station rate .was .higherinlhe past. A careful monitori~g.,ofthe. infestation~ate is 
2'81 
the(~fore,-pecessary and several natio.ns .. ,have already; implemented regis.tra~ion- of .infestation rates,!;lnd ,p.ar,~~te :' 
. distribution patterns in theiuoutine samplilig,sphemesof.thisfishery. ·k,' r,' 
The 'fishery on this stock has since 1996 been .regulated through TAC's agreed, upon, in North-East AtlanticiRisheries 
Commission (NEAFC). The TAClevel is based 'on the estimates from acoustical surveys covering depths shallower than 
500 m. And, as stated above, most of the fishery takes place below-500 m. The problem is magnit1ed:conside __ t:ably~by:the 
finding of another type of S. menrella deeper than 500 ID (see beiow) and of the fact that the oceanic S. mentella aiso has 
been. dislribul.eu deeper:.than 500 m.in recent-years .. , 
Given these uncertainties,'the above mentionM development in the catches must be described as uncertain becausei! is 
at present not 'known how much of the oceanic S. menlella is actually caught in recent years. An,altempt to irnprove the 
situ~tion has -been made by --some nations' to -report the catches on a depth base. 
;.1.2.3 HPeiagic deep-sea S. menteiia" 
During the 1980s a second type of S. menlelta, resembling the deep-sea S. mentelta, was found pelagic'in ihe'Irmiriger 
Sea, at that time distributed below the oceanic'S. mentelfa(Magnusson, 1983 and Reinert, 1987). The statun,fthis 
iedfish is not'known at'present but due to difficulties-ln'separating the catches in the area into the two-types; the',No-f+u.' 
"lIes'tern 'Norking Group at the 1997 meeting - for practical' reasons - deCided to treat all pelagic S.- mentel-la,'in the 
Lrminger Sea as one ma.l1agement unit. Biologically, however, there are indications of two types; and ctinsequditly,this 
redfish in principle should be treated separately as pelagic deep· sea S. menlelta until more is known on this matter. 
For the same reasons as for the oceanic S. menlelta, it is not known how large a proportion of the catches this pelagic 
deep..:sea type S, mentella·constitute. bt1l'due to. the changed behaviour of the fishing fleet and to the. higher: niarked',value 
of this fish, a considerable part of the catches in recent years could be from this type. 
It can not be excluded that this redfish might be related to the shelf deep-sea S. mentella. If this is the case and the 
precautionary approach is applied in the management of this stock, than the catches of redfish in the Inninger Sea below 
500 m should be reduced considerably (or even stopped) until a recovery has been observed on the shelves. 
7,2 Stock identification 
Several· methods have been used to identify; delimit. and discriminate stocks, such as analysis of population' aI, 
. physiological, behavioural, meristiC, morphortJetric (external shape and osteology) biochemical and genetiC parameters 
(Ihssen et al., 1981; ICES C.M. 19961M:I). The most used have been morphometric analysis, protein electrophoresis 
and more recently DNA analysis. 
·1 
til"the -Northeast Atlantic1 two stockS 'of S. marinus'are considered to 'exist: (Northeast Arctic and::East'-Greerilalid-
lcelind-Faroes stock) and three S. mentella stocks (Northeast Arctic, Greenland-IcelandcFaroe Island deep-sea 'stock ~nd 
(rminget Sea' oceanic stock);'Large redfish, named "giant" redfish, have been found in different areas· ofthe Reykjanes 
R'idge, ';nthe c'6ntinent'al slopes of Iceland and Greenland arid Faroe Islands (see Section 7: 1. 1.3. Alth'6llgli they' are 
morphologically similar to S. marinus, some evidence (mainly genetic) shows differences. 
In the Northwest Atlantic there are considered to exist nine redfish management units (Davis"'Strait and"West Greertland 
(NAFO Sub-area 0+1), Labrador and North oi Newioundiand (SAl + Div 3K), Great Bank of Newfoundiand (Div 
3LN), Fieniish Cap (Div .3M),Southwest(Tail)of the Great Bank (Div 3NO), St Pierre Bank (Div 3P)"Gulf,ofSt 
Lawrence (Div 4RST), Nova Scolia' (Div 4VWX), Gulf of Maine-Georges Bank (Div 5). 
In the iiminger-Sea S; m:enteila is consiuere'd' tu exis(as two types': 'The' nlature part 'of the 'oc~ailic type s. in'enti!llu; is 
pdagic --and' 'inhabiti: devths 'from about 50.' ni' ty: 1,0.0.0' rh in '_U1.e L-min~er' Sea. In' 1983 _anothei matuie~ S: ' In€ntella" type 
resembling the deep-sea S. mentella was discovered in thidrminger Sea in pelagic waters mainly deeper than '500 
meters, far from the continental shelves (see section 7.1.2.3). Until then, deep-sea S. mentella was considered to be 
resttidedalongthe continental. The repoiled 'differentiation of the two S. mentelta types in, the Irminger' .sea has; been 
based on:thefollowing criteria (e.g., Magnusson el al; 1994, Magnusson el at. 1995):' 
Cdloiir .................................... . 
Lengihcweighl relationship .... . 
Lenglhaiji'rst maturity ........... . 
Parasite infestation ................ . 
the deep":s'ea type is redder, while the oceanic type is more greyish red 
the deep'sea type being more stout and heavier at a'certain length 
The deep-sea type being'longer when first mature 
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.In addition, the following criteria are.·Dsed, to aid in· theidentificatioji 6ftypes(Magnusson, 199J); 
o Thegeneral'';ppeariulce is different:'the oceanic redfish dm!s usually.nothave the'uniforin"brightcolour as the deep-
sea redfish. tUs somewhat darker on the bacb'nd the colour in general gives an impressio'ilofnot being "clean". 
'0 The oceanicredfishis very frequehtly'withblack and red spotS 'or"amixture'of both onlhe skitl. Such'spots are 
sometimes observed on the deep-sea redfish' bUt rather seldom. 
o Dark or grey spots are frequently in the fillet of the oceanic redfish but are hardly seen in the fillet of the deep-sea 
redfish, 
e' The bceanic:'i"edfish'is often sligh~ly;thinrier (just behind the:head) than'the deep:.sea redfish. 
Iceland has discriminated betweell the two types in the fisheries since 1995. ICES has however, to date, treated them as 
onestock',unit. Ilis thought that the nursery grounds for the oceanic redfish could be in the Davis Strait; off West and 
East' Greenland; Baffiillsland 'and Labrador and the distribution of the deep-sea redfish is more' restricted to east 
. Greenland (MagrtUsson an'dMagnusson 1995). Bakay (1988) used S, /umplalong with other parasites to study samples 
,of S. nlenretla from different ,areas in the IrrrtiiIger Sea and Flemish Cap Bank. He conclucted that theteis isolation 
between fis~ from the two locations, but indication of interrelation between oceanic and deep"se. S, 'menteiki from the 
- !nortb':'east,,~e:nttal and southern areas ()f~he,Irimnger Sea. ' 1 
The generai view h,as been that infestation (ate decreased with increased depth (see i.,~ .• Magl'l:llsson er al. ~995; 
:Magnusson and ivlagn6,ssofi, '199~\,.si:udies fi~()n} 1995 and 1996 based,on ifife~i:alion rates and ,parasites distribution 
,pattern (Del Rio el <11.,)996; Sarralde et at:, 1997) have, however, showed the opposite. According to the 199(\ study 
(Sarral<ieeta/, 1997), ih"esults.n'.ustbe taken with caution because ihe siunples from different depths were takenat 
differeni seasons and the seasonality in the infestation rales has been shown to be significant (Bakay, 1988). 
, , ".-' • "',' • ':" ,< ' , 
NE.4.~C ,has requested, ICES to provide infonuation on t.~e relationship between, deep-sea S. menteUa of the L-rminger 
',' ' " , , ' , ," ,:'.' . ' :' ,', i" , . "I'i' . '.' . , "," 
Se,a: and the; deep-sea S. mentella fished in demer~al fi~heries o~ the continental shelf and slope. Work is' c:qrrently be.ing 
done to'gain more knowledge about what is,believed to'be pelagic deep-seaS. meniella in thelrrrtinger Sea(e.g., genetic 
analys~s). ' . ' ., 
Usually two groups of fish are considered as two different stocks when evidence (i.e. biological parameters, genetic.and 
morphometric) shows clear differences; meanwhile both groups are considered as a single stock. 'However, it is common 
to consider two groups of fish, well geographically separated as two stocks (or at least as a separate management unit) 
based on the distribution patteins of the adult ~she's. Regarding the two types ofS. mentella in the Irrrtinger Sea (oceanic 
, and de!)p..sea) it is 'known that they live in the' same area with a considera~le overlap in distribution. 
f\Jthpughthere!"esome indications of differ"ncF between different types()fS.mentella (section 7.2), the corclusion 
made by the last Study GrOup onRedfish Stoc~s was that there is, at the presept time, no sufficient conclusive evidence 
to allow us to determine whether the pelagic S.'menlella in the lmunger Sea shOUld be treated and' managed asone or 
two stocks. The N-W-'YO supports this conclusion but e.g., preliminary genetic results presented at the meeting (WO 25) 
have led the Working Group to strongly recormnend ,m improved'andrriore detailed scientific monitoring. 
7.2.1 Genetic work 
The genetic methods that have been used to study North Atlantic Sebas~es, spe.cie.s and stocks have mainly focuse~ on 
s~~i~s, discriminarion with th~ use ofgenelic markers. 
Population structures of North-eastem Atlantic redfish species have been analysed by Nedreaas. and Na:vdal (1989; 
1991a); Nedreaas el al. (1994) and Dushchenko (1987) and or'the Pacific Ocean'by Seeb and Gunderson (1988), using 
haeJiil0globins and i.sozyme analyses. 
In those studies, the genetic variation and differentiation within and .between ,tlje redfish species were found to be low 
and lowest in S. mentel/a. A need for genetic markers with higher resolution power such as nDNA markers is evident. 
At present various genetic methods are being employed to study the four North Atlantic redfish species (S. marinus, S. 
mentella, S. viviparus and S. fasciaius) by: The rv1arine Research Institute, Iceland; the Uiliversit:y: of B~rgen and Tnt:: 
Institute of :Ma.-oine Research, Bergen. Nor..vay. The meL.1.ods applied arc: haemoglobins, 'rriultilticus isozymes. RAPD, 
cDNA RFLP, microsatellites, rDNA and mlDNA analyses. The researchers involved have written three ICES papers 
(unpublished) on the progress'of the North-easternXtlantic redfish population; g,metiC' work:' on S. inarinus along the 
Reykjanes Ridge (Johansen el al. 1997b) and on the deep-sea and oceanic S. meillel/a'ih'th<Hrrrtinger Sea and adjacent 
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waters (Johansen et al. 1996; I 997a. Preliminary results orrthe "giant" S. marinushaemoglobin phenotypes showed that 
they were different from the types seen in the ordinary S. marinus, in S. mentella and S. viviparus and that there were 
, signifi,ant differences in allele frequencies suggestingthat the" giant" cQuld be a separate stock. Redfish samples frQm 
two locations ,at Reykjanes Ridge consisted ,of different rati,as of the, "giant" S. marinus and ordinary S. marinus 
haemogl,abin types. The genetic relationship between,"giants:'from Reykjanes Ridge and Icelandic continental shelf has 
not been examined and only few samples have been collected f~orn the latter 19cation~ , 
The ongoing genetic work has so far revealed some phenotypes and alleles of the heamoglobin proteiIland JDHP 
isozyme that are unique f"rsome ,of the deep~sea S. mentella (Hh types P & E in 20% of the deep~sea, ~pe~imens and 
IDHP-Z*60 atuf 120 allele in 2%). This, in addition to a significant difference in MEP-Z* allele frequencies between the 
two groupspre-identilied and grouped morpho(ogically by Icelandic scientists as deep-sea and oceanic S,mente/la in the 
,~nge~. -Sea, ,giye p~el~minary imiicalion :pf pos~H)le, population differences. Statistic~l ar-a1ys,~S or 'pooling ~h~ two 
______ h •. ___ ... ___ ... L ___ L __ • __ ...l _: __ :c.::" __ ... L_ ... ____ •• __ ~'_ ..1_.1':_:_:"'_ •. : ___ '..,;. .... __ ...I!~ .. _:I-.. .... : .......................... " .. ""..-1 t ..... th-;" ;,v .... ""~t""r1 
g1.U~V:-tltYV9~ lUW~:aIl':'l, ~UU~t;U Mglllll"'.d1II.,I1CiU.;;IV~Yl:?ULC UCU'-'lcm .. y III OCU~.Lyp~ Ul ... U.1U':'UVII , .... VIUp""' ........ ,:v' .. Ill .... ;~~p~"' .. ~ ..... 
n:u~bcr~, ~cqrding to t}iC Hardy-\Ycinberg equilibrhhT... Heterozygote ;;i;!ficiency is the m()st COlT' ..... T..on deviat~on, .'Nhen 
gr9~ps, c,ansist o(mixed populations. Within .the ,deep-,sea S. m,entella in the Irminger Sea ancl icelandic conti~~Q,ials&elf 
signjfica~L,vari~tio.nwas: ~ls,o observe~,,< w~ereas no. .signifi9ant variatio.n was o.bserved, within the o.ceanic s. ,me~teUa 
group. Based on four enzyme loci (SOD, MDH, IDHP and ME):» these preliminary results were preSented in aWorking 
Document (no. 25) to the Working Group. These preliminary results show that the oceanic and deep sea types cluster 
inlo two differentgr(lllps of S. mentella in th~ sampled area, although the genetic distance (e.g., Nei 1987) may be Sll1all. 
However; N~dreaas and Naevdal (1989) showed that the genetic distance even between species of the genus 'Seliastes is 
ataleye) more. common for' differences between populations in other species. Some critique was put' forward in'the 
,Working' Group to the pre,identification andg,.ouping of the samples according to the morphology and not designin'g the 
work'"ut fro)l1 a tmll.hypothesis thatall S.mentella are similar. Nevertheless, the Working Group acknowled~ethe 
preliminary results presented at the meeting and the important ongoing work. 
Theo)li;;;hggerieticwork goes further th,mt" prot~in ele2tr6phoresis, DNA work iscurtently condllcted'in Ca.nada, 
~cel~nd and No.r~ay, t9 11~d markers (RAPp" , cDNA' RFLP~ microsateiiites, Ai-LP., rDNA ar,dmtDNAl for rise ~i~·the 
detection andcharitcoorisaiion of the redfish' at different levels of genetic differentiation, i.e. species (larvae origiri) and 
stocks/populations. No results from this ongoing work were presented to the Working Group. ' , 
-. 'I· : ','::', ','" ':"" ',;' " : . ;." 
Histqrically",diq~r:ent an~~o.mic features haveJ:)eenu~edto'i~entify both species and populai.iu~s. Se:ver:al structuIe;s~nd 
methodologies have been. ,used. At present,multivariaie morph,ometric analysis and, to a lesser extent, meristic .an~lysis 
are considered to the only valid tool for stock discrimination. Morphometry has been widely used for stock 
discrimination in several spec.:ies of fishes and different areas with successful results even where genetics methods have 
; ,! ".1,'.\ .1 ., : ' ,,' , , .. ' , " , , ' : 
not. sho\ .. ~differenc.es. be't\~~een pOlmlation,s (Sa;fford :and Booke, ;1992; ¥Jnsey et al., 1994). Truss analysis; removing 
size: dep~!!(je.nce in tile variables, is c011-sidere:d the optimal methodol~gy i'n morphometric analysis. 
In r~dfish, ~orphometry has been applied n',~inly for species identification (Misra and Ni, 1983; Power and Ni,· I ?85 
Kenchington, 1986; Saborido-Rey, 1994), showing the usefulness of this tool. It has, however, been used in very few 
cases for stock discrimination (Reinert and Lastein, 1992; Saborido-Rey, 1994) showing clear differences between the 
stocks analysed. 
Difference~ have been shown between I~millger Sea, Faraes and Norway, boih in S. marinus and S. m.ntt/la (Reinert 
and Lastein, 1992). However, in the case of Faroese s. mentella, som~ within' variation 'o~curs, Indkating" tha(diere 
could be a mixture of several populations in that area. However, the results indicate that the Irminger Sea S. mentella 
stock is a separated stock from NoitheastaridFaroes stocks. 
i .-,.: - -
Morphometric analysis will be started in 1998 by Spanish and Icelandic researchers trying to clarifyingth" existeneeor 
not of two types or populations ofS. mentellain Irminger Sea and their relation with another possible stocks in adjacent 
waters such as the shelves ofIcelanditnd Greenland. ,."
7.3 . Research on redfish in ICES areas V, XII and XIV 
" "', 
• Icel~ndicgroundfish survey since 198,5 (,\~5vessels for2-3 weeks in March). 580 stations on Icelandic shelf dqwn to 
}OO m depth (S.marinus and partly deep ~<la S. mentel/a). 
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• ' Icelandic' autunul survey since 1996 {2 y'ess'els in Octobe.r). 300- stations on Icela.ndiC :_shelf (excluding the South 
coastYdown'io 1500 mdepth (S. mariltus and deep seaS. melltel/a). . . 
o Iceland has planned a survey on oceanic redfish in May 1998, where the main purpose will be to define the 
distribution area of the deep-sea componentt,fS. mentellll. The Butvey area will extend from the shelf SW of Iceland 
to south of the areas where the commercial fleet usually trawls on the deeper component. 
o German, groundfish csurvey since 1982 (I ·vesseLin :Sept - Oct).Around 200 stations .on the shelf of West and East 
Greenland down· to 400 m depth (S. marinus and,S. mentella).' 
o· . Greenland;trawl!survey since 1992 (IvesseHn July-October). Aroimd,80 hauls on Easl!Greenland and 160 on West 
at depths down to 600 m (S. marinus andS .. mentellll). 
o Faroese groundfish surveys. One survey has been carried out in February-March since 1982 covering lOO-ISO 
stations. The other·",as initiated in 1991 i/l July-Auguslwith200 stations. Both conducted. on .the shelf of Faroes 
Islands down.t0500 m depth(S, marinus), 
,0 A special .Fedfish survey. has been. carried. out annually in September/October since 1990 covering both S. marinus 
andS. melltella inDivision Vb, 
o ,Russian ichtY0l'lankton surveys (since 1982). 
'0 Russian summer trawl acoustic survey (since 1982). 
o Genetic - Stock identification of S. mente/la. Work is ongoing both in NorwaY' and, Iceland. Material sampled mostly 
with peiagic- and bottom trawL 
• Genetic - Hgiants~' work ,ongoing both in Norway and Iceiand. iviaierial-sampled frum iongliners and trawL 
• Morpnoiogicai' work.·on,-redfish stocks has ,been: going on in Spain 'for several years, (in -ICES areas I. H and- NAPO 
. areas) but will be started in 1998;on S. melltellll in the InningerSea both in Spain and Iceland; 
In additiOn, biological information is collected from numerous other surveys and information' from fishery related data is 
also collected. 
i.3.2 Furi:her research .. recvliunendations 
• Studies on stock id~otification of S. mentella and S. marinus should be continued. It is important to work further on 
genetic methods and morphological methods should also be applied. The Working Group recommends that all 
available genetic results related to the stock structure of S.mentella in the Inr,inger Sea should be dealt with as., a 
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A,' sllg~,ested :TeTm"of refere'nce might be: Review all available genetic' results to !!ll't1ce conclusions' about~'h~w- the 
. S;mentella types in the Inninger Sea and adjacent waters should be structtiredinto stocks or populations in brderto 
make an optimal biologiC~1 management. 
• An operational manual for the identification of different S. mente.lla types is urgently required" 
~ ,Reproductive biology ~ both spawning and larval dri:f!;--of S. rnarinus in the area between Iceland and the Farce 
Islands needs to be studied in order to 'determine whether these fish: might constitute a separate stock element, 
o Age readings. In order to assess the red fish stocks successfully, it is important to investigate further the possibility of 
,developing a reliable age reading technique. Iceland has just st~rted to investigate L1,6 otolit.hs of s~ nwr;n;,tS 'collected 
":in "recent years and Norway, 'Russia and Spain has worked further on the matter since the last: age reading w9rkshop 
held in Germany in 1995 (ICESC.M.1996/G:1). 
o An A~oustic suri-ey 00 Inninger Sea should be conducted in June/July 1999. Due to the decreasing catch r"tes in the 
fishery on oceanic~edfish (ICES C.M. 1997/Assess 13) as well as low biomass estimate in most recent ""oustic 
surveys (ICESC,M. '1996/G:8; WD7) the Study Group on Redfish Stocks (ICES C.M. 1998/G:3) recoinmended a 
more frequent monitoring of oceanic redfish abundance in the Irmingersca in the future. The frequency of joint 
international surveys should be incteased and conducted at least every second year. In the light of the recent shift in 
fishing effort towards de~per water on the Reykjanes Ridge (ICES, CM. 1997/Assess:13) the Study Group finds the 
need 'for further deep-sea hauls (>500) in future surveys. Furthermore, it is important prior' to the survey to 
investigate the possibilities of applying narrow beam transducers, and new development in technology, in order to 
give an estimate offishdeepet than 500 meters. 
NEAFc requests ICES for advice on an appropriate mOnitori~g scheme for \hepelagic fishery for S,menieiia 
Irminger Sea considering current knowledge of the stock complexity. .... 
in the 
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,1'I\e. diffe'~~t,countries currently p'lrticipating in the pelagic S.mentella fishery in the Irminger Sea hav~their own 
national programs for biological sampling and collectio!) offisqery data but with varying degree of completeness .. , 
'1'I\efollowing give an overview of the different nations current' sampling programs: 
Inadditiontothe national sampling pr"gram of commercial catches, data from the German fishery have been,collected 
within the frame of an EU-financed project since 1995 applying an effort 'of one man-month per quarter. Data recordings 
are performed on board ,fishing vessels ,and have provided information on effort,. catch, CPUE, ,fish .size,· sexual 
composition, maturity and infestation rates by area, year, qu'lrter and depth. 
Spain national sampling program of commercial catches in IrmingerSea started in 1995 when Spanish trawlers begun to 
fish in the area. The effort of the sampling was high in 1995 and reduced to a man"month to cover the four' vessels 
. operating in Inninger Se.i,H996.· The observer move every month and' a half to'a different vessel,. thus samples from 
two vesseis are taken every quarter. Data have provided information on effort, catch, CPUE; "fish size;: sexual 
composition, maturity and infestation rates by area, year, qu'lrter and depth. Difficulties carne from the fact that usually 
in the beginning of the year the Spanish commercial vessels move from NAFO areas to inninger Sea directly and 
therefore it is not possible to place an,observer.onboard. 
Icelandic !national biological' sanlplitig. program [tom' -catchesl ·in the irminger Sea, ·cond_ucted both by fishermen and 
dbscivcrs 6nboard~ have been ongoing since 1995. Samples are collected by depth and analysed by the ~Marine Research 
institute (length, weight, sex; maturity"infestation rate,etc.).Inaddition, all Icelandic vessels participating.in: the fishery 
provides information about the vessels, their gear, effort, catch, depth, and environmental observations. Those data are 
aRayailable on ,a comput~[system on haUl basis a~d,the repprted catches in the logbooks countS for>80-90% of the 
landings. In 1997 and also in 1998~ program is ongoing to measure discard~ hy depth and the results-from, 1,997 -are 
presented in section 7.4. 
At present there is no national Russian project to monitor the pelagic fishery for the redfish in the !rminger Sea. 
Nevertheless 1-2 scientific observers from the Research Institutes in Murmansk and Kaliningrad collect the biological 
data onbqard of comJOetcial trawlers ev~ry year. ' ". ' 
Norway.and the Faroes have.at present no sampling program for their fishery in the Inninger Sea. In additio~ to catch 
statistics/based on 110th landings and log-books) information,about.e.g., catch, effort and geographical position, based on 
log-~ooksare, the only data provided. In th, Faroes Ipgboqks st'lrtand stop depth are recorded for every trawl haul, 
while in the NorwegIan log-books a code for the depth-interval (less than 500 m, 500-600m .or deeper, than 600 m) is 
recorded. 
For other countries only total landings statistics for the total area are available. 
Th~W?rkingGroup see an urgent need for,~,stronger scientific monitqringof this fishery andh~scome'lp~ith the 
following rec'omrnendation : ' , , 
• A sc;e~tifi~observerprogramshould b~,developed to "ov~r as good as possible the effort exerted in. thear~a. An 
9:bs~rv~r ,program is c;::onsidexed -p.~~es_sru:y to prq.vide ,necessary and, good ,quali~y information about: __ catchrates 
(CPUE), improved biological samplingby depth, improvement . .n~ documentation· of the conversio~ factors used to 
convert iiiiets or gutted weight to round weight, and to report the amount and size of the fish discarded. ' 
• It iscon~idered necessary to have observ~rs onboard, the commercial vessels. One man-month by nation, fleet and 
'quart~r'is'r~~iredaSa:l11inim~m. "_',' '_ ' _ _' ',0 " :_ -
The <?bse~er :should ,~oye, if. possible a~so at sea, betwee~ vessels to have a be~ter' estimation ,of catch, e~9rt and • 
CPUE. 
• ,f~(~~~h'y~ssel' sampJed the obsefver.~hould co1i~Si uala:"r~~ estimation of the convers~on fact~r f~~ '-the different fish 
,products. . . .' , ., . , .,. . 
,I _'_ ,I' '_ ,_,' " - " '-, ; " 
• Length,measurements of the catch shollld,be made regularly, especially if there is ashift in the fishery behaviour of 
,the vessel (shift in common tow depth,change of areaete.) :', , . I , 
• Biological data should be collected, especially otoliths, maturation, sex composition and recording oCparasite 
infestation, 
• ,~in~:~um a..lld maximum fishing dept..h tog~~her wit~ the dOIPjnating traw!~ng dept.~ s;hould be recorded for e,ach haul. 
It is most important that this depth information is recorded in the official log-books. 
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:7;4 Nominal Catches :md Splitting ofthe Landings in Stocks 
7.4.1 Nominal catches of Redfish by countries :md areas 
"rhP'. tnt!tl ":ltr.h nf'Tp.ilfi..:h in 1 QQ7 annrmcim:::lten ~m_ooo t exclnrlin!l' the catch figures. from the oceanic 51. mentella 
---- ._- --~--. -- ---_ .• _" --~ --_. -rr------------ --,--- - ----------0 --- ------- --"'----- ,--,---- ---- ---------
fishe.ry and was almost:identical with the catch in 1996. The catches in last years have decreased from a level of 120-
130,000 t in 1991-1994. The decrease in the last years is caused by a decreased catch ofb,oth S. ,marinus and deep-sea 
S. mentella in Division Va, due to effort reduction and because ofreduction in the Germandeep-sea S. mentella fishery 
in Sub-area XIV in 1994. 
Th~prelimjmu"y report~d landi~gs 'of ~ceanic S. mentella in 1997 are about 120,000 ~ comp~ed with' over 175.000 t in 
1996. Thus the total catch of redfish in the area amounts to about 200.000 t in 1997 compared to about 255.000 t in 
1996. 
'. In Division Va(Iceland), the total redfish landings reached 87,600 t including 15,000 t of oceanic ~. mentella. Apart 
'from the oceanic S. mentella I~ndings, the catch~s in Division Varemained relatively stabl~ from 1988-'1995. at 92,000-
, 97~000 t then have decreased in1996 and 1997 (Tables 7.4.1-7.4.2), manly due to quota regulations.' , 
,.< , '.- -',' 
In Division Vb (Faroes) (Tables 7.4.3-7.4.4) the largest redfish catch was taken in 1986 (21,0001) .. Since then catches 
have decreased steadily to about 12,000 t in 1990 but increased again to about 15.,000 and 16,000 t in 1991 and 1992, 
respe,cti vely. Since, then catches have decreased to about 7-8,000 t in 1994-1997. 
Landings from Sub_area. VUncreased from 1992 - 1996. mainly due to. a reported increase.in the. UK ,redfish landings 
,(Tables 7.45-7 .4.6) and in 1996 the FaFoesalso report 550 t taken in that 1'>ea. In 1997, .reported catches .were 500 t. 
The catches have not been.,sampledbutit is expected that the UK catches "l'e.probably,S. marinw;, and the,Faroes 
catches are assumed to be deep-sea S. mentella. 
All landings from Sub-area XII are oceanic S. mentella taken by large pelagic trawl (Tables 7.4.7-7.4.8) except about 76 
t of "Giant" S. marinus taken by longliners and gillnet in 1996 and 21 tin 1997., There are m~ny nations participating in 
the oceanic redfish fishery not reporting to ICES. Therefore data from NEAFC and FAO have been used to estimate the 
catches· of oceanic· redfish. FAO·and··NEAFC do not split the catches· according to the ICES areas and therefore the 
working group.decidedto aiiocatethoSecatches to.Sub,area XlI. 
The highestlaridings from Sub-area.XIV were reported in 1996, having reached135 000 t (Tables7.4.9-7.4.1O). After 
high levels in 1987,88 (90-95,000 t),-iandings dropped to about 25,000 tin 1989 before increasing 'to almost 60,000 t in 
i 994.· Data- for i 995- show- a uecrease-.to,-about .43,000 t. This decline· is,-maini y CilUS~ by a decrease: -in:the German deep-
sea S. mentella fishery due to redirected effort to other resources but also due to a shift of in the oceanic S. tnentella 
fisherj towards Sub-area XII. Some of Lie "giant" S. marinus .catches in 1996 and 1997 (approximately 830 t and 22 t 
respectively) were taken in Division XIV. It shouldbe.·noted.that·dueto incomplete area-reportings of oceanic S. 
mentella, the exact share taken in areas XlI and XIV in recent years is just an approximate Of the total landings from 
this area in 1997, about 99% were oceanic S. mentella. 
In nrder tQ have the catch statisficS_;for-t.h.~-lntermltional flshery of S.mentell-!! in th€' I!'!!1i!!ger S€'2 as complete 
and updated as possible (aIso--by depth)-madvaDce of the North Western W9rking Group meeting every year, 
the Working Group recommends ICES 10 put forward a f"rmaI request both to NEAFC and FAO to send their 
statistics as a routine to ICES since not all countries report directly to ICES. Otherwise the quality of the advice 
from ICES may be of reduced qnality. . 
7.4.2 Splitting of the catches 
A~ in recent years, the 'redfish catches in Division Va were split intoS. marinus and S. mentella, using both, data from 
log-books and data collected by the staff of the Icelandic Marine Research Institute The split is basically based on the 
idea to separate the catches by stratum according to the ratio of S. marinus/S. mentella as observed in samples from the 
same stratum. Each stratum is defined by 15 min Latitude and 30' Longitude. 
The following data were used: 
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1. Samples from the fresh-fish trawlers taken by the Marine Research Institute (MRI) and the .Icelandic <;~tch 
Supervision (ICS) personnel. 
2. Landing statistics from Germany. 
3. Information on landed products from freezer trawlers. 
4. Logbook data. 
S. Landing statistic fwm ihedifferent fleeis . 
. SpUtting ,of cc:tches from freezer trawiers: 
In the freezer fleet, the products are usually labelled according to species. Reliable data on this basis are availabl{fiom 
1993 to 1997, and assuming that the species compositio~ is the same in the split and unsplit catches, the total catches 
We~e spU(according to the 'products. 
Spiitting of the catche~i from the fresh fish trawlers: 
i. For each year: The catches from each year were pooled int6 rectangles (is min. Latitude by 30 min. Longitude) and 
scaled to the total unsplit catch of the two species for eachredangle.1t is therefore assumed that the distribuiipnof 
catches not reported in logbooks was the SfuTie as those in the reported catches.' Catches taken by olhe;r 'gears "were 
included (about 2% of total catch). All catches and hauls taken by the freezer trawlers were excluded as well as hauls 
; 'taken' i~ 'ti'ips \ljhere the trawlers laridea 'in' Genna.'lX. 
ii. For each stratum and each year: The -samples taken were used to split the catches according "to· the avenige 
composition in the samples and raised to the total catches from that fleet. If no information on the species 
',cd'mposltion>in strata for-a year were"available, the'composition in ± 1 year, ±,2 years'(max~ 5 years),were:used,.-'lf 
. there were ilO observations in the period from 1988 to 1996, the splitting was done' according todeptharrd 'the 
. captain's experience. Only a small proportion of the catches' were split using the lastcrit"ria. 
The landings in Germany are split at the market and reported. 
The' Tesult~ are: given in the' following' text table: 
Type of fleet 
A. Freezer vessels 
B. Landings in Germany .... . 
. C. Landings in Iceland (excluding from freezer vessels). 
Results (wei~lited bv catch) 











The splitting values.(%} between S. marinus and deep seaS. mentella for the years 1992~1997 are.given m the 
following text table: .,' 
Results frOlll 1992-1997 (%) 
Year s. maru-"iUN s. mentel/a 
inn. ... ~ A; ,..,Il .4£,('\1, 
J.77~ J'i'.VV "'tu.vu 
1993 46:.96 53.04 
1994 40040 59.60 
1995 46.40 53.60 
1996 48.90 51.10 
1997 48.80 52.20 







As early"" 1975, Ma'g'illlsson and M"gmls~o~ ('r1J78)indicated thadheproportion of S.marinusand S. tnentella IS 
highly dependent ori depth and stated that tedfish' Catches in waters deeper thlm 500 m, were >80% S: memella. Also, 
they noted that catch percentages of S. mentella in waters shallower than 450 m were less than. 20% in the SW area 
where most of the catches were taken. The same conclusion was reached in studies of samples taken by the Marine 
Research ·!l\stiiute'(M.RI}and the Icelandic Cateh Sapervision(ICS) in the period 1988 . 1997. This would suggest that 
CPUE in redfish can bHplitinto CPUE for S; mentellaand,S. marinus, by depth. 
Therefore, the CPUE for the Icelandic bottom trawl fleet for different depth intervals was calculated for the period, 1986 
to 1997. 
, The results are given in Figure 7..4.1. The CPUE indices are computed by simply aggregatin.g tows where the percentage 
offedfish in each (OW;S' above'a certain level. This level corresponds to \0% (Fig!lre 7.4; 1): Knowing that S: marinus is 
rarely caught at depths deeper than 500 m,it is assumed that these results give a CPUE forS. mentella; 
Similarly, it is assumed that for the red fish fishery at water depths shallower than 500 m, the calculated CPUE reflects a 
CPUE for S. marinus. 
Catch and effort statistics were also available for the Faroes fishery of S. mentella in Vb. 
Juvenile Redfish ' 
7.5.1 Recruitment indices 
7.S.1.1 Icelandic ".group survey 
Indices for O,group redfish in the Irminger Sea and at East Greenland are available from the Icela~dic O-group surveys 
from.lQ70." 19950 (Table .7·.5.1). In 1972, 1973 and .1974 the indic.es were well above the over~ll average of 14.8 
suggesting good Year classes in those years. During the ten-year period 1'~75-1984 the indices were below average in all 
the years, particularly in 1976 and from 1978-1984. Values were high in 1985, 1987, 1990, 1991 and in.1995 theindex 
was 13.9 near the average. 
Although the indices in 1986 and 1989 were slightly below average the indices suggest generally strong year classes 
from 1985 to 1991 (with an average index of 19.8 forth.t period). following a period of pooLvalues (1975-1984, 
, ',' . " ,.,' ,:, ' 
average index 5.9). In 1992-1994 the indices were below the overall average. The survey was discontinued after 1995. 
Icelandic Groundr.sh survey 
The Icelandic groundfish survey, which covers depths to 500 m, provides indices of the recruitment to the S. marinus 
stock. Age determinations are not available, but length distributions from the survey are given in Figure, 7.5.1. The 
points in each plot represent the individual data points in terms of frequency. The solid lines represent smooth curves 
drawn through the scatterplot using a .generalised additive model (GAM) with several degrees of freedom. Year dasses 
"can;be,se,en in tpe~e.pIQts and it, is also seen thfit the: recruitment to the S. marinus stock is quite yari~ble, but ther~ is no 
indication of any recruitment failure in recent years. The length distributions also illustrate the diminishing number of 
large fish in the latest years and the recruitment of probably year-class 1985 to the fishable stock and the (probably) 
1990 year c1ass,with, an average length around 27 cm in 1998. 
i.5~i~3 ,:. Germa .. _Gro~ntiiish,Su:r:vey 
Abundance,biomass indices and length compositions have been derived using annual groundfish surveys covering shelf 
areas and the continental slope off West and East Greenland down to 400 m depth. Surveys commenced ia,1982 and 
were primarily designed for the assessment of cod. A description was given in chapter 5.1.1 and more detailed in the 
19.93 report of t,lte Nort .... ·tWestern Working Group (ICES, ;1993~_ and Worlodng Doc. 12. Juverajle red.fish (<!7 cm) w~re 
classified as Sebastes spp_ due to difficult speCies id~~t~fic?ttion'. 
------1-
- !' 
Trends in survey abundance and biomass for juvenile redfish «17 cm) broken down by stratum at, West and" "~st : 
Greenland were listed in Tables 7.5.2 and 7.5.3. Respective values were shown in Figures 7.5.2 and 7.5.3. Small and 
unspecifi~.dreq1'ish are very abundant and were distributed both off West and East Greenland. A lack of these size 
groups <lur,ing the years 1982-84 might be c~used by il1'egular recording of catches. Since 1993,when the indif~s shbwed 
a pronounceq. peak, both survey abundance and biomass decreased.' , ' 
i ' , , 
Leng~h di_stributions were iiiustrated in Fig~res 7.5.4 and_7"5~5 aggregat~d for West and E~st Greenland. Peaks ~~. 6.5, 
iO.5-12.5 and 15.5-16.5 cm re-occurred frequently and ,might indicate the length of age groups 0-2. 
7.501;4 Greenland Trawl Survey 
Juvenile redfish are caught both off West and East Greenland during the Greenland trawl survey, which are available 
,from 1992 ,off West Greenland andfrom.t992 - 1996 otf East Greenland. The Survey is directed towards sr<imp.The 
survey design ,covers-the depth range-O-6oo m. The survey:·gear used'is a Skjervoy 3000i20 trawl witq a\\'9bbin 
groundrope and a new double'bag20 mm mesh size codend, and the trawl doors were of the type 'Perfect'. Standard 
hauls were of 60 min. duration with a towing speed of 2.5 knots. Trawling was restricted to the day light hours. 
iuveniie r~dfish abundance and biomass are ca~cuiated by the swepl area method in which tow leng~li!~ :are': c~i~~,laied 
frorn GPS registrations and wing-spread was taken as the aVera~e of Scanmar width measurements (20.7 m). 
, 
Table 7.5.4 and 7.5.5 describe the trends in survey abundance and biomass for juvenile redfish in the Greenland shrimp 
trawl survey broken down by stratum at West- and East Greenland. Off West Greenland, both,abundanfe and biom~s 
indices are quite variable. . 
Off East Greenland the survey indicate an increase in the stock abund~"ice and biomass fr~~:426 nIil1i~n' 'i~dividuals and 
29,665 tin 1992 to 4.6 billion individuals and 160,719 t in 1996. East Greenland waters are usually sparsely coven~~ on 
the Greenland Shrimp Survey due to difficult bottom topography and lack of major shrimp concentratl()ns. Catch indiCes 
should therefore be considered with high uncertainty. The surv~y however has not indicated any sigh of significant stock 
declining of juvenileredfiSh during the past 6 years. Age determinations are not available, but length distributions from 
the survey are illustrated in Fi~ure 7.5.6. Reappearing peaks at 6-Tcmand 12 cm are found afWest Greenland and 
might indicate annual growth i~crements and '~';brese'rit the age 1 and 2 year' groups. The survey was discontinued' off 
Eas't Greenland after 1996. 
7.6 Discards of redfish 
7.6.1 • Dis'cards of r""fish in East arid West Greenland 
An offshore shrimp fishery with small meshed trawls (44 mm) began in the early 1970s off the west coast of Greenland 
and 'expanded to the east ~oast in the beginning of the 1980s, mainly on the shallower, part of Dbhrn' Bank and D,n the 
continental shelf from 65" N to 60" N. 
Theshfiinp fishery at both West and East Greenland,takessmall redfishas a by-catch: 
Samples, from each major shrimp area have been collected since 1996 by observers from Greenland FiShery Licence 
Control in' ordertoljual\tifyand estimateihe by-catches and length structure of redfish in the East Greenland shrimp 
fishery_ • .' , . 
During the 1996 fishing season sampling was made on 7 different vessels in the period of November-December. 'Iri'1997 
sampling was made on 1 vessel in March. The samples were used to calculate the average bycatch of redfish per kg 
shrimp catch and the average length distribution of redfish. Under the assuinptionthat the average bycatch rates are 
representative for the whole shrimp fishing season, the total bycatch of redfish at East Greenland is estimated by raising 
'with'the t"taJ annual shrimp catcli.·Theestimaied bycatch andlhe sample fractions are listed in Table·7:6.L The,redfish 
lengthdistribiition of theestimated bycatcli are illustrated on Figure 7.6.1 . 
B yc~tch 6f n!dfi-Sh -off West Greeniand', W'as 'previousiy estimated' at approxit~na:tel y 3,1 GO r (100 million indi v-idu'als) 
related to an annual shrimp caich of about 50,000 i: (iCES C1vI 1996/ASSeSs.: 15). i 
O:\ACFM\.WP&-EPS\NWWG\REPORTS\l998\RE,POR1\REP.DOC 
7.6.2 Discards of-Oceanic redfish ' 
During the last ye""s, IGelandic; landings of 9<;eani" redfish have bee!] raised. by 16% dueto discards of redfish infected 
with Sphyrion. [umpi:Tj:lis value of 1(;% waShased on measurements fro,m 1991A993 when the fishery was mostly on 
depths above 600 rn; During the 1997 fishing:season measuring was:made on discard from different depths and on 10 
different vessels inHhe period from May to JUly. A total of 115 samples were taken and the total number of fishes was 
more than 28 thousand. fishes (Table 7.6.2), and the length distribution from different depth intervals are given in Figure 
7.6.2. The results indicate a lowe<.discard rate·.than previously and the total discard rate. was estimated to be 10% .. This 
new value was used for raising the Icelandic catches of oceanic redfish, as reported officially in the two last years. Frior 
to 1996, the same valuewas used...,:used previously. 
Norwegian fishermericurrentlyreport approximately 3% discards of [edfish infected with the parasite. This percentage 
has in recent years become less due to a change in·theproduction from Japanese cut to mainly fillets at present.· 
No information on possible discards was available from other countries participating in this fishery. 
7.6.3 Regulations of small redfish bycatch at East and West Greenland 
Present regulation concerning by·catches in the Greenland shrimp fishery permit it by·catch maximum of 10 % of the 
total catch per each haul by weight. In 1994, a new arrangement with observers on board fhe vessels was implemented to 
strengthen fhe enforcement of the regulations and improve the reliability of fhe log·books. 
The Redfish Box was created in 1 98 1 off East Greenland as recommended by ACFM to protect that part of the nursery 
. areaoftedfish·(S. marinus ahd S.mentella) against the directed codand'redtlsh trawl fishery. Currentiy, fhe redfish60x 
is effective also to the shrimp fishery 
Bearing in mind th~ declining fishery· and 6iomass of S. mentella and,S;marinusjn. all areas, and increased interest of 
fishing redfish, concern· must be expressed on the discard of small redfish of both species where ever it takes places, 
The Working Group suggest the following measures for protections: 
. legislate the mandatory use of a "fish grid or grate" as is the case in the Barents Sea and in Icelandic· waters . 
. permit the temporary closure of areas when the by·catch of small fish exceeds a defined level as enforced at Iceland 




Table 7.4.1. REDFISH. Nominal catches (tonnes) by countries, in Division Va 1984-1991, as 
officially reported to ICES. 
Country 1984 1985, J9g6, 1987 1988 1989 ,1,990, 
Belgium 291 400 423. 398 372 ' 190 70, 
Faroe Islands 686 291 144 332 372 394 624-
"Gerlnany, Fed. Rep. - , ,-
Iceland 108,270 ' 91,381 85,992' 87,768 93,995 91,536 90,891 
Norway' 12 8 2 7 7 1 -
Total 109,259 92,080 86,561 88,505 94,746 92,121 9'1,585 
COliiitrY ' 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996' 1;997' 
Belgillm 146 107 96 50 -
Faroe Islands 412 389 438 202 521 309 242 
Germany, Fed. Rep. 46 229 233 -
lceland2 96,770 94,382 96,577 95,091 89,474 67,757 71,200 
Norway ;:." 134' 
Total 97,328 94,878 97,111 95,389 90,224 68,433 71,442 
'1) PrbvIsional 
2) Oceanic S, mentella not included 
Tabie,,7.4.2 Landings of REDFISH (in tonnes), by countries ,in Division Va as used by; the_:,Wo~k.iog 
Group. 






















1 Provisional data 
2) Including 1968 tonnes oceanic S. mentella. 
3) Including 2603 tonnes oceanic S. mentella. 
4) Including 15472 tonnes oceanic S. mentella. 
5) Including 1543 tonnes oceanic S. mentella. 
6) Including 4610 tonnes oceanic S. mentella. 
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Table 7.4:3 REDFISH. Nominal catches (tonnes) by countries. in DivisioriVh 1982;1997, its 
officially reported to ICES;-_, ' .. ' J' 
Country. 1982 1983 _ 1984 1985 '1986; 1987 1988 1989 
Denmark 36 176 8 
Farae Islands '1 nnn A .r::A .... o '7'7n 1 .... £'lA le '"'I ..... " 1..., A..,...., 1,.. ALL i2,636 -,.777 "',U"'1''':'' O,IIV ~L,VJ"'" 1...1,,£,"'":1" .1.:J."t I I 1 ,,-,:::;;ruu 
T":' _____ 
204 439 559 Iti57 ;52 819 582 996 C'Hl.Ill,;C; 
G~nnany, Fed. Rep. 2 4,660 4,300 4,460 5,091 5,142 3,060 1,595 1,191 
Iceland 1 21 
Norway 7 3 1 4 2 5 5 
UK (Bng!. and Wales) 
USSR 142 
Total ~,8n 9,384 13,932 18,886 21,156 17,537 15,156 _ 14,844 
Country 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 199'7' 
Denmark + 
Faroe Islands 10,017 14,090 15,279 9,687 8,872 7,978 7,286 7,216 
Prance l 909 473 114 32 90 III 62 30 
G~nnany, Fed. Rep. 2 441 447 450 239 155 91 189 36 
Norway 21 20 34 16 31 I 34 35 
, 
25 
UK(ElWINI) 2 21 28 1 2 40 
T TV 1C'~~ .. 1 __ ..I'l. 
+ 
, 0 , '0 ~, 43 _V,.l ..... , \1J\,.oVUQ.1IUj • 0 • • 0 " .. 
Uhited Kingdom 36 
, 
USSRtRussia ~ i5 44 3 3 4 
Total 11,388 15,033 15,921 10,047 9,170 8,240 7,655 7,346 
1) -Provisional ; 
2) Includes fOffilef GDR 
3) As from 1991. 
4) Reported to the Faroese Coastal Guard Service 
Table 7.4.4 Landings of REDFISH (in tonnes) by countries in Division Vb as used by the Working 
Group. 
Year Denmark Faroes France FRG Iceland Lithuania Norway Nederl UK Russia :,; Total 
1978 0 1.525 448 7.767 0 9 0 57 0 9.806 
In''7n n I: £l\~ OLO £ lflD n 11 0 0 0 12,674 "-;717 v .J,U7J ov_ U,.lVO V 
1980 0 5,509 627 3,891 0 12 0 0 0 10,039 
1981 0 3,232 59 3,841 0 13 0 0 0 7,145 
1982 0 3,999 204 5,230 1 7 0 0 0 9,441 
1983 0 4,642 439 4,300 0 3 0 0 0 9,384 
1984 0 12'''770 559 A A.t:/1 0 n n "" 1"]on'1'''' V,I IV ""T,"TVV V V .~~ lJ'7Jk 
1985 0 12.634 1.157 5,091 0 4 0 0 868 19,754 
1986 36 15,224 752 5,142 0 2 0 0 320 21,476 
1987 176 13,478 819 3,060 0 5 0 0 0 17,538 
1988 8 13,318 582 1,595 0 5 0 0 0 15,508 
1989 0 12,860 996 1,191 0 21 0 0 0 15,068 
1990 0 10,364 909 441 0 21 0 0 2 11,737 
1991 0 14;090 473 447 0 20 0 3 4 15,037 
1992 0 is.279 il4 450 0 4 35 35 39 47 16,003 
1993 0 1n-.n.An ,~ ",n n n " 22 29 44 iO,422 ~V.V""I'1:.' "- ~> u V >U 
1994 0 7,978 90 3 155 0 0 31 0 19 3 8,276 
1995 0 7,286 111 3 91 0 0 34 0 26 9 3 7,557 
1996 0 7,286 62 3 189- 0 35 83 0 7,655 
1997 0 7,216 30 3 36 0 25 36 3 3 7,346 
1 Provisional data.. 
2 USSR 1978-1991. Russia since1992. 
3 Reported to Faroese costal guard service. 
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Table 7.4$ REDFISH. Nominal catches (tonnes) by countries, in Sub-area VI 1982-1997,as; 
officially reported to ICES. 
Coun!!X 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 198.!1. 
Farcie Islands 19 18 1 61 . 
.' 
France 44 93 102 . 397 480 1,032 1,024 726 
Ge~any, Fed. Rep. 604 359 563 76 24 16 I 
Ireland' 
Norway 4 2 9 '14 2 .2 
Spain 2 
UK (Eng\. and Wales) 2 1 1 2 3 75 1 
UK (Scotiand) iO ,~ < < 
" 
v .v 
Total 654 456 695 492 530 1 nr: A 1 ''1-:t -ill'" .L,UJ"t 1,1~J 17,1 
Coun!!X 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997' 
Faroe ISlands 22 6 2 
France I 684 483 127 268 555 596 558 
Ge~j}lany-, Fed. Rep. < 0 77 87 5 9 ! v u 
T __ '1!...~..I 1 4 lllVJoi1l1U 
Nof':"uy 5 + 4 3 2 1 SI 6 1 5' 
Spain 
UK(E/W/NI) 29 12 4 4 9 105 54 
UK (Scotland) 6 40 32 94 118 500 603 
United Kingdom ""533 . 
Total 730 565 174 447 771 1,220 1,230 . ' 539 
1) Provisional 
Table 7.4.6 Landings of RED FISH (in tonnes) by countries in Sub-area VI as used by the Working 
Group. 
Year Faroes France FRG Ireland Norwar !S]2ain lJK 'l-otai 
1978 0 307 , 18 0 4 0 2 331, 
1979 1 215 604 0 4 0 1 825 
1980 0 202 907 0 2 0 0 1,1 \ 1 
i9iH n "' noo n , 1 0 1 ill 1 U " .. 700 V J • .L,V"'.L 
11'10" 'n' . AA <'M 0 4 a 2 654 170"::' v ~ v~
lnQ'l 0 93 359 0 2 2 ,0 456 J.7U.,J 
1984 19 102 563 0 9 0 2 695 
1985 18 397 76 0 0 0 1 492 
1986 0 480 24 0 14 0 12 530 
1987 0 1,032 0 0 2 0 20 1,054 
1988 1 1,024 16 0 1 0 81 1,123 
1989 61 726 1 0 2 0 7 797 
1990 0 684 6 0 5 0 35 730, 
1991 22 483 8 0 + 0 52 565 
1992 6 127 0 I 4 0 36 174 
1993 0 268 77 1 3 0 98 447 





1995 ,2, ~nL ~ A 0 n t:nllO:· 1 "tU) .J7U J .. u v vw .L, .. ..,v 
1996 550 558 9 6 657 1,780 
1997 1 0 I 5 533 539 
1) Provisional 
294 
Table 7.4.7 REDFISH. Nominal catches ,(tonnes) bv countries. in Sub-area XII 19R3-1997. a< j"''- '_ ' ,""" -_'i~ __ ' • ' - -- ---- -,---
officially reported to ICES $d/or FAO: . - . 




Germany, Fed. Rep. 2,209 353 









USSR 60,079 60,643 17.300 ').1 1 '=t 1 ? OAR 077') 15.543 .... "~ ... ~ ..... ....- ..... ....-,. , .... 
TQt::r.t 62,288 60,M3 17,30(l 24,131 ? OLlR 077') 16,575 -, ......... ...., ...... 
Coun!!}: 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997' 
Bulgaria 1,617 628 3,216 3,600 3,800 3,500 
Estonia 1,810 6,365 17,875 421 4,697 1,985 
Faroe Islands 4,026 2,896 3,467 3,127 1,400 
Germany' Fed. Rep. 3 7 62 1,084 6,459 6,354 9,673 4,391 8,866 
Greenland 9 710 1,856 3,537 
Iceland 185 95 361 8,098 17,892 19,577 3,613 1,130 
Latvia 780 6,803 13,205 5,003 1,084 
Lithuania 6,65:6 7,899 7,404 22,893 10,649 
Netherlands 13 
Norway 249 726 380 5.9ii 4,275 
• ___ I 
1,010 2,699 4,:1':1.1 -
n_l __ ..I 662 rUHlIlU 
c;:' ...... : ... ,n Hn 
UpQJ.1I ,"v "tl,V 
UK(E/WNI) 33 
UK(Scotland) 13 
UK + + 
Ukraine 2,782 5,561 3,185 518 
USSRlRussia 2 4,274 6,624 2,485 4,106 10,489 34.730 606 
Total 6,332 7,507 14,193 56,375 89,551 109.231 37.188 16,742 
I) ProvisionaJ 
2) As from 1991. 




Table 7.41.8 Landings of REDFISH (in tonnes) by countJies in. Sub-ar,~a XII as used by tl'ie W (lrking Group. All catchfigures taken from FAO are set 
to this Division. 
Year BIJIgariaH Canada EstooiaR Fames France FRG4 GJ'eenlland Iceland J:aP~l Latvia Lithualllia" Nederland f'I~Ol·way Poland Ukn:;ineU Russia j 
1981 0 '0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1982 0 '0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1983 0 '0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1984 0 '0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1985 0 '0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1986 0 '0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1987 0 '0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1988 0 '0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1989 0 '0 0 353 0 658 5 0 112 
1990 1.617 0 0 7 0 215 5 '- :926 2 0 
1991 0 2,195 0 370 0 1l0' 1'622 0 
1992 628 11,810 2 1,280 9 419 5 780 6,656 399 2 0 
1993 3.216 6,365 4,026 0 6,144 8 9,394 5 6,803 7,899 6207 2 0 2,782 
1994 3,600 17,875 2,896 606 t, 7,058 0 20,755 5 13,205 7,404 4292 2 0 5,561. 
1995 3,800 602 7 16,854 8 5,239 226 !i 9,673 156 22,709 5 1,148 5,003 22.893 1.3 _4731 2 0 3,185 
1996 3,500 650 7 7,092 4,198 4,419 0 3,974 5 415 1,084 10,649 ' fci39 2 518 
1997 I III 11,985 3,420 0 8,866 0 1,243 5 31 57 2 662 
1 Provisional data. 
2 Area and/or quantum adjust"d 'Iccording to officialllog-books and raised (by 5% prior to 1994 and 3% in 1994-1996) to accoUlI1 for discarding. 
3 USSR 1981-1991, Russia since 1992. 
4 Includes fanner GDR. 
5 Raised by 16% to account for discarding from 11989- 1995 and by 10 % in 1996-1997. 
6 As reported 10 Greenland 
7 Tsken in NAFO area IF 







































, llable 7.4,9 RRDFISH. Nominal catclres(tonnes) by' countries, in Sub-area XIV 1983-1997, as 
officially reported to ICES and/or FAO. 
, Country 1983 1984" 1985 1986 1987 1988' 1989' 
, ll!-,-jl ... ",r:", 'l 0;:;'1 ~ s;n~ 111.R~' 1') ')70 st.d~.c:; 4,546 ~~~.05"""'U" .... , ..... 'V .. ...., .... --.... .. .. , ............ .. -,-.~ ~, ......... 
n;,: .............. t..-
,LJvlUUUL .... 
'b:"'_~~ T~l~_..1n ~~ 5 382 1 ":;;'lA 226 .I,:a.a.VI\;; .L;:'IUI.I1U;:'I ~, ... ,v .... ---r 
pe'-:1llany, Dem. Rep" 155 . 989 5,438 8,574 7,023 22,582 4 8,816
4 
Germany, Fed. Rep. 28,878 14,141 5,974 5,584 4,691, 
Greenland 1 10 5,519 9,542 670 42 3 
Iceland + 0" o,~ 
Norway 17 
Poland 239 135 149 25 
, UK (Engl. and Wales) 5 
me (Scotland) , 
, United Kingdom 
USSRiRussia 42,973 60,863 68,521 55,254 7,177 
Total 29,061 18,357 65,864 96,102 93,582 87,967 21,587 
Country 1990 1991 1992 1993 " 1994 1995, 1996 I 1997 I 
Bulgaria 1,073 
'Demnark 
Faroe Islands 115 3,765 3,095 164 8 298 40 
Germany, Fed. Rep 4 11,218 9,122 7,959 26,969 22,406 9,702 16,996 11,610 
""-. 
Greenland 24 42 962 264 422 2,936 2,699 
Iceland 3,726 7,477 12,982 11,650 29,114 8,947 49,381 36,390 
Norway 6,070 4,954 14000 '8,351 2~609 1 2,003 ' 6,286 1 433 
Poland 114 
Portugal 1,887 5,125 2,379 3,644 
~n~in 4,534 3,897 
-r-·· 
UK(EIWINI) 39 219 178 241 138 48 247 
UK (Scotland) 3 + 28 8 4 10 6 
United Kingdom 28 
USSRlRussi'a i3, 1. f\LU) '} ;:;,;:;,.:;; 1 Q.1.1 ;:;, ~I\ll 11017 0.11.0 .1" 1.1') 1.1\ O-::tfl .... , ......... -, ............ ... ~ ...... ~, .............. ...... , ..... _ .... .... , ......... . ....-, .... - .... '-', ........ ~ 
'T'_ .. _1 . .,.r:: 1 i),<'). .,.04 e'II"iA -..t 1 ..., 1 0 .1::"'7 1 ")0 "7'" ££·1 ... " "'7.r::''' , 1""" ':1':11 on 10n 
.I UlaJ £."),.1;1.J "'-'"'t,J;I"'I' "'1'.1, 1.10 ")1,.1JO IU,VU.1 "'1'£.,1 J£. .l£.I,JJJ. 07,.107 
1) Provisional data 
2) Fished mainly by Japan 
3) As from 1991 ' 
4) Includes fonner GDR 
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42 8,673 4 
1,769 13,091 4 
264 10.911 4 
422 17,105 4 
400 6 10,379 4 
350 6 54,319 4 
192 6 24.776 4 
1,224 5,4342 
o 14,3222 
938 8,848 2 
2,665 2 
































































28 36,930 7,500, ,8;7,926 
2) Area and/or, Quantum adjusted according to officiatlog-books ca'tches and oceanic S. mentetla raised by 5% prior to 1994 and 3% in 199~,~ 1997 
to account fOf'discarding. ' 
3) USSR 1978-1991 ;·Russia sinc;e 1992. 
4 )Area andIor qU,antum adjusted according to official landings (by 16% ppor tp 1996 and, 10% in 1996-(997) to account for discarding. 
5) Includes fonner GDR ' 
6) Estimated bycatch 1."1 the sh .. imfishery 
Table 7.4.11. Proportions used for splitting the 1996 REDFISH landings between S.marinus.and 
S.mentella stocks. 
Are. V. Vb 







































































In Sub-area KW the landings for Germany, Greenland and UK have been splitted between S.marinus and deep-sea S.mentella according to the 
German surveys. 
For Fame Islands, Gennany, Iceland, Norway and Russia the splitting in most areas has been based on biological infonnation presented to the 





Table 7.~1.1:Z. Proportions used for spllittingthe 1997REDFISH landings between S.marinus and S.mentella stocks. 
Area Va Vb VI" XII XW 
Species/stock S.mar. S.ment. S.ment. S.mar. S.ment. " S.I1UIT.. S. inent. S.nunt. S.mar. S.mar. S.mem. S.ment. S.mar. 
dee~ea oceanic deepcsea <ieeE-sea oceanic "Oi"rit" deep-sea oceanic "Giant" 
Bulgaria 1 
Belgium 
Canada , l.00 
Danmark 
Estonia );00 
Faroes 1.00 0.39 0.61 1100 1.00 1.00 1.00 
France 1.00 1.00 
Gennany 1.00 1.00 LOO 1.00 
Greenland 1.00 0.10 0.90 






Norway 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.420.58 0.00 0.99 0.01 
Poland 1.00 
Portugal 1.00 
Russia 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Spain 1.00 1.00 
Ukraine 
UK 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 0.90 
-----
In Sub-area XIV th~ bndlngs ror Germany, GI'eenl;~nd alKl UK have b~en sllUtled between S:marlnuJ' and deep-seaS.mInMlla aeeordlnn to the German surveys, 
For Faroe Island;, Gern18ny, I~land, Norway IInd lil~ssla the splltdnllla most ~l~ has been based on bioiogicllllnrormallon presEnted to the Wor:kl~g,Group and/ol' from log-books. 
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Table 7.5.1 Number of 0- group REDFISH millions per nautical mile' from the Icelandic 0- group survey. 
Year Number Year Number 
1970 8.6 1984 4.3 
1971 12.6 1985 22.6 
1972 31.1 1986 12.1 
1973 74.0 1987 22.9 
1974 23.6 1988 17.0 
1975 12.5 1989 14.3 
1976 5.8 1990 23.5 
1977 13.0 1991 26.4 
1978 6.5 1992 11.6 
1979 1.3 1993 4.0 
1980 3.0 1994 5.8 
1981 9.0 1995 13.9 
1982 2.7 
1983 0.7 
Table 7.5.2 Sebastes spp. (<17 cm). Abundance indices (n*1000) for West, East Greenland and 
total by stratum as derived from the German groundfish survey, 1982-97. Confidence 
intervals (Cl) are given in per cent of the stratified mean at 95% level of significance. 
(\ 1n .......... rr""' ..... t rlllt:>- t,.... ;n ..... n. ........ nl .... t.:,. C'o::t.TnnHnO" \J .LI..l ...... V,lL ...... ..., ................ LV ... ,lu.'V.L ...... y ........... ,.,.. "' ......... .Ly ........... o. 
505 14 138 9 17 21 92 8 1709 859 4660 56 
1964 5021 3714 20 219 141 28 14 129 693 206 9157 f5l 
1985 48B9 9615 54 2712 47 f5l 55 817414 149899 210 5088 98 17439 164 
1986 10740 237636 113 1811 54 218 3B 2651 69 12312 5757 250610 168 
19B7 12455 113990 4 20 18 2343 2580 132 89B1 123715 1264B7 8, 
1988 19679 42481 0 107 20 13R 0 1579 2983 896 13064 18457 62426 
" 1989 7717 13160 3071 5370 18 69 1331 3171 150 4274 2155 29405 ~86 36 
1990 11256 35932 15417 1538 ,"' 5199 848 2257 3193 "92 13708 4358 71263 23998 95261 52 
1991 51939 59845 34871 22668· _13692 2508 892 1541 45453 3051 209 1708 622 187956 51043 238999 '38 
199.2 .25715 19084 12691 17277. 17463 13973 41 13716 1373 ;;9962 ii3:;3) ii2i335) 54 
1993 5460 39035 664 11331 355 2773 14 3401243 2403634 244 810639 6009 59632 6621769 6681401 111 
1994 3405 12002 9827 4013 '189 1731 10843 9867 57889 52877 (57869) :(11076!3) 95 
1995 399 10236 855 34694 274128 2671933 4072 188899 3061 46184 3142093 31,882'F 106. 
1996 457 14357 5210 9377 26961 11571 2488 107237 405272 223348 1373189 2423 3071 177658 2007303 "2t84961 98 
1997 6519 47117 0 15852 43421 20194 444 68931 225859 89354 374542 1372 202479 691127 893605 62 
Table 7.5.3 Sebastesspp.(<l7cm). Biomass indices (tons) for West, East Greenland and tot\l1.by 
stratum as·d"erivedfrom the German groundfish survey, 1982-97. Confidence intervals 
(Cl) are given in per cent of the stratified mean at 95% level of significance. 0 
incorrect due to incomplete sampling. 
YEAR 1.1 U 2.1 22 3.1. 3,2 4.1 4.2 5,1 o.~ ',1 ti.~ ',1 (.2 Wt~1 t:ASI : TOTAL L'Ci 
1982 37 13 6 1 0 2 1 11 36 72 60 119 179 41 
1983 103 21 1 6 0 1 1 5 0 73 17 133 95 , 228 51 
1984 91 104 5 5 1 1 4 19 9 208 (32) (240) 71 
1985 82 367 2 58 2 3 1 15335 7129 6 200 5 515 22675 23190 142 
1986 454 6645 3 77 2 6 1 123 3 218 73 7188 4-17 7605 168 
1987 265 5021 0 1 0 147 137 4 288 6502 5287 7078 . 12365 93 
1988 218 1491 0 • 1 5 0 67 144 42 618 1414 1719 2285 4004 56' 1989 111 270 22 49 ; 0 1 81 167 7 317 135 453 707 1160 ,2 
1990 99 389 63 20 0 9 2 67 118 20 833 268 562 1306 1868 58 
1991 198 797 73 242 29 24 2 15 563 94 4 63 34 1380 758 .2138 46 
1982 152 385 49 111 7. 220 1 65 18 1057 (18) (107~) 54 
1993 72 5t2 17 285 , 77 518-57 75676 ;12 48523 260 950 175.'328 - 17'1278 aQ 
199' 26 216 55 57 30 64 141 2n 2704 866 (2704) (-35~) 132 
1995 6 330 10 347 3834 40792 '46 9749 190 693 54611 55304 97 
1998 3 2B5 13 117 91 297 19 3301 5B40 10853 26f!B2 135 171 4126 43881 -48OQ7 ,96 
1997 61 344 0 214 163 544 15 2437 5017 2141 16112 73 3m 23344 27123 81 
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Table 7.5.4. Redfish (Sebastes spp.). Abundance indices (1000) for West and East Greenland as 
derived from the Greenl~ds,wimp SllrYt:Y. C;,8.nfidence intervals (Cl) are given in per 
cent ofthe str!\tjfieplJlell):1 at 95% levelofsigpific,anoe. 
Year lAN lAS lAX lBW iBS le' ' ID lE IF We,tW'. Cl 
1992 ' 7647 45740 6227 1032000 '205200 55770 29050 5386 ' 6528 1387698, 66 
1993 9222 28290 5838 408100 22430 173300 189900 660000 248500 1145834 58 
1994 48530 89\30 12470 1747000 357800 291200 102300 12740 118900 2768033 52 
1995 56920 23260 10430 604800 55970 216300 95150 4592 5163 1062188 45 
1996 2452 3956 5493 1980000 66080 118500 67390 10740 63060 2311710 58 
. 1997 
1993 !546000 . 114200 5841 936 1667207 152 
1994 1375000 15740 1509 1391792 107 
1995 124Hioo " 1642000 45740 782 2929167 73 
1996 106200 :4444000 30540 32320 '4612889 123 
1997 
:Table7:5.5. Red{i.sh (Sebastesspp.).Biomass indices, (tons) for West and East Greenland as 
deriv~dfrom theGreenlaIl~shrimp survey. Confidence intervals (Cl) are given in per 
cent qfthestratified mean. at 95% level of significance. 
: - --', - ' - - --' 
Year lAN I·' )As···· ·'lAX. '1BN',i IBS lC ID lE IF WeSh!f Cl 
J992 279"~: 490" 329 13970 2928 1419 837 76 279 20278 56 
1993 3Q9 '701< 270 81!7./ . 330 1640 3997 1324 1289 )7706 61 
1994 1604 2138 ' 451 17p,03, 2912 4063 883 200 1519 30623 45 
1995 . 1225 231 569 4178.' .i 1012 2618 1982 256 68 11569 47 
1996 40 61 495 14879:, 1727 3015 2161 157 921 22962 55 
1997 
Year East! East2 East3 Ea,t4 East~r. Cl 
1992 2620 26670 343 32 29665 88 
1993 69513 11643 144 128 8'1419 131 
1994 48854 424 41 49319 99 
1995 10296 51931 4703 53 66984 95 
1996 1364 157888 879 588 160719 117 
1nn.., 
177( 
Table 7.6.1 Estimated bycatch in the Greenland shrimp fishery 
Year Number o{fish discarted Tons fish discarted No. of samples Sample fraction of fleet 
1996 7.7 mill. 350 47 70% 
1997 7.1 mH!. ?R6 l'i 8% 
Table 7.6.2. Oceanic redfish. Measuring of discard in the Icelandic fishery on oceanic redfish in 
1997, by depth. 
Depth-(m) 
Data 300-399 400-499 500-599 600-699 700-799 >800 Total 
n. of fishes processed 988 987 868 5899 14008 2774 25524 
n. of discarded fishes 119 187 88 1107 1122 309 2932 
% discard 11% 16% 9% 16% 7% 10% 10% 
stddev of % discard 10% 13% 4% 24% 19% 8% 
, n. ofSainples 5 6 4 30 57 13 115 
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Redfish in the area East Greenland-
'n."th Iceland-Faroe Island 





Figure 7.1.1 Schematically possible relationship between different stocks of redllsh in the Inninger .sea and' along the 
continental slope of E-Greenland-Iceland-Faroe Island, 
1000 ~ I .....-'i\. 
~:thfttNj 1 J 1 j 
I 1 1 1 1 ....... 1 l_r----6.- t =V" I 
5 :~IIJ1.1111 I 1<11 
-<500 m depth ' 
I I 
o I' 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 I ' I I 
86 87 88 89 90 91 92 - 93 94·· 9S 96 97 
, Year 
Figure -i.4.i. Results ofCPlJE from icelandic irawiei's data at different depths, and where redfish is more ~~an 10% of 
total catch in hauL 
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Figure 7.5.1. S. marinus. Length distribution from icelandic grounfisb survey of 0-500 m depth range. Number of fish 
per towing mile by cm groups. All areas. 
W:\..o\cfm\""fwwg\98\.Re.d.fish\.,F'la:.Doc 
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Figure 7.5.2 Sebastes spp. «17 cm). Survey abundance indices for East and West Greenland as 
derived from the German groundfish survey, ' 1982-97. *) incomplete survey coverage . 
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FigUre 7.5.3 Sebastes spp. «17 cm}. Survey biomass indices for East and West Greenland as 
derived from the Germangroundfish survey, 1982-97. *) incomplete survey coverage. 
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Figure 7.5.4 Sebastes spp. (<17 cm), Length frequencies for East and West Greenland as derived 
from the German groundfish survey, 1982-91. 
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Figure 7.5.5 Sebastesspp. (<17 cm). Length frequencies for East and West Greenland as derived 
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Figure 7.5.6. Sebastes spp. Length frequencies for East and West Greenland, 1992-1996 
data from the Greenland Shrimp Trawl Survey. 
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Figure 7.6.1 Sebastes spp. Length distributions of redfish by~catch in the shrimp fishery in 
ICES XP,,1J, 1996-1997. 
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8 Sebastes marinus 
8.1 Landings and Trends in the Fisheries 
. 'the total catch of S; rfWrf'li1." in Divisions \Ta '~d vh and in the Sub;.areas VI and'XIV' has--decreased from about 
130.000Iin' 1982 t~'ab<i',jt 37.000 and 38.000i hi '19% and 1997, tespectively (Table 8,1.1), This decline of about 70% 
Qve; Ihisberi6dhasbeeh eoillinuOIisbut with f~w exceptions. Since 1990, catches have decreased from about 67;000 t 
.'or' ~bout4S·%.'the relative highest decline in 1996 and 1997 occurred in area Va, where 34,000-35,000 t were caught 
comPaI'ed to 42,000 tin 1995 (Table 8.1.1). ' , , 
"CatchesofS. ;""riIlU$in Division V .. , have deCIinedfrom 63,000 i in1990 to only 34,OOOt in 1996, a 550/0 redljction. 
Theeatch in 1997 was35,OOO I.lbe decline in the catch in 1994 was at least partly due to area c1osuresimposed on the 
fishery by Iceland in order to 'r~duee!he cateh~s ofS. marinU$. The,~atches in 1995 increased again ,toapproxirriately 
42,000 t despite the area closures. The catches in 1996 and in 1997 are the lowest catch of S. marinu$ in Va since 1978. 
, The length distributio, ns ill th,e Ice,landic land,ing, ,i,n 1989-1997 alon" g ,with, "IIl,easure,me,nts at sea fr,om th" e comm", er,c, ial 
. :, ' .,,-: ' ,-, I -' '. - '. ..; - _ ' 
tr~wl~". fleet, are shown in Figure 8.LI. The location and number of lIleasu,edfishesby statistical square is given in 
Figur~ 8.1.2. " " ' , 
, About 90·95% of the total redtlsh, catches in area Va in recent years hayebeen taken by bottom trawlers (both. fresh fish 
and freezer; length 48-65 m) targeting on redflsh. The '~emainde~ i~ takfm by diffe'rent gears and partly as ~ ;~ycatch in 
the gill net and long line tlshery, A total of 100 - 150 vessels landed more than 10 t of red fish during the last years. As 
shown in WD4, most of the catches are taken in the area from SE of Iceland to W of Iceland. 
, . ",-". - - . ~ 
In Division Vb, th~ cat~h~s were-'highest in 1985 approxirnating'9 GOd- t with"steadY decline to about 2,400 t in 1990. 
They_ have sin~e then remaine4 at the level of _2,100-2,600 t except in 1992 when the catch was about 3,400 t {Table 
01 IV ":Jt __ -~ _'.c-~a:._ '(' ___ :_:;'...;.;":~"":t.....;.;" -:_ '\T1-,.'-l.;: .... u""- l-.<>"' .... t"lr", ... h~, ;';'.,;:", h·"'~~,l<> .. ,,·'''' .... ..-1 ,,; ..... 1 .. 't+"'n,l<> .. ~ (/ loon' up\, Nn 
o. J.. J. J. _lVJ.V~l VI lIl'" oJ. fll-U,' tu.,..) ..... (Ll'-:'II ....... III .. U ~10;I. "", ;'" ........ u La ........... U J y",,:u ........... ~...,~ ~ ........... ~ub ............. n n .. , .. \ __ .. ...,...,..., .. _ ...... I • ......... 
length distribution was 'available for this year. 
In Sub-areaVI, the catches in the period from 1978-1994 were highest in 1987, at almost 600 t,but then declined to a 
1_ .. _1 '--£ l'n':-' ... ~_-_ lnOO 1"';n ... T_ 1nn~ lnn:.c .1..~ _~':''';'I-.~n : .......... .;. ... "' .. A t .... :, ....... -... .. ,,:;:.::::O I- ~~J ... ;,.. ... "' .... t ... ..:.· ... ~ ... h"'"t .... "'t;};"'".;.. th .. 
. 1!;;;\'ta~Ul J.~V L 11VlI1 1:7,00-::1:7:7""t. 1.11 .:7:7-:'-177'-' lU'" '-'o;I.L ... U ....... 111 ... 1 ... " ... '-"-' LV _'-':- .... 1 V..JV ~ .,. .. L .... U ...... ..., ~ ......... ,5 .. "' ... 1 .................... .., .. U u .... .. 
_ •. 1.. _1_ _ __ : _..l c..._-,: 11-\'" 0 1'1"' .... 1...1 ~ (; 1 l' \ '1"1.. .............. ~,~"': ........... 1 ..... t ...... -:... 1 '007" .u", .. '", .n.~Ii. .. .r:;nn t '1' ...... fTI",; nr' nrnntirlinn '-nf thp 
WIlVI", l-''''IIVU. HUlIl 1710 l...1aUl'" U .•• J.) •• u .... l-'lVf~'UUUIU.I .... a ....... ... ~J./. n ............. T ..................................... J"--'I pI .... p .... IU ............ ~ ..... _ 
..... t ... 1-. ... ", ... ,,'" loo .. ", ... t.,,1r ..... hu t""'~ul .. r" l\Tn Ipn ... th A;"trihl1 ti.nn Ut'lll" 'lII'V'lII-il'lllhlp 
.... a ....... ...," na" u..., ...... I ....... ..., .. UJ ... u. ......... .,. ... , ........... 6 ........ "' ..................... T ........ _T_U ......... ~. 
'In S4b,area){IV, the catches have shownarelatively larger decrease than in the, o'ther Divisions and Sub-areas. Thus the 
catches clropped frorn~lmost 31000 i in 1982to'5 000 t in 1984 (an 840/0 dC:crease). In the period 1984 to 1988: they 
'y~~~d b~tween 1,200-$,:000' t In' 19~9 they a..~ounted to only 685 __ t (o~IY-2.,2%, of the(~atches 'ill, 1982)'.' The: catches 
~e~ained at' this Io,v:, l~y~l __ for two y~~.rs, then they_ in'cr~ased again to' 3,900 t irt '}'(i90. In the periodifrom 1991-199~ the 
:'-:ca~cheswere betwe_en 'i, lQQ·~ 1)00 t 'but in 199'5-199'7 -the 'c3Jches' ~ere' less th~n' 100 t, 'the lowes(o~' record Cf.lble 
8.1.1), 'In 1995 and 1996"there was almost no dire~ted fishery for S.marinus rior deep sea S. me~lella in area XIV and 
,\here have not bee,n any directed fishery for S. marinus in Division XIV in 1'997. Most of the catcbes were taken as 
bycateh in the shrimp fishery. In former years most of the catches were take~ by large bottom trawlers, targeting on 
redfish and cod. ' 
In March 1996 anew fishery with longlines and gillnets started onthe Reykjanes Ri,dge deeper than 500 meters. In 
·addition ~Q! traditional bC?tt.om longlines., yenicaUong,l~nes were- used 'on the steep se~ mo~ntains. One or two. vessels 'also 
usedgillnets. One of the main species caught in this fishery were the "giant" Sebastes marinus (see chapte~ 7, rj. The 
main fishery has taken place from within the Icelandic EEZ(norlh to approx. 63°N) and southwards in inteim'tiorial 
waters to approx, 56°N, although occasionally "giant" redfish have been caught south to 52°30'N. 
'The onlyJanding s~tislics presented in 1996 ,were by Iceland, the Faroes andNorway (Table 8.1.2). The total reported 
landings of ':giant" $ .. marinus taken by these countries;n Sub,areas Xlland XIV in 1996 were revised. The fishery in 
'1997 was not a great success, with only 43 trep,orted by Norway. There has been.a considerable fishing effort on the 
Reykjanes ridge,also in 1997, but the target demersal species seems to have been Greenla/ld halibu\ (see chapter 6).' 
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8.2 Assessment 
8.2.1 Trends in CPUE and survey indices 
Figure 8,.2.1 ~nd 8.2.2 shows the S. marinus abundance inde,x ~ith 95% confidence intervals using Icelandk groundfish 
survey dat~. The index is, a biomass index qf the fishable stock computed, by using ,a tjshable stock ogive asshQ1"~ in 
Fig\lre 8.2.3,. The index is a Cochran index (see, PaIsson e(.ai, 1989) and the stratification is based on depih'intemiis and 
is showp . .in :-Figure 8.2.4. The reaSOR, for opt: using tht;., same slfa[ificatio~_ as u~e~ l~st year by 'the _ \Yorking G~ou~ j~: ~o 
reduce the effect of large hauls taken at the shelf where there are relatively large changes in depth, so that t~e effect of 
these large hauls are reduced since the stratification is based on depth intervals. As shown on Figure 8.2.1 and 8:2.2, the 
,~onfidel)ce intervals shows much higher variation in the series wllile using all data, compared to the index when only 
. -~.,. ... th ~r..m ... t;" 'AIlO ...... ;~ ,,' ... ';'.... 'T'h", :......."';~ r"'''' .. ...;,n : ... thnt ......... A..,. ... th -h~tilJ':'<>n ,L'::;:'on Tn - .... ";h, lL 7 ~t~ltin.nt;;' h!llvp':h~p'n;-+l'il<pn 
......... y~~~_ ..... vn,u : .... '"T ........ , U~ ."" '"';"" ..... ~ •• , .......... ~~ .... u. ~ ......... nJ' ... "" ...... _,y .. ........ l-'~ .. ..., .... ~ .. ""''":' ... ..... ...,OJ H., _V'~'J '_ • _,~~~u,",u~ •• _: __ :~ __ u ~~~ __ •• 
annually., where 2-4 of them have shown J to be wit.1,in the distribution area of redfish. 'As seen in Table 8:2J the 
:c~nLrib~t~o~ ofttie stations belo~ 400 m to:the,tq~~J ,in~ex or.f1~ha~le stock ishighly var~ahle. 
The index indicates an increase in the fishablebiomass from ,the low level in 1995. The length distributionfr0rnthe 
sur~ey (Fig~re 7.5.1) shows that the peak in the lengthdistrib~tion which have been f~ilowed during th~ last yeat~'l)ow 
has reached to the fishable stock and can clearly been seen in the length distributions of the catches (Figure 8.1.1f.lli a 
peakarpllnd 35-37 cm. That is in ac~ordance to the peak in earlier years, showing a growth of about 2 cm each year. 
The incr~ase in the survey index in iecent years therefore reflects the recruitment' of a strong year, class (probably the 
1985yeardass).' ", , 
The results from the trawler fieet do also reflect the situation shown in the groundfish survey and although 'the CPOE has 
been at a low level in recent years (Figure 8.2.5), it increased in 1997 and there is a further increasing in 1998. 
In summary, the Icelalldic groundfish surVeY as well. as the CPOE data seem to indicate a considerable de~linein the 
fishable biomass of S. marinus during the period from 1986 to 1994. The stock seems to have started to recOver in 1995 
- 1998 but it is still at a low level. 
In Pivisio~ Vb, CPUE pf S.marinus we~e available from the Faroes groundfish survey '1983-1998 showing an increase 
in 1997 although this was not seen in the cat~h statistiCs which still are on a very low butseemingly stable le~el (Figure 
8.2.6). ' ' , , ' , 
For, the Period1982-97, abundance and biomass indices from the German groundfish survey for S. marinus (~17 cm) are liste~ i"T~b~es 8.2.2 and 8.2.3 by sttatum, West and ,East Greenland, agg.egated to total, and accompariying:corttlclence 
int~~~al~, andillustratedi~, Figures 8.2.7 al)d,8.2.8. Values in 19~4, 1992 and 1994 were indicated asintorteci due' to 
incomplete s,a\TIpling off East, Greenland. Ignoring these years, total t1gures showed a declini~g trend from 680,000 
milliont0325million individuals and 440,000 t to 140,000 t during 1982-1985. Since 1986, an almost 'continuous 
,~edtictio~' in ~:~~~y bl~mass from ,~oo,qoo (to"11 ,.0.0.0, t in iY95 was ~bserved, which is ,the· minimu?I o~ ihe' tiine!~ser~es 
, among years 'With, complete survey coverage. The 1997 index amounted to 18,000 t and' confirmed the se"erely depl~ted 
stoc,k status. Ap""t from the year 199Q which has the maximum value amounting to 780 million, fish caused by the 
occurrence of juveniles «25 cm), there was the same decreasing trend regarding the survey abundance. During'1987-97, 
abundance estimates decreased from 610 million to 27 million. ·1'· " .. 
, It" c;ari' be. hike~, from.F.i"g~re.s',~.2.9 ~nd ~'.2.1~)thattheI~Cdfish. ~ere mrilnly distributed off East Gre.~nbhd; \~ihlk.:the 
• minor abundance and bio\TIass 'indices off West Greenland decreased aimost to zero. It should be underIiriei:lthanhe 
,~nonnou~,:v~iation of catch per tow data resulted in high confidence intervals, ranging between 40% and'60%'of the 
straiifiedmean in most of the years. ' , 
The ~ength freq!,!encies.we.:e mustr~ted for.'Vest and East Greenland and aggregated to total in Figures 8.2~9 and 8.2.10, 
respectiv~I~.They revealed pronounced year and area effects: Usually, the few individuals off West Greenland showed a 
peak around 30 cm while fish lengthsoffEast Greenland varied over a wide range. Since 1984, juveniles «30 cm) 
conttibutedimportant and i~creasingparls to the stock. Peaks atlengthsof20, 25, 28, 29, and 30 cm between the 
successive years 1985-89 and at lengths of '20-22 aiid25-26 cm between the successive years 1990,9'1, and 1995,96 
might indicated the annual growth increments of single cohorts. 
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8~2,2 State of the stock and catch projections 
All available ,survey in{mmatipn and CPUEdata from Division Vashow that the S;marinus stock decreased 
considerably to thelowest.recorded biomass level in 1995. A slight improvement in fishabkbiomass has, however, been 
seen in the most recent.years due to improved recruitment. In the long term the 1990, year,classjs expected to contribute 
significantly to the:fishl\blebiomass. In Division ;Vb the CPUEfrom the Faroes groundfish .survey, show an increase in 
1997 but the catches are still at a very low level. S. marinus in Sub-area XIV has nearly been depleted in the most recent 
6 years. 
The working. group. also' tried a new version of an age-produ<;tion .model.. The model is described in Stefansson and 
Sigurosson (ICES CM. 19971ODIO) an improved version of. the model used earlier by the working group (ICES 
CM I 996! Assess: 16). The model was applied to the cod stock in Division Va for comparison with the standard methods 
of estimating the state of the stock The model utilises survey indices and length ~istributions from survey and catch d.ata. 
The recruitment estimates as obtained from applying the redt1sh model and from the 1996 working group report show 
the sameoverall,trendinthe recruitment of the, cod stock in DivisionVa.Applying the m~del to S. marinus the model 
sho~ed the same genetal ifend' in the 'fishable biomass as the Icelandi~ groundiish survey and it seem tobe 'abl~ to 
reflect the peak in the recruitment of the assumed 1985 and 1990 year classes (Figure 8.2.11), " 
Year survey iridex Catch Va" Effort 
115 woo 67,312 61 
86 1137 67,772 60 
87 1167 69,212 59 
88 875 80,472 92 
89 953 .c;; 1 R,).c;; 54 .... ~ , ............. 
90 683 ':;'1; 1,':;' 93 'J.J,.I. . ..J'J 
91 559 49,677 89 
92 516 51,464 100 
93 423 45,890 108 
QA Aon "0 ..::..::n 0' v~ ~ov .JO,UU7 o. 
n~ o~n 111 C1£ , >< 
~v JJ7 '"tl,J1V UV 
M ~1~ ..,.., .... " .... £1 ~v JJJ :J:J,~v~ U£ 
97 567 35,307 62 
98 568 
Average 85-90 
969 av.86-89 66,3 
The Icelandic groundfish survey indices (U) may be assumed to be related to overall biomass (8) by a simple linear 
relationship (U=kB). If catches in time, t, are assumed to be proportional to stock size and effort (Y=cEB), then it 
follows that catch over survey index is proportional to effort (Y/U=aE) and this allows a one-year prediction of catch 
assuming a status-quo effort level. 
By assuming same effort in 1999 as it was in 1997 (calculated from the survey index from depth down to 400 m) and 
calculating the catch in 1999 as: 
Catch 99 = Survey index 98 * Effort 97. 
the catch will be around 35 000 t. 
In order to protect the new incoming year classes any fishing effort on these components should be kept low to allow the 
stock to rebuild. 
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8.3 Biological reference points 
S. mariflus is'mainly caught in Division Va.'Based on sUrvey data, the lowest recorded biomass wasreaclied,in·1995. 
That refers t6 Jhe survey index of 359, which is 63% of current level and only 31 % of the highest level measured in 
1987. The'fishahle stock seems to have started to recover from that level. The long lasting recruitment (at leastHil years) 
and poor dat.environment for recruits (species identification of juveniles), SSB and stock dynamicspreverlts the 
estimate of appropriate biological reference points at present; 
It should be noted that this assumption is only based on the data from Division Va. In Division Vb the CPUE from the 
Faroesfleet show similar trend as the Icelandic (increase in last three years) hulin Sub-area XIV the S.matinus'is'almost 
depleted'and no direct fishery have been going on for the las!'three years. 
, 
8.4 SpeCial cOInmetits 'on "gialitS" 
ACFM last year decided to treat aiLS. marinus in ICES Sub-areas V, XII and XIV, including the 'giO),t', asone 
man'~'gement unit: 
Taking all available information and knowledge into account it is the view of the Working Group that the demersal 
redfish caught on the Reykjanes ridge in 'international waters, of which nearly '100% have bee;' docu;"ented to belong to 
a separate genetic pool, the 'giants', -should be ;managed sep'arately and in a very conservative and cautious way. 
Although these 'giants' living in international waters extend the distribution into the EEZs, one should avoid including 
'giants' that can be identify as 'giants' (i. e., nearly 100% in int~rnational waters) in a TAC meant for S. marinus within 
the EEZs. ' 
Countries participating should analyse and present elIort and CPUE data together with catch statistics and 
bioiogicai data from this internationai fishery to ICES. 
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Table8;l.1 S. marinus.Landings(in tonnes) by area used by the Working , Group. 
Year Va Vb VI XII XIV Total 
.. 197a 31,300 Zm9 313 0 ,t5,477 ,,49,129 
-1'979 .4\;; ~1 r:. -4;805 6 0 15,787 77,214 ....... ,~&~ 
1980 62,052 4,920 2 0 22,203 89,177 
1981 75,828 2,538 3 0 23,608' 101,977 
1982 97,899 1,810 28 0 30,692 130,429 
1983 87,412 3,394 60 0 15,636 106,502 
1984 84,766 6,228 86 0 5,040 96,120 
1985 67,312 9,194 245 0 2.117 78,868 
1986 67,772 6,300 288 0 2.988 77,348 
1987 69,212 6,143 576 0 1,196 77,127 
1988 80,472 5,020 533 0 3,964 89,989 
1989 51.825 4,140 373 0 685 57,023 
1990 63,156 2,407 382 0 687 66,632' 
1991 49,677 2,140 292 0 4,255 56,364 
1992 51,464 3,470 40 0 746 55,721' 
1993 45,890 2,621 101 0 1,738 50,350 
1994 38,669 2,048 129 0 1,443 42,288' 
1995 41,516 2,361 613 0 61 44,551 
1996 33,558 2,318 663 0 59 36,598 
1997 1 35,514 2,846 538 0 29 38,927 
Table 8.1.2 Catches of "giant" S. marinus in Divisions XII and XN. 
XII XN 
1996 1997 1996 1997 
. Norway '76 21 750 22 
o ..... ,,"""co l '. 2{) 
.I.-u..Lv .... .::I uu 
~_ ... _1 ",Le ,." 0,.,,, ,.,,., 
lUli:11 IU '<'1 o.:>v .<..<. 
1) Includes area XII 
Catch figures for other areas or nations are nO! available for the meeting. 
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Table 8.2,1. Number of stations by depth interval and index on fishable stock of S.marinus In the 
icelandic groundfish survey by depth. 
Number of stations by depth interval 










39 32 33 
235 230 225 
166 168 150 

































Total 0-400 m 557 546 53 [ 511 533 535 534 537 564 562 568 534 525 478 
Total 593 5R5 566 545 568 567 570 571 597 596 600 540 533 486 
Index on rlShable stock 
Depth 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989.1990 1991 
interv/year 




Total 0-400 m 
Total 
92 89 124 96 
124 159 134 97 
2212104 
228 259 266 200 






















































Tabie 8.2.2 S. marinus (2:i7 cm). Abundance indices (n* WOO) for West, East Greeniand and total 
by stratum as derived from the German groundfish survey, i982-97. Confidence 
intervals (Cl) are given in per cent of the stratified mean at 95% level of significance. 






















































































































































26714 420397 4491 i 1 
24092 (64752) (88844) 
45470 279746 325216 
43314 446023 489337 
13157 595935 609092 
14290 174985 189275 
9159 225545 234704 
4996 778173 783169 
3725 107687 111412 
219'2 (32622) (34814) 
1188 64889 66077 
1268 (3348) (4616) 
302 42972 43274 
1776 27762 29538 














Table 8.2.3 S. marinus (2:17.5cm). Biomass indices (tons) for West, East Greenland and total by 
stratum as derived from the German groundfish survey, 1982-97. Confidence intervals 
(Cl) are given in per cent of the stratified mean at 95% level of significance. 0 
incorrect due to incomplete sampling. 
316 
1983 846 945 1572 3042 1873 4815 1084 
1984 308 8e4 19S 519 4935 2284 2089 
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161687 269 229541 
3601 21281 






















12052 11225 (369-34) (48159) 













ISOS? 281137 :;:g9204 
6554 265162 271716 
5904 152483 158387 
3666 105281 108949 
2439 179413 181852 
1780 108720 110500 
945 (12076) (13021) 
385 24560 24945 
473 (1540) (2013) 
101 10914 11015 
616 14312 14928 
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Figure S.l.l. S. MAR/NUS. Length distribution from icelandic landings and from samples taken at sea from the 
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Figure 8.1.2. Sampling of s.marinus and s.mentella in 1997. Number of fishes in each 
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Year 
FIgure 8.2.1.;'· Index on fishable stock of s. Marinus from icelandic groundfish survey and 95% 
' .. confidence intervals .. The index is based all strata on depth from 0-500 m. 
- --So marinus .. 
86 88 90 92 94 96 98 
Year 
Figure 8.2.2. Index on fishable stock of s. Marinus from icelandic groundfish survey and 95% 
confidence intervals. The index is based all strata on depth from 0-400 m. 
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Figure 8.2.4. Stratification in t.'1e icelandic groundfish survey. 
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Figure 8.2.6. CPUE of S. marinus in the Faroese groundfish survey 1983-1998 . 
1982 1984" 1986 1988 1990 
• EAST 
o WEST 
1992" 1994" 1996 
Figure 8.2.7 S. marinus (~17 cm). Survey abundance indices for East and West Greenland as 
derived fronl the ~rtnai;l-groundfish survey, 1982-97. *) incomplete survey.90y~rage . 
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Figure 8.2.8 S. marinus (~17 cm). Survey biomass indices for East and West Greenland as derived 
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Figure 8.2.9 S. marinus (2:17 cm). Length frequencies for East and West Greenland as derived from 
the German groundfish survey, 1982-91 
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Figure8.2~1j} S, marinus (~17 cm). Length frequenciesf6r East and West Greenland ;ls.d!lrived 
from the German groundfish survey, 1992-97. 
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Figur~ 8.2.11,~up;eyindex from Icel3l:)rlic groundfish survey iJIid sto~k trajectory based on age 
based production model. 
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9 DEEP-SEA Sebastes mentella 
9.1 Landings and Trends in the Fisheries 
The total annual landings of deep-sea S. mentella from Divisions Va and Vb and Sub-areas VI and XIV varied 
considerably in the 1980s mainly from 30,000 to 60,000 I. 
In 1990, the landings were 44,000 t, and, reached 67,000 t in 1991, decreased slightly in 1992 (62,000 t)but increased to 
about 83,000 t in 1994. ,In 1995 and also in 1996, the landings decreased to approximately 55,000 and 42,000 t 
respectively and stayed in 1997 a the 1996 level. In summary, the average annual landings in the period from 1991-
1994 increased substantially from the average in the 1980s (42,000 t), but decreased in the last three years (Table 9.1.1). 
From Division Va, total landings in 1997 were about 37000 t. decreasing from the record high catches in 1994 of 
57,000 I. In the 1980s landings varied from ](),QOO-40,000 I. From 1990 to 1994 the landings doubled from28,000 t to 
57,000 t.This increase in the catch coincides with the introduction oflarge pelagic trawls used by a part !Jf the Icelandic 
fleet during the autumn and early winter months. This fishery has now decreased to less than 10% of the: 1994 level due 
to low catch rates. Length distributions from the Icelandic catches in 1989-1997 are shown in Figure 9.1.'1. 
Ab~ut .90-95% of thetotal:deep-sea re'elfish catches in area Valin 1997 have been taken by bottom trawlers (both fresh 
fish and freezer trawlers). ' 
In Division Vb annual catches of deep-sea S. mentella varied from 5,000-8,000 t until 1984. Then catches increased 
rapidly to about 15,000 t in 1986. The catches declined again to 9,000 t in 1990. They increased to about 13,000 t 1991. 
Since th~n they have remained very low and the catches in 1997 of only 4,500 t is the lowest catch since early 1970s 
(Table 9.1.1). Length distrihutions of the F8Ioes catches from Division Vb a.re given in Figure 9.1.2. 
In Sub-area VI the annual catches were highest in 1980 (1,000 t), but have varied from 10 - 650 t during Tecent years, 
with the iowest catches in 1995. In 1996, the catches were about 1,100 t. the highest recorded catch in the series since 
1978 (Table 9.1.1). There was no information of catches from France which have taken the largest 'amount of S. 
menlella in recent years. In 1996 the Faro~scatches amounted to 550 t, but no Faroes fishery was in the sub-area in 
1997. 
In Sub-area XIV, annual eatches have varied considerably. In the beginning of the 1980s, the landings were between 
1O,00(}-15,000t, but then decreased to 6,000 t in 1987-1992 and increased to 19,000 t in 1994. At that time the fleet 
was mainly fishing very small redfish. Mter low catches in 1995 and in 1996 of only 900 t and 500 t, respectively 
(Table 9.1.1), the catches in 1997 decreased further to only 2001. The decline in 1995-1996 was due toareductionin 
effort'andin 1997 there was no direct fishery of S. mentella in Sub-area XIV and all the catches were taken as IJyciltch:in 
the shrimp fishery. 
9.2 ' Assessment 
9.2.1 Trends in CPUE and survey indices 
CPUE for deep-sea S. mentella in Division Viis based on tows taken below 500 m depth and where the total catches of 
redfish is more than 10% "fthetotal catch in each tow. In the period from 1986-1989 CPUE was stable. From 1990 to 
1996 CPUE has declined about 45 % (Figure 9.2.1), except in 1995 where CPUE increased by 5% from 1994. The 
decline in the period from 1990 corresponds to a reduction frbm a stable effort level of about 950 before 1990 to the 
current level of below 500,. i.e. a reduction of about 45%. 
It should be noted that these data reflect only a part of the stock, i.e. Division Va. During the period from 1986-1994, 
the landings in Division Va increased from about 20,000 t to 57,000 t. During the last two years, the catches has 
decreased due to qudta restrictions. Although the CPUE from the Icelandic trawler fishery increased in 1997 this 
increase has not continued in 1998 (Figure 9.2.1) and is still at a very low level. 
Regarding Diyjsion Vb the CPUE of deepcs"a S. mentella have decreased in recent years, but seemS to have stabilised at 
a very low level since 1995 (Figure 9.2.2). 
Survey abundance and biomass indices from the Gerfllangroundfish survey for deep sea. S. mentella (>=17 cm) are 
presented in Tabies 9.2.1 and 9.2.2, broken down by: stratum at West and East Greenland, and illustrated in Figu;es 
324 O;\..d._cFM..WG!t..EPS\N~WWGIJ2..EPORTS\199g\"I?.EPOR1\F'..EP.DOC 
9.2.3 and 9.2.4. An increasing trend was evident for both abundance and biomass indices. In 199t;1993 and 1995-96, 
when the survey area was completely cove~e4, ... this. species WljS foun!! to be very abundant. Due to the successful 
,," _ .'e" .',' .', ,-,,,.-.,, _'.. , _ ", ,.' _'_ -_~ /:_., 
. recruitment of oile' or' two itidividuaV year· c1asses;c':JaSt' year's (1997) estimates revealed. a continued increase· by more 
than 50 % to the record high values of the time series amounting to 6,900 million' individuals. and 1.5 million t. The 
recent stock was composed of recruiting juveniles only while mature deep sea S. mentella were almost absent However? 
the origin of the very abundant recruits and their recruitment to the stock of deep sea S. menteita is uncertain. 
Comparing the proportions between West and East Greenland, deep sea redfish was aimost exciusiveiy distributed off 
East Greenland. West Greenland shares were negligibie and varied without a ciear trend. The high confidence inlervais 
indicated a low precision of these estimates. 
Length disaggregated abundance was shown for West, East Greenland and total in Figures 9.2.5 and 9.2.6. Since 1985, 
juveniies «25 cm) contributed significant portions and have donunated the stock s.tructure since 1989. In 1991 and 
i993, most of the deep sea S. mentella were smaller than 20 cm or varied between 25-27 cm. Comp3.1';ng tie 1995-97 
1 ___ ~L ___ ~ •• ~ ____ .. _ ~I..._ ... __ ..... 1 ~~n ... L ~ __ ................ _+ ............ +h ................ ,,+ A .......... ; ........... + ua ......... 1",,, .. " ..... .-.."nt",A t.-.. ':t " .... ...1 .., I"ft'\ 1=< •• rthpr 
1~1Il:j1l1 UI~a;:'UI~lIl~U';:', 1I1~ allUU(U l:j1VWlI1 111 ..... 1 ..... 11 .... 111..,;, VJ. ......... UIV"'" U.VUil"lU.lI~ } ............... ,"00>" ~ .... .uV"""L"""'" n .. .J' .......... ~ .......... ""~U""L 
growth indications for single cohorts between successive years were hardly derivable from the length distributions, 
except 1990-91 with pronounced peaks at 21.5-23.5 cm and 25.5-26.5 cm, respectively. 
9.2.2 State of Lite stock and eate!!. projedio!'l-s 
The CPlJE decreased drastically from a high level in the late 80s and seems to have stabilised in the 90s at 50 % of that 
level. 
It is possible to compute effort as well as a T AC corresponding to different reductions in effort for deep sea S. mentella 
hv l1,"inO' ~ o;;:imil~r ml':thori ~o::. rif':o;;:C':rihf>.cI :::Ihovf>. for S_ mnrinl.l.fL ::.lthollP'h for the cleen-!i:ea S. mentella. the survev index is 
-J -----0-------- ---------- --------- ----- --- -- ------------, ---------c----- ---- ---0:- ---- -- ,- .-
Teplaced by CPUE index. The time series of CPUE indices, catches in area Va and deduced effort index are given in the 
following text table. 
Year CPUE 10% Catch Va Effort10% 
85 
86 943 18898 20 
87 974 19293 20 
88 886 14290 16 
89 974 40248 41 
90 804 28429 35 
91 770 47651 62 
M " , .,41.,41.,4 ~, 7~ VU "t.:J"tl"t 
" 93 ,,~ ~'''''''''' ~, J'+I J!££! ,,'+ 
94 488 ~r"' ... n H6 .:JO/~U 
95 514 48708 95 
96 489 34741 71 
97 562 37052 66 
Average 9i6 24232 27 
86-90 
The effort in the time when the stock was considered in stable condition i.e. from 1989--1990 was below 40. 
The working group was of the opinion that the effort should be further reduced in order to let the stock increase from the 
present low level. Using the CPUE data in the same way as the Iceland groundfish survey used for S. marinus indicates 
that a 25 % reduction would lead to catches of 28,000 t whereas a reduction in effort down to 40 would lead to catches 
of 22,000 t in 1999. 
Although the two types of Oceanic redfish in Irminger Sea in the present context are treated as one unit, it can not be 
exciuded that there may be a relationship between the demersal deep-sea S. mentella on the cuniinentai sheives of the 
Faroe Islands, Iceland, Greenland and the pelagic redfish reSembling deep-sea S. meniella in the L-rrLinger Sea and this 
should be keep in mind in the management of this stock. 
Q:\.A£~WGREPS\NWWQ\.REPO!ITS\l998\...R.EPOR1'.!I'..EP.DOC 
9.3, • Biologi,cal reference poill~ , 
The fishOOle :stock seems to be at a very low level, and' knowledge about recruitment is scare. Therefore, itis diffiGtdt do 

























































































































































TabJe 9.2.1 Deep sea S; tfiefltella (;;::17 cm). Abundance indices (n*1000) for-\Vest, East Greenla..id 
and total by stratum as derived from the German groundfishsurvey, 1982"97. 
Confidence intervals (Cl) are given in per cent of the stratified mean at 95% level of 
significance. 0 incorrect due to incomplete sampling. 
YFAR U 1 9 ?~1 ?? 3_1_ 3_:2 4.1 4.2 5.1 5.2 8.1 6.2 7.1 7.2 WEST EAST TOTAl Cl 
















































































































1 173 2394064 
1215 4246101" 
6257093 















5406 (111192) (116598) 
810 172094 172904 
3334 150786 154120 
14764 88044 102808 
8818 252240 261058 
305 298241 298546 
46-50 44695 4-934-5 
2425 970005 972430 
156 (6C004) {60220} 
190 1384633 1364223 
BIB llflS\:ll} (/8569j 
1827 2503279 2505106 
11467 4499171 4510638 












Table 9.2.2 Deep se.a S. mentella (;e:17 cm). Biomass indices (tons) for West, East Greenland and 
total-by stratum as derived from the German groundfishsurvey, 1982-97: Confidence 
intervals (Cl) are given in per cent of the stratified mean at 95% level of significance. 
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1308 30500 31808 
2548 81162 83710 
46 67348 67394 
, 643 8368 90,11 
59B 283911 284509 
33 (19856) (19889) 
30 229323 229353 
84 (7122) (7206) 
19S 37554<:> 375745 
1001'· 876307 877314 
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Figure 9;1".1. S, Mentella. Length distribuion from icelandic landings and from samples taken at sea from the trawler 
fleet 1989·1997. 
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Figure 9.2.2. CPUE 1985-1997 (catch (t) per fishing day) of redfish by the otterboard trawlers 
larger than 1,000 HP. 
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Figure 9.2.3 Deep sea S. mentella (~17 cm). Survey abundance indices tor East and West 
Greenland as derived from the German groundfish survey, 1982-97. *) 
incomplete survey coverage. 
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Figure 9.2.4 Deep sea S. mimtella (~17 cm). Survey biomass indices for East and West 
Greenland as derived frOlll the Gelu1.an groundfish survey, 1982-97. *) 
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Figure 9.2.5 Deep sea S. mentella (2:17 cm). Length frequencies for East and West Greenland as 
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Figure 9.2.6 Deep sea S. mentella (;;:17 cm). Length frequencies for East and West dte~niand 





10 OCEANIC Sebtl8tes menteUa 
10.1 Fishery on .oc"'!nic S. mentella '. 
- , - . 
10.1.1 Historical ,development nf the f!SbJ!ry 
Russian trawlerS stii..'"ted fishing oceanic S . . ttt.entella in 1982. Vessels from Bulga..ria., the former GDR and Poland joined 
those from Russia in 1984. TotaLcatches increased from 60,600 t in 1982 to IOS,ooo,t. in 1986. Since 1987, the total 
landings decreased to a minimum in 1991 of 25,000 t. The main reason fo~ this decrease was a reduction in fishing effort, 
especially by the Russian fleet. Since 1989, the number of counnies, participating in the oceanic S. mentella fishery 
l!I1lduallvincreased. Asaconsequence, total catch~s have also increased and reached the historically highest level in 1996at 
. '176,000't (Tables 1O.1.1-IOJ.2). In 1997 thet()taI provisionalcatcbwasl20,000 t, but some countries have not reported 
iherr catches yet. ' 
. ii : 
In the period 1982-1992, the fishery was carried out mainly from April to August. In 1993-1994, the fishing ,seasoqwas 
prolonged considerably, and in 1995 the fishery was conducted from March to December. In 1997 the main fishing season 
. occurred during the second qlllUter. ,Few trawlrrs,of Russia, Iceland and Spain cO\lducted their fishery during the whole 
year. The fleets participating in this fishery havecQntinued to develop th~ir fishing technology , and. most trawlers now use 
large pelagic trawls ("Gloria"-rype) with vertical openings of 80-150 meters. The ~esseIshave operated in 1997 at a depth 
range of 180 to 950 m, but mainly deeper than 600 m. Icelandic trawlers fished mainly on depth 600-800 m during the 
period 1995-19Sl7(Ta~le 10.1.3 Figure 1O.1.1). 
10.1.2 Description of the 'v~rio"s fleets, in 1997. 
I 
,Trawlers ,from at least ~9 counnies p<U1icipated in the fishery in 1997, Most of tbemwere freezer-f~ctory trawlers. Upto 90 
different trawlers fished iRS\lb"areas,XIIand XlV during the.season v.ith the vessels varying in Je,\gtb, horsepower, gears, 
type of fish processing etc. - '..







40 factory trawlers of eight types, ranged from 2000 to 4500 hp 
25 factory Irawlers and 2 fresbfish trawlers 
3 factory trawlers 
4 freezing Irawlers 
9 factory trawlers and 1 freshfish trawler 
1 factory trawler and 6 freshfish trawlers 
Ji"tfo...-mation abOL11 L~c oL~er fleetS is n6t available~' 
10.1.3 Trends in landings anlllisheri"s ~n oceanic S. mentella 
Catch daia for 1995 are eslimaledat)73,QOO. ~ (Ta1:;le.,l0.1.1-10.1.2) and for 1996 at 176,000 t, L1.e hi~lest recorded in LllS 
fishery. A preliminary estimate of a total_catches in 1997 is 120,000 t ~ut may reach 140,000 t due to Lle lack of reporting.:; 
from Bulgfu-ia, Latvia, Lithuania and Ukraine. ' 
Iceland presented the discard rate of 10 % (see section 7.6.2 and Table 7.6.2). Norway used the discard rate of 3 %. 
Tne facturs used for converting the weight of "Japanese cut" fish· aild fWets into rOund weight may cause errors in u1.e 
statistics if these factors are incorrect and/or differ bet'n'een countries. The conversion factors used by Iceland, Norway 
and Russia were presented at the meeting. A report from a c~financed EU-project on the currently used conversion 
factors (for many species and product categories) is also available on the Internet (http://www.ifremer.fr/cofrepeche). 
- ., The Working Gronp reiterates its, recommendation that each .country shonldinvestigate.and conduct scientific 
"work to.nnd,tne best.'fado!'S for a.p!!!"ti!,nl~!" .produ.ct_9nd -fishery~ and that the results:a:re-published/documented 
and- .glade available for the assessment work. The text ·table below, show the- conversidnifact6rs;'~used for the most 
common products by some of the counnies participating in the Oceanic S. mentella fishery: 
'~333 
J aganese cut Fillet Fillet with skin Fillet without skin 
France 3.37 3.37 3.37 
Germany 2.84 3.00' 
Iceland 1.818 3.333 3.571 3.636' 
Norway 1.650 3.00-4.771 
Russia 1.984 2.577 2.825 
UK 2.7 2.7 2.7 
1 Factor 3.00 usecl in log~b()oks, while factor 4.77 used on landings. 
2 With bone. .' .• . '.' . 
" "." - • -" . ; )' ;,,' , --- ,,! -"',,-', 
At the begmnIng of ~he fiShelj ill ~982"cat~hes of oce~nic ftxl1}s~ were rep0l1t;d from bOlh ~ub-areas -XII ~r.4 ,XI\l: l?ut 
most of the catches were taken in Sub-ai"ca XII (4'0,000-60,000 t) until 1985, then t1e gre:atei part of'the c~tchei{ weie 
'-', - '-' 
reported from Sub-area XIV. The landings from Sub-area XII "vere again in the majorit'j in 1994 and in 1995 "i,,'lt.l1' 94,'000 t 
and 129,000 t landed respectively. In 1996-1997the main part of the total catch were taken from Sub-area XIV - 134,000 t 
and 85,OOOi (Table 10.1.1). 
The !ahdings 'of oceanic S. tnenteUa- from Divi~io~ Va has ~unounted about :2,000 t_since, i'ie-'fishet'j st"~ed 'hiJ992_; '~x:c~Pt 
in 1994 w~en rri~re than 1 ~ 000 t \lIe~e _ca~gh; in t~is ar~a. In 1996 5,000 t ",vere' caught t.l}ere. In 19QT abo-Llt i5,:OO(l t ,of 
oceanic were taken in Va area (Table 10~Ll)~ 
In Table 10.1.4 the CPUE series for Bulgarian, German, Icelandic, Norwegian, Russian, and Spanish fleets areglveh:table 
10.1.5. shows catches, effort and CPUE by depth for the Icelandic fleet during the period 1989-1996. As can be seen from 
the table more than 90 % of the Icelandic catches were taken below '500 m~ In FIgure '10~ 1,20 'the develbpment of CPUE in 
three depth intervals is illustrated graphically. Figure 10.1.3 shows the CPUE from different fleets in recent years. 
, Greenland presented a catch rate index for' 1993'-' 1997 of thdishery within' the Greenland EEZbased, oh: log"book' data 
from selected vessels reporting to Greenlarid' authorities (WD' 14). After' a possible learning period in the fishery 'the 
estimated indices show a rather stable situation since 1994. ,,( i 
Length distributions of oceanic S. mente:Ua' from' Ge'tman~ 'ICelandiC, Rus'sian and Spanish cdmm~rdal catches ''were 
reported for 1997 and are given in Figure 10.1.4. 
10.2 Assessment 
10.2.1 Acoustic assessment 
The trawl-acoustic survey on oceanic S.' mentella in the Irmin~er Sea a~d adj'acent"waters was carried' ~ut by Russia in 
June-July 1997 (WD 22). Approximately 159,000 sq. nm were covered in the traditional, area of Qceanicreliflsh 
distribution on depth between 0-500 m. The acoustic -assessment yielded a stock size of about 1.24 million '( or 2.4 
billion individuals, i.e. 400 OOOt less than previous acoustic estimates (see text table below). 
Year Aco;ustic estimate Area, s~rveyed., 
down to 500 m thousand sq. nautical 
(thousand tonnes) miles 
1991 2235 105 
1992 2165 190 
1993 2556 120 
1994 2190 190 
,1nn..:: 1'1.040_1 .£'> 
.77..1 "'..,0'1 1U I 
1996 1600: :- ,256 
1997 ;_; i 1240 .159 
It:should. be noted that the area covered in 1997 sJirveywas smaller than the previous year and made w'ith.only. One 
vesseL The, :-acoustic' estimate" which is ·considered ,to' be, -an- absolute- 'measure, of the "fishable:, stock.,' c0vers only -the 




The traditional ichthyoplanktonic survey, coniluctedby Russia in'1982:::'j'995 was not carried out in 1997, The historical 
series of icthyoplanktonic surveys is presented in Table 1O,Z,1, 
111.2,3 State of tb.,e stock 
Data available to the Working Group for evaluating the stock status of oceanic Sebastes mentella were the acoustic 
estimates of the fishable biomass shallower than approximately 500 meters and CPUE from the commercial trawl 
fishery, 
Both survey estimates and CPUE of four fleets have decreased in a similar manner during the last 3 years, The Working 
Group considers the period up to 1993-1994 as a learning period including gear technology development However, 
since 1994, the overall CPUEhas decreased by approx, 45 %, During 1995-97, the survey estimates decreased by 50 % 
from 25 million't tol.2 million t ' . 
There have been observed changes in the environmental conditions in the Irminger Sea during the last years (WD22), 
which could affect the behaviour of the redfish in the area, At 200-500 m depth, the sea water temperature has increased 
by around 2° C .since 1994. This increase during the last years have also been observed by the Icelandic fleet where 
information from log-books show increase.in temperature at 600-800 m depth by a similar magnitude as in the 
uppermost 500 meters. The observed vertical changes in the hydrographical environment may have caused a change in 
the behaviour of oceanic redfish and in the depth distribution of the scattering layer. 
Some uncertainties arise regarding the indices used in the assessment (both in the CPUE and survey estimate) in relation 
to the enviromnentaLchangesandthe 1997 survey design. 
10.3 Management considerations 
For the oceanic redfishthere have been some discussion in the past aboutMBAL (previous NWWG reports), and it has 
been measured as 50% of the virgin biomass of around 3 million t In the 1994 acoustic survey, the biomass was 
estimated to be around 2.2 million t in the uppermost 500 m but in most recent years the survey resuits and CPUE series 
have indicated iower stock size. Based on these information one might conduue that we are perhaps reaching this 
MBAL level of around 1,5 million t due to an unsustainable catch level. 
It is, however, not clear so far, to which degree the environmental changes have contributed to the sudden decrease in 
the stock indiceS. 
10.4 Speciai COlliInents 
It should be underlined that since no reliable information is available on the recruitment processes for this stock, it will 
at present be impossible to detect a reduction in the recruitment before the fish enter the fishable part of the stock at an 
age of at least 10-15 years. The stock could therefore suffer from reCiUitment failure in years before it is possible to 
obServe it. 
In order to gain important knowledge on the location of the nursery areas for the Oceanic redfish stock and of 
the recruitment to the Irminger Sea, a joint international synoptic trawl survey for O-group and/or juvenile 
redfish covering the entire distribution area would be necessary. 
A different approach to this would be to follow the ext",Y"uded. la...ryae frm!!. the spawning gronnai'-l in tbe IrlPinger 
Sea on their way to the nursery grounds by conducting e~g., monthly surveys covering the larvaelO-grollp as they 
drift/swim. 
Due to the low acoustic estimate from the 1997 survey and signs of a decrease in the commercial CPUEs, the 
Working Group suggests the need for an international acoustic survey within the next year. 
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Table 10.1.1 Oceanic S. mentella. Landings (in tonnes) by area as used by the Working Group. Due to incomplet~ area ", 
reportings, the of exact shere in Divisions XII and XIV is just approximate in latest years. 
Year Va Vb VI XII XIV Total 
1978 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1979 0 0 0 0 0 .0 
1980 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1981 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1982 0 0 n ':to '7Q'l .,n. "7(\0 e:.n C01 v "'}7, 1 U-' "::"V,/70 UV,JOJ. 
1,..,0'} 'n 0 0 60;079 155 60,234 1;'10.:J v 
1984 0 0 0 60,64.3 4,189 64,832 
1985 0 0 0 17,300 54,371 71,671 
1986 0 0 0 24,131 80,976 105,107 
·1987 0 0 0 2,948 88,221 91,169 
1988 0 0 0 9.772 81.647 91,419 
1989 0 0 0 16,666 21,551 38,217 
1990 0 0 0 7,039 24,477 31,516 
1991 0 0 O. 1O,06J 17,088 27,149 
1992 1,968 0 0 23,249 40,745 65,962 
199.3 : 2,603 0 0 71,512 39,639 113,754 
1994 15,472 0 0 93,741 39,028 148,241 
1995 1,543 0 0 128,982 42,172 172,698 
1996 ' 4,610 0 0 38,828 133,163 . 176,601' 





'''' . .., 
Table 10,,1.:~ Oceanic S, mentella,catches (in tonnes) by countries used by the Working Group, 
Year Bulgaria Canada Estonia Faroes France FRG 3 Greenland keland Japan Latvia Lithuania Netherlands Norway Poland Portugal Russ~ Spain 
1981 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1982 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 581 60.000 
1983 0 0 0 0 155 0 0 0 0 60.079 
1984 2,961 0 0 0 989 0 0 0 239 60,643 
,1985 5,825 0 0 0 ' 5.438 0 0 o· 135 60,273 
" 1986 1l.38:5 0 5 0 8,574 0 0 0 149 84,994 
1987 12,270 0 382 0 7,023 0 0 0 25 71,469 
1988 8,455 0 1,090 0 16.848 0 0 0 0 65,026 
1989 4,546 0 226 0 6,797 0 3.816 0 112 22,720 
1990 2,690 0 0 0 7.957 0 4.537 7,085 b 9,247 
1991 0 2,195 115 IJ 571 0 8.783 6,198 0 9,289 
1992 628 1,810 3.765 2 6.447 9 15,478 780 6.656 14,654 0 15.733 
1993 3,216 6,365 7.121 I) 17,498 8 22,908 6,803 7,899 14,990 0 24.165 
1994 3,600 17,875 2.896 606 17,152 0 53,332 13,205 7,404 6.909 0 1,887 17.814 
1995 3,800 602 4 16,854 5.239 226 18,985 156 34,631 1,148 5,003 22.893 13 8,IO! ,0 5,125 42,182 4,555 
1996 I 3,500 650 7,092 6,271 IJ 21.245 0 62.903 415 1,084 10.649 0 6,658 0 2,379 45;748 7,229 
1997 I 0 III 1,.985 3,420 <) 20,447 0 41.272 31 0 0 0 3,179 776 3,644 36,.930 7,500 
1) Provisional data, 
2) USSR 1981-1991; Russia since 1992. 
3) Includes fonne:r GDR. 
4) Taken in NAFO area IF. 
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518 260 176,601 
0 0 119,295 
• ! 
Table 10.1.3. Oceanic S. mentella landings (in tonnes) in 1997 by countries and depth (A). and in 1996-1997 by depth •. 
(B). (Working Group figures andior as reported to NbAFC). 
A. Total not splitted shallower than deeper than' 
600 m 600 m 
" ___ .J_ , " , " \"....i:lIH:lUi:l 111 111 
Estonia 1 0\;2, 1 OQ" .I., .... u .... ....... UJ 
Faroes '::t Lt'Ul 'l A"" ""-,~v -',~ .........
Germany 20,447 14,202 6,245 
Iceland 41,272 7,397 33,875 
Japan 31 31 
Norway 3,179 732 2.447 
Poland 776 776 
Portugal 3,644 3,644 
Russia 36,930 36,930 
Spain 7,500 1,814 5,686 
119,295 43,i\77 24,145 51,673 
B. Total not splitted shallower than deeper than 
600 m 600 m 
1996 176,655 76,554 24,618 75,483 
1997 119,295 43,477 24,145 51,673 
Tabie 10.1.4 Oceanic S. menteila. Catch per unit effort in Sub-areas Xii and XtT'<y. 
'7 ___ 
...... nTTr. I~IL\ 
l. 1;;i11 ...... rUD ,VII} 
Bulgaria Gennanyl Iceland I:Jorway USSR~Russia (BMRT) Spain 
1982 1.99 
1983 1.60 
1984 1.25 1.48 
1985 1.85 1.68 
1986 2.04 1.35 
1987 1.22 0.79 ...;- 1.10 
1988 0.82 1.28 1.00 
1989 0.70 1.22 1.00 
1990 0.89 1.02 1.09 0.99 
1991 1.51 L42 0.80 
1992 1.66 1.79 0.63 
1993 3.28 2.02 0.63 
1994 2.64 2.83 1.70 
1995 2.06 2.02 2.05 1.00 
1996 1.45 1.76 1.20 1.30 
• 1"1.1"1. ... 1 1.31 1.07 0.72 0.83 1':;1" 
1 Preliw.i.'la .... y 
21987-1990 reported as GDR (FVSIV) 
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.t Table 10.1.5. CPUE, trawling time and catch of 






















































































































































95. 96 97 
,0.,08 1.53 
1.42 2.31 1.63 
2.4,0 ,0.96 1.56 
2.58 1·,08 ,0.86 
2.,06 1.32 ,0.99 
2.10 1.46 1.15 
2.16 2m 1.,08 
2.00 2,53 ,0.92 
1.93 ,1.,02 
95 96 97 
16 61 
2,019 925 224 
65(; 78 1049 
347 392 814 
111'2" 
.......... '" 2669 2261 
1I".c='2 '1" on 10721 
..... "' ........ ,,,,U7 
"(\(\'1 1(\'111':;: 0.10:.10:'1 
"'77J .lU,"'tV 7 .... JJ 
25 8,07 485 
46 318 
ft~ .. ~ 0'7 
7J JU J' 
' , n, n LL 7"t.V 
2873.9 2133.1 365.6 
1571.9 74.8 1635.1 
895.,0 423.3 698.2 
2955.i 3521.5 2246.1 
8915.3 10678.1 12360.5 
6461.5 21560.0 10270.3 
5,0.,0 2,038.3 446.2 
88.,0 325.5 
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Table 10;2.1; Oceanic S. mentella biomass from the the . Russian ichthyoplankton surveys, in 1982- ~ 
1995. N S.- No survey 
Square surveyed Redfish abundance Redfish biomass 
(thou. SQ. miles) (mill. sDec.) (thou. t) 
Iceland Intern. Total Iceland Intern. Total Iceland Intern Total 
EZZ waters EZZ waters EZZ waters 
1982 88 88 ! 662 662 421.3 421.3 
1983 148 148 1944 1944 ' 1198 1198· 
1'984 96 96 i1423 1423 957 957 
1985 10.0 10.0 '1169 1169 687 687 
1986 42 98 14.0 9602 11136 10738 1011.9 68.0.3 1692.2 . 
1987 114 114 1032 1032 646.1 646.1· 
1988 178 99 277 723 1212 1936 396.4 636.2 1031.6 ",,'1 
1989 9.0 10.0 19.0 393 998 1391 263.3 6.07.6 87.0.9 
199.0 39 81 12.0 42.0 89.0 131.0 28.0.7 677.3 863 
1991 115 115 139.0 139.0 8.01.6 8.01.6 
1992 NS 
1993 126 126 446.0 446.0 3119.4 3119.4 
1994 NS 
1995 136 136. 364.0 364.0 2948.7 2948.7 
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Figure 10_1.1. Depib distribution of trawl hauls of the icelandic fleet in ibe irminger sea since 1989 from trawler log-
books. Indicated depib as depib of ibe headline of the trawl. 
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Figure 10.1,3 Trends in C~UE of oceanic S. mentella inthe Irminger Sea and estimated acoustic biomass. 
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Figure 10.1.4. Length distributions from landings of oceanic s,mentella in 1995,1997 
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12 WORKING DOCUMENTS 
26 working documents were preserited, to ,the working gr~up during the meeting land they are all listed' below: In 
addition the following documents were presented: a) Report of the Study Group on Redfish Stocks (ICES C.M. 
1998/G:3, Re[H); b) Report of the Study ,Group on the Precautionary Approach to Fisheries Management (ICES 
C.M.1998/ACFM: 10. Ref.D); c) Selectivity in longline fishery for Greenland halibut (J.Boje, R.Holstand A.WolI; ICES 
FIFB WGMeeting). 
1) Jakup Reinert. 1998. Faroe Haddock: Preliminary Assessment. 
2) Jakup Reinert, 1998 . Redfish in ICESPivision Vb. 
3) Tnorsleinn Sigurd'sson, 1998. Iceiandic data on "oceaitic'~ S. menieiia. Some tabies and figures. 
4) Thorsteinn Sigurdsson, 1998. Redfish in ICES Sub-area Va. 
5) Sigurdur T.Jonsson.and Gudmundur Gudmundsson, 1998. saithe i~ Division Va. 
6) Petur Steingrund, 1998. Faroe Plateau cod: Tablesand'figures. , 
7) Petllr-~teinOTlin(L 199R~"Faroe- Bank cod: Tables and figures, 
8) Arni Nicoiajsen, 1998. Faroe Saithe assessment 1998. Tabies and Figures. 
9) Hans-Joachim Rat" 1998. On the German Fishery and Biological Characteristics of Oceanic Redfish (Seba~tes 
mentella Travin) 1995-97. 
10) Hans-JoachimRatz. 1998. GroundfishSurvey Results for Juvenile Redfish «17 cm), Sebastes mari"u~ and Deep 
Sea Sebastes mentella off Green!and (offshore components) 1982-97. .. 
11) Hans-Joachim Ratz, 1998. GroundfishSurvey Results fpr Cod off Greenland (offshore component)'19~2-97. 
12) Hans-Joachim Rat'. 1998. German Catches, Effort Distribution, CPUE and Length Composition for <Greenland 
Halibut (Reinhardti~s hipPQglossoid~s Walbau'll) in ICES Div. V and XN. 1995-97. 
13) Jens Jacob Engelstoft. 1998. Inshore Cod stock offWest'Greenland. 
14) Jens Jacob Engelstoft,1998. ACatch Rate Index for Oceanic Redfish (Sebastes mentella) in the IrmingeTS"a 
based on Multiplicative Modelling of Commercial Catch'per-uriit-effort Data (1993-1997). 
15) Jens Jacob Engelstoft. 1998. Some figures and tables on bycateh in the Greenland shrimp fishery. 
16) ,Junquera, 1998. Results of the Spanish fishery i~I<tES Divisions XII and XIVb in 1997. 
17) Agnes C. Gundersen, Astrid K. Woll. Jan E. R6nneberg and Jesper Boie,1998. Greenlahd'halibutReinhardtius 
hippoglossoidesin ICES-area XNb. Longline survey in July 1997. 
18). Einar HiOrlcifsson. 1998. A brief view on the Greenland Halibut. 
19) Niels-Roar Hareide and Greta Games, 1998.' Data' on the Biology and Distribution of Greenland }il1libut 
(Reinhardtius hippoglossoides) in IntemationalWators On the Reykjanes Ridge. 
20) Jesper Boie. 1998. The fishery for Greenland halibut in ICES Div. 'XIVb in 1997. 
21) Sigrus A. Schopka. 1998. Cod at iceiand. Division Va. Tables and Figures. 
22) S.P. Melnikov. V.S. Mamylov, V.N. Shibanov and A.P. Pedchenko, 1998. Results from Russian Trawl-Acoustic 
Survey on Sebastes mentella stock of the Irminger Sea in 1997. (Includes an addendum). 
23) V.N. Shibanov, V.I. Vinnichenko andS.P. Melnikov, 1998. Preliminary information about Russian fishery for the 
Oceanic S. Mentella in ICES Subarea XIV in 1997. 
24) Kieii H. Nedreaas. 1998. Some information aboUl the Norwegian fishery for peiagic Sebasres menreila in the 
Inninger Sea, S. marinus amI Greenland halibut in ICES Sub-areas XII and XN in 1996 (revised) and 1997 
(provisional). 
25) Torhild Johansen, Anna Kristin Danielsdottir and Gunnar Naevdal,l998. Regarding S. mentella types at Iceland 
and in the Irminger Sea; preliminary results. 
26) Hoskuldur Biornsson. 199R. Description of the use of a multi species model for cod assessment 
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